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v.^

THE

NEW METAMORPHOSIS
OR,

THE FOURTH BOOK.

CHAPTER I.

Of Faiitasio's escape from the J'ria/s convent, and

the danger he went through till he got into a

-widoio ladifs house. The discourses oj" several

lady-visitors on the duties atid advantage of wi-

dowhood, the extraordinary conduct of several

widoics, ^'c.

oUFFICIENTLY tired with a perpetual view

of the vices and follies of the friars, 1 consi-

dered with myself how I should make my
escape before the provincial left Naples, dread-

ing still my journey to Rome, as if in this

disguise 1 were scarce secure from the Car-

dinal's hate and revenge. It happened that

Vol. II. B
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I was left to the care of a young novice of

the order, till the provincial's return from a

visit he was gone to make to a lady, and great

devotee to his order. I had not been long in

his cell, but a jolly brisk father of about

thirty-five, came in to him, and having almost

smothered him with kisses, threw him on the

bed and passed to those pleasures the arms of

a fair lady could afford a vigorous lover; for

I soon found this pretended novice to be a

young woman maintained by some friars for

their domestic use, so to qualify their lewd-

ness as to make them able to carry a sanc-

timonious phiz in the eye of the world. This

good father having satisfied his appetite, and

something abated the edge of his vigor he

withdrew. Soon after another came in, about

forty-five, and passing the same compliments

on the passive novice, retired ; but the door

was so well guarded and taken care of, that

1 could not get out, till at last came an old

father of sixty, and hastening to his journey's

end, forgot to close the door of the cell, I

took occasion by the forelock, remembering,

even in my canine state, that time is an old

gentleman all bald behind, so slipping into

the gallery (it being now about the evening

twilight) I passed out of the convent, without

any difliculty or adventure. Being now at

liberty and enlarged from that odious prison.
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or den of hypocrisy and irreligion, I could

not presently relish the blessing 1 had obtained,

by being infinitely at a loss, though in the

open streets, how to dispose of myself, or

M'hich way to steer my course. I soon found

the tenderness of my new feet not well adapted

to the sharp roughness of the pavements, and

liow far my uncertain fate would carry me
before I could find a retreat, I could not yet

tell. INIy fears were ready to lay more trouble-

some and terrible considerations in the way,

by representing my danger from the assaults

of my brother dogs, under which I had no

hopes of supporting myself, if with life, at

least not from wounds of very uneasy conse-

quence. For dogs being domestic animals,

and very conversant with men, seem to have

contracted that barbarous disease of nature from

them of worrying one another.

While these anxious considerations kept me
in suspense, not far from the gate of the

convent, I perceived, by the light of a flam-

beau, the provincial himself making up to me.

The rubicon was past, and it was now too

late to consult my doubts and fears any longer,

unless I resolved again to return to that hive

of lecherous drones ; the apprehension of

which prevailed over all others, and made me
spring forward and try the utmost swiftness

of my heels ; and the fear of the provincial

B 2
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was so strong in ray mind, that 1 had traversed

the best part of the great city of Naples

before I durst stop to consider where to go, to

observe Mhat door was open of any con-

siderable house, assuring myself of better

esteem and better fare in the palaiio of qua-

lity than in the casas of the vulgar, where

dogs of figure are never so welcome as in the

former. But hearing a great noise of the mob,

and the snarling, harking, and fighting of se-

veral great dogs, discarding my delicacy, and

tinning down the next street, I ran full speed

into the first door I saw open, without consi-

dering the magnificence of the structure.

Being got into the security of the house,

as the danger vanished my courage returned,

yet panting and out of breath with the fright

and fatigue, 1 threw myself down at the

foot of the stairs, till being pretty well

refreshed, I ventured up with the next lady

that mounted, full of the impertinence of fe-

male visitants; having observed three or four

go up before, I concluded that there was

some good cheer towards ; which was a

thought of some comfort to my hungry appe-

tite. For by the absence of the provincial all

that day from the convent, and the more

agreeable business, which had wholly em-

ployed the thoughts and the person of my
female-friar guardian, and the fatigue of my
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little journey througli such imminent clangers,

and stronger fears, my stomach was very

empty, and importuned my industry to appease

its clamorous demands.

Mounting- up the stairs I found the apart-

ments himg all in hlack, which gave some mor-

tification to my eager appetite, hoping but

little supply from this house of tears and

sorrow ; which thought had prevailed on me
to have sought out fresh quarters, had not the

fear of encountering such terrible adventures

as I had just passed with so much apprehen-

sion, determined me to wait for some more

lucky event. Besides I began to reflect, that

these sable ornaments might only be the decent

hypocrisy of some joyful heir, for the death of

a miserly father, who had been so long" the

check on his pleasures, and the disgustful bar

to his riot, that being now master of his wishes

in wealth and liberty, his revels might prevent

and extinguish the funeral sorrows ; or they

might be the outside formalities of some happy

husband for the departure of his wife : a loss

that generally brings no more grief than

the first glass of wine at her obsequies will

carry down : for while custom obhges him

to pay a public grimace to his wife's family

and memory, the joy of his liberty makes him

ofler the libations of the bottle to his own satis-

faction ; at least this is what 1 have observed
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through my long peregrination in the shape

which Biancha Pamphili gave me by her art

to escape the Cardinal's resentment, especially

in the north-west parts of Europe^ as will be

evident from the sequel of my travels.

Or perhaps, thought I, it may be some joyful

widow's vizor to cover her satisfaction for the

loss of her lord and tyrant called a husband, and

so all this is only the gloomy shadow under

which she with the more ease is mistress of her

pleasure. For how eager soever a man and wo-

man may be to come together, they are ten times

as eager for the happy moment of separation ;

and the first transports and joys in one another's

arms after the sighs and longings of a tedious ad-

dress, are less than the raptures of finding either

in the cold arms of death after the more tedious

servitude of matrimony ; for it is the unhappy

fate of humankind always to pursue that with

eager impatience, which we soon quit with ease

and satisfaction.

In these and the like thoughts, I followed

two ladies into the sala regia, or chamber of

reception, which I found set out in the follow-

ing manner. The hangings, sconces, branches,

tables, chairs, and couch were all as black as a

starless night. At the end of the room, and

farthest from the glare of the magnificent illu-

mination of the chamber, on a sable couch

sat a lady reclining on her arm in a Ian-
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guishing- posture, and often wiping, or seeming
to wipe with her snowy hand and handkerchief

the imaginary tears from her eyes ; while a

thick dusky veil fell over her face, and obscured

the beauty of those eyes, which, when discovered,

shone in that firmament of jet, like two bright

Venus's in a black winter's night. In a semi-

circle before this couch, sat first four matron-

like ladies of a reverend appearance, next to

them the two young ladies whom I had fol-

lowed, one about twenty-two, who had now a

second husband, and another about twenty,

never yet married, though agreeable enough
to invite.

I promised myself from a company so pecu-

liar, on so peculiar an occasion, as peculiar a di-

version. Laying therefore myself down in the

midst of the circle, and as near the disconsolate

mourner as I could, in appearance I composed
myself to repose; but on the contrary, banish-

ing that canine disease, I listened with all the

human curiosity of jealousy itself. When a

reverend matron who sat next the couch soon
began to banish silence, which must always be
extremely short-lived in the company of seven

women, and opened in this manner :

' Though the highest good is to be desired

* by ail people that think right ; and by con-

' sequence the loss of that good in the death of
* a friend so near and dear to us as a husband,
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is to be deplored with tears of sincerity : yet,

certainly it is but a great folly to push this

reasonable grief beyond the bounds of reason,

and choose to enjoy no food at all, when it

is not in our power to possess the highest.

Besides, my dear lady, we too commonly

injure the memory we pay our lamentations

to, by loading our fleeting hours with the

unhappiness of a too anxious sorrow for

him, who when alive would have died to

deliver us even from the very imagination

of it.

* Monsignor Renate was indeed a very

tender husband, remitting much of that

tyrannic severity of matrimony, which gene-

rally renders it so tedious and disagreeable to

our sex ;
yet, Madam, you disappoint his

aim in adding the advantage of so considera-

ble a fortune to so much beauty, if you waste

your days thus in sorrow for a loss which

cannot be retrieved by all the tears you shed,

or those bootless disquiets, which you vainly

give yourself in the spring of your age, when

life affords the highest relish of the goods of

fortune and nature. Do you imagine that

the dead trouble themselves with our thoughts

about them, which they know no more than

our actions ? There is too great a gulph be

tween this life and the next, for any commu-

nication to be held, or any spies to be main-
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tained, to give a Avoman any cause of con-

straining herself to formalities that are ene-

mies to her pleasures and brighter enjoyments.

Woman is made entirely for pleasure, the

foolish pride of man lias excluded her from

the fatigue of camps and councils, confined

her to the alcove and the toilette, left nothing

for the object of her thoughts but how to soften

the tedious time with pleasure and satisfac-

tion. Yon sin, therefore, my dear, against

nature, which bends with all its force to

indolence and delight, and declines with its

utmost caution all those anxieties, which are

foes to that repose and ease w hich is so ne-

cessary to our satisfaction. How is it pos-

sible, that a woman should seek pain and

shun pleasure ? Pursue not, therefore, a

grief, that if real is a fatal enemy to your

youth, your beauty and your wealth ; if false,

an hypocrisy of very little use to your repu-

tation or enjoyments. It is true, there are de-

cent forms to be observed ; the world expects

them from us ; and the week after the hus-

band dies, tears may appear graceful in the

eyes of a young widow, because the shortness

of the time allows the malicious to believe,

that it is possible they may he real ; but after

six months* widowhood to be so outrageous

a mourner, shows at best but an impotence

of passion unw^orthy of good sense, or an
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* hypocrisy carried so far, as to be visible to all

* the world.

* Take not my friendly liberty, my dear

* lady, amiss, since spoken out of a sincere zeal

* for your pleasure and your fame ; for while

' we endeavour to strain nature beyond its

' genuine extent, we often fall into follies

* as surprising as unaccountable. As will

' appear from the following story of a relation

' ofmy own.*

In the city of Nola lived a knight of an

ancient family, who having passed the greatest

part of his time in a single life ; in the dotage

of his years fell in love with my cousin Laoda-

mia Pepesumo, who, as she wanted all the

smiles of fortune, was infinitely rich in all

those of nature, that can be found in the

beauty of the body. Her shape was admirable,

her stature tall, her eyes sprightly ; her hair

of the purest gold hung waving in wanton

curls down to her waste ; a modest blush height-

ened the charms of her face, while a pleasing'

smile discovered within her lips of coral two

rows of pearly teeth as even as white. Her

voice was like that of the syrens^ none could

avoid the rock of love, that suffered the

harmonious accents to enter their ears. Nor

was she barren in wit and good sense ; there

was music in her words, and the muses

and the graces danced to the motion of her
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tongue ; for she never spoke but the rnelody

was too transporting to let any hearer be in-

different.

These perfections you may be assured drew

many admirers. But such are the base and

degenerate principles of man, that al! the

charms of a goddess were too weak to make
her a wife while she wanted that golden shower
that opened the brazen tower to Jupiter him-

self. So that had not the doting years of the

Cavaliero Imperiale quite lost the sordid cun-

ning of man, she had been in very great danger

of a nunnery, or the infamy of an old maid.

But he being too old to hope to gratify his

avarice by marriage, was resolved at least to

gratify his pleasure ; and being perfectly ra-

vished with her beauties, to them surrendered

his heart, and with that his person and fortune.

For marrying her, he settled a considerable

estate on her if she happened to outlive him,

in his life-time commanding him and his whole

fortune.

But the disparity between his desire and
capacity was so great, that in a little time Lao^

damia became a rich young widow. She pru-

dently expressed all the fondness of love for

her old dying husband, watching with him
whole nights, nor even leaving his chamber
all the day, snatching only now and then, in

obedience to nature, a short slumber in a chair
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by liis bed-side. Whether he was really so dear

to her or not, or whether she paid that con-

stant attendance to prevent the insinuations of

those by her presence, whom her absence might

have encouraged to have lessened her fortune for

the increase of their own, 1 will not pretend to

determine. But her apparent care and assi-

duity won his heart so far, that what provision

he had already made for her seemed too little

for her merits, and he therefore made consi-

derable additions to her settlement.

Thus far her concern was reasonable be-

cause it was politic, and produced that advanta-

geous effect, which she only could propose as

the aim of her actions : but her conduct after

his disease was so singular and extravagant,

that she justly merited the infamy which she

fell into.

. The knight being now dead, she pretended

to fall into so violent a passion, as could not

be assuaged by all the advice and comfort of

friends. She attempted to put an end to her

life, when death had just put it in her power

to participate of all the enjoyments of life. Be-

ing disarmed of all dangerous weapons, she

threw herself down by the dead body of the

old man, and clasping him in her eager arms,

as if the hypocrisy could yet be of use to her

with him, or that from her warm embraces she

could convey new breath into him, or by her
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clamorous griefs, recal that soul, which was
now fled out of the reach of her exclamations,

and power of her charms.

It was with all the force imaginable, that,

after one whole night spent in this manner,
she was dragged from so loathsome a bed-fellow,

protesting in a most frantic manner that she
would not outlive him, but would be interred

in the same grave with the dear lord of her
desires, and source of her happiness; since

the world had nothing now left in it worthy
of her thoughts, or capable of making life to-

lerable to her.

By the authority of parents spiritual and
temporal, the persuasions of friends, and her
own weakness, she was at last compelled to

another bed, all in tears and rending the air

with sighs, groans, and complaints. But while
tiiey took care to watch her, they removed the
corpse of her husband to the tomb of his an-
cestors* and in a few days the excessive ra"^e

of her grief being somewhat abated by a real

illness, into which the overacting her part had
now thrown her, by the help of physicians, the

comforts of Iter relations, and her own consti-

tution, she came to that moderation in her
passion, and health in her body, as to be able
to leave her bed. But still kept up an obsti-

nate state of melancholy, and expressed so
great an aversion to all mankind, that she turned
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away all her male servants, and excluded her

females from approaching her apartment but

when called by herself.

In this condition she remained for above a

month, refusing all visits and giving herself

up to prayer and reading, when the intervals of

her sorrow w ould afford her this relief.

She had a maid called Flora, who was

daughter of a catchpole of Naples, a girl of

some wit and of as good an education, as the

substaace of an old aunt in Nola could give

her. The condition of her father was un-

known in the family, which made the easier

way for her favor with her mistress, which,

in the lifetime of the old knight, she had in

an eminent manner. But presuming on that,

she had taken the liberty to speak a little freely

to her lady, against this extremity of melan-

choly to which she had given herself up ; and

provoked her so far, by that presumption, as

to make her forbid her her sight, and gave her

warning to quit her service in a month.

Flora had a brother, who was a valet to

an old gentleman of a decayed fortune, who

yet had the vanity of keeping up the figure of

his quality. This valet's name was Tancredo,

he was very handsome in his person, and had

a volubility of tongue, and a natural and ac-

quired impudence sufficient for any under-

taking that depended merely on that.
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Flora reasonably imagined, tiiat all this

excessive grief of her lady was too affectedly

violent to be real and well grounded ; which
made it possible, that by a subtle device she

might at once be revenged of her mistress's

unjust anger, prefer her own brother, and make
her own fortune. Laying, therefore, the de-

sign, as she and her brother could contrive it,

they in a few nights thus put it in practice.

Tancredo by his sister's help and his own
stock furnishes himself with a handsome suit

of officer's clothes, and every thing answerable

to so honorable a post. Flora having placed

herself at the door lets him into the house,

and directs him to her lady's apartment ; when
drawing his sword, and artfully putting on
the concern of a person pursued, and in im-

mediate danger of life, he enters and leaves

the success to his impudence and the lady's

capricio.

Laodamia was then on her couch with a

book iu her hand, and her eyes thrown up
to heaven, as full of seeming thought as if the

most sacred contemplations had taken up her

whole mind. As soon as she saw a very hand-
some young fellow approach her in that man-
ner, she started up and screamed out aloud ; he
flew up to her, and casting himself at her feet,

begged her not to be frighted at so surprising a

view, and an intrusion which necessity had
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forced him to commit. He implored but so much
patience as to liear his condition, and then he

would surrender himself up entirely to her dis-

posal, and put his life immediately in her

hands. He spoke this with such an emphasis

of fear and concern, that he soon appeased her

rage and apprehension. She hid him, therefore,

put up his sword, take a chair, and in a few

words clear himself of that impudence he yet

seemed guilty of, in tlirusting himself, not only

into her house, hut into the chamher of retire-

ment of a lady of her quality, which, unless he

su^ciently made out the necessity that com-

pelled him, merited no less than the death he

pretended to fly from.

He immediately put up his sword, but, she

having again sat down on the couch, he conti-

nued with one knee fixed to the floor, a2id

began in this manner.

CHAPTER ir.

The story of Tancredo and Olyrapia Melliiii. The

success of his stratagem in marrying Laodamia.

No, Madam, said he, I yet appear too criminal

to leave this posture of a suppliant, let me.

Madam, convince you of my innocence by a

relation of my misfortunes before I presume to
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look up to those eyes^ which like lightning darted

from the angry face of heaven have already al-

most struck tne dead. However^ I hope, token

you have heard my story, Madam, as you have

the most beauty of your sex, so you will have

the most generosity and cotnpassion, and not

throw me out a hunted victim to murderers,

hut afford your protection to an unfortunate

gentleman, a stranger to this city, and lehose

birth and quality may challefige some little

regard.

Know then, divine lady, that I am l)y

birth a Roman, of the illustrious family of the

Marquis of Ruspogli, uho is my father, though

too cruel and barbarous to merit so tender a

nam-e. There has been for some generations

an hereditary hatred between ours and the

family of Mellini, which has often been ex-

tended to such inhumanities, as I am ashamed

to repeat, even in respect to that father, who
no longer looks on me as a son, but as the

most odious of enemies, seeking by the hands

of bravo's the life he gave me, because love

had extinguished that barbarous thirst of re-

venge, which had already been too fatal to our

family.

Olympia Mellini was the most charming

of her sex I ever saw, till this moment
that fortune has thrown me at your feet. It

was my chance at church one day, ignorant

Vol. II. C
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of her person and her beauties, to kneel next

to her, and making some gay and gallant ad-

dresses to her I was a little surprised at the wit

and sweetness of her repartees.

1 ever condemned those veils, Madam, till

7ioiVy (said I) for though they may sometimes

provoke our curiosity to a disappointment, yet

they infallibly very often secure the heart from
beauty^ that might else be too dangerous to our

repose. So that I cannot but thank my stars.

Madam, for saving my heart at the expense of

my curiosity. I am afraid (returned the lady)

the exchange is not so advantageous as you

tnay seem to believe ; for I a?n confident it is

with you as with most of your sex, who owe

more fatigue to their curiosity than love.—
As she said these words, she took occasion to

throw so much of her veil aside, as to dis-

cover a face and bosom that might vanquish

an anchorite.

I made her sensible of her conquest, and

pressed her to a continuance of our commerce,

but was thunder-struck to hear the name of

Mellini. 1 either had not in my heart any of

that unreasonable hatred that old piques had

so Inog maintained, or else her eyes in a mo-

ment banished even the yery memory of it. I

durst not tell her my name, for fear 1 had not

had so good an advocate in her mind, as she, I

found, had in mine ; and, therefore, assumed the
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title of Count Capizzuchi my schoolfellow,

so extremel)^ like me in person, voice, mien,
and humor, that we had often passed for each
other. I managed this affair with that success,

that I soon found myself as much master of her
inclinations, as she was of mine ; till the com-
merce was become so tender that it was impos-
sible to part us, without our mutual destruction.

It was now come to this, that there was a ne-

cessity of confessing my family, but with this

assurance, that I would never leave my father

till I had obtained his consent ; hoping-, that as

our love began in the church, it was the gift

of providence by our union to cement our two
houses in a necessary agreement, in putting an
end to those jars which had already been so
bloody to both. Though her surprise was
great yet her passion was greater ; and she gave
her promise immediately to ask the consent
of her father, through the tenderness of her
mother's affection for an only daughter.

I had always been most tenderly beloved
by my father till the very day that I ventured
to make the fatal discovery ; which I did with
all the preparation and art I was capable of
using, in a point on which both my happiness
and life had a certain dependance. And having
got his assurance, that there was nothing in

his power that he would not do to fix my
safety and satisfaction, I told him the story oi

c 2
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my love and the family of my mistress. But,

Madam, it is impossible to paint the rage that

immediately possessed him at the mention of

her name. He called me rebellious, ungrateful,

foolish, dishonorable boy, and every odious ex-

pression that could make evident the invincible

hatred Avhich he bore to the Alellini. He
charged me on his blessing, nay, under the heavy

penalty of his curse, never to see, converse with,

or think of Olympia more ; and then perhaps

he might forgive, and if possible forget my
monstrous transgression.

But 1 was in love, which banished prudence

from my conduct and put me on an obsti-

nate vindication of my passion, the merits of

the lady, and the impossibility of my ceasing to

love her. / urged the unreasotiablejiess of, and

want of Christianity in such implacable hatreds^

that providence thus seemed to have marked out

a way to a happy reconciliation of two families

of such note and dignity in Rome, which united

would not only put an end to bloody murders,

hut gain an authority much stronger and more

powerful by so politic an union.

But this was to add fuel to the flame, to

cast oil and sulphur into the fire. He struck

me and forbid me his presence, but ordered me

to be confined for some days to my chamber,

till he heard of the inclosure of Donna Olympia

Alellini. For her mother had no sooner, by
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Iier importunity, moved her father in the case,

but he discovered no less fury and aversion to

the match, than my father had done. But in-

quiring farther into the matter, with some ad-

dress and dissembled calm, he found what

progress I had made in her heart, and therefore

immediately sent her away, without allowing her

the least opportunity of sending me any notice

of her desperate condition, to a nunnery in Flo-

rence, where a sister of her's was abbess.

All I could learn when I was enlarged by my
father, was only that she was sent away, but

could not find out whither. It cost me much in-

dustry, and a great deal of money to make the

discovery ; which yet only added to my misery by

the knowledge of the place of her prison, and

the person of the jailor.

I will not, Madam, repeat to you the per-

petual throbs and pangs of my soul, for the

irrecoverable loss of the person who only could

make life supportable. Despair threw me into

a dangerous fever, in which I had not the com-

fort of a father's smiles, as he never once came

near me during all my sickness, being but too

sensible of the hateful cause of the malady. But

my fate, that reserved me to greater misfortunes,

gave me strength to vanquish this disorder of

my blood, and the sanguine complexion of my
temper still furnishing fresh hopes from my in-

dustry and passion, 1 thought nothing was im-
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possible for me to effect for so glorious a reward

as Olympia Meltini.

1 grew better every day, and being- now per-

fectly recovered, [ made it my business to get

what jewels and money I could, and to dispose

of it in such places, as might enable me best to

employ it for my Oli/mpias escape.

The better to conceal my designs from her

father and mine, I made public addresses to

another, though by her consent, she being my
confident in the design, and which as I took

care to have it as much as possible noised about

the city, so Olympian father took care to inform

his daughter of it in all the aggravating terms

imaginable. This by degrees lessened my
father's resentment and opened his purse. Having

besides strained my credit to the utmost, I was

now furnished with sufficient provision to make

us live happily in an unknown condition in a

foreign country. The lady (by consent) seeming

now to reject my suit, I obtained leave of my
father to go to Venice to an uncle of my mother's,

from whom I had no small expectations of in-

terest, and with whom I pretended I should with

the more ease wear off the passion, that this last

lady had raised in my breast.

Under this pretence I set out from Rome, and

went two day's journey in the direct road to Lo-

retto. There was a friar, who had been my
schoolfellow, who partly for old acquaintance.
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and partly in hopes to make me bis friend here-

after, and partly for the sake of a considerable

present bribe ; furnished me not only with a

habit of the order, but letters of recommen-

dation to the father-confessor to the nunnery of

poor Clares^ and to the convent of friars in

Florejice.

By this means, in a little time, I got to the

sight of Oif/77ipia, and conveyed into her hands

a full account of all that I had done and suffered

since our separation ; not omitting my pageant

amour the better to conceal my designs ; beg-

ging her if she would have me support my life a

few days longer, to give me assurance of flying

with me to Leghorn, where we would take

shipping to some other country more favorable

to our amour.

Having removed all her doubts, the time was

agreed on, the ladders provided, and she got

into the garden in order to make her escape. By
the help of my friends I conveyed her over the

walls to a private house in that city, where she

changed her habit, and I mine ; and dressing

her like a young Benedictine novice, and myself

like a monk, we got on horseback, and riding-

all night we made such despatch, that we arrived

safe and undiscovered at Leghorn.

A servant I had intrusted, had provided me
a retreat, where we retired to the most secret part

of the house, and once more changed our habits,
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she to a young" cavalier, and I to that of a

Djerchant ; but neither of us ventured abroad,

but did all our business by our landlord and

my trusty servant, as the getting of shipping

and provisions with the utmost despatch.

In the meantime having gotten this oppor-

tunity of being alone, mutual love taught us to

employ it in all the innocent endearments that

so much passion could inspire. We immediately

contracted ourselves, as firmly as we could

•without a priest ; which made way for those

freedoms, which could not be expected without

such security. But the little liberties she allowed

me only served to raise my desires of greater,

which in spite of her reluctance, secure of such

an advocate within her, as her heart, 1 forced

from her, repeating my assurances of confirming

our mutual happiness by the forms of the

church on the first opportunity. Yet I could

by no means obtain the last favor till all was

accomplished, which by the help of our host we

did the next day, by the bribing an old priest to

administer the sacrament in our chamber.

It is impossible, iVIadam, to relate to you the

ecstasies of that night. If you did ever love.

Madam, if you have, Madam, ever been happy

in the object beloved, you may easily guess what

may flow from the union of souls, as well as

bodies. But alas! this happiness was too extreme

to last! She was soon missed at the nunnery.
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and public proclamation obtained for securing

her wherever found, and rewards for the disco-

very sufficient to bribe a mercenary mind. There

was so perfect a description of her person made,

that it was impossible not to know her ; and our

treacherouslandlord pretending piety to religion,

as if I had stolen a nun from her convent, be-

trayed us. Under pretence that the ship was

not ready, he got time to despatch an account of

his suspicion, that we were the persons described

in the proclamation. iMy man discovered the

treachery, but the moment they were putting it

in execution. He had only time to run up stairs,

and let us know that the house was surrounded,

and that our host was the villanous informer,

and led the officers up to seize upon us both.

She begged me to try to make my escape without

her, but with all the kind indignation so much
love could inspire I drew my sword, and vowed

I would sooner lose ten thousand lives, than

basely leave her to her pursuers and lose the

dear reward of all my pains and labors. For

if I must lose her, death would be the welcome

cure of all my woe ; but if I could bear her off

fortune might be more kind, than hitherto ice

had found her. My faithful servant fell by me
in defence of his unfortunate master, and 1 being

now wholly surrounded and faint with the

loss of blood from many wounds, they easily

disarmed me, and ravished from my arms all my
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wishes, all my hopes, my poor, weeping, com-

plaining Olympia, calling to me for help, but

calling in vain, being myself captive, and weak ;

her eyes she rivetted on me as long as she could

see me ; and from them seemed to send her

parting soul full of charming grief, desire, and

despair. Ah, Madam ! your tender soul may

better imagine, than I express, the darts that

pierced, the throbs that tore our miserable

bosoms on so terrible a parting of a pair so

truly, and so violently loving, and so lately

united ! But, Madam, 1 forget myself, I forget

where 1 am, and my own unhappy condition,

I will not, therefore, detain you so long with my
story, as to dwell on every circumstance.

Though my wounds were desperate, yet having

them dressed I got into a litter, and made what

speed I could after my wife to Florence ; by my
acquaintance with a Lord in that court, I got my
case represented to the Grand Duke, informed

him of our marriage, and desired his protection.

He freed me, indeed, from that guard which

was set on me on my arrival, and gave me some

hopes of his powerful mediation. After some

attendance, and my wounds being now pretty

well, I easily discovered the delays and double

answers of that court, and soon perceived, that I

was only a prisoner at large, and destined a vic-

tim to my father's anger on his order, as 1 found

Olympia had been, who was sent to Rome from
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the monastery the very night she was brought

back, full of piercing complaints, fainting, and

almost dying with love, desire, and despair.

I had the good fortune to make a friendship

with a young Florentine of the court, who gave

me information of the design against me. I took

immediate care of all my bills, jewels, and

money, resolving not to fall too suddenly into

ray fother*s hands, and thought it my securest

way to make my escape even to Rome itself. I

got to the city in the night, and undiscovered

reached the house of a near relation, who loved

me in a particular manner, there to conceal

myself till my father was pacified ; and till I

had made some inquiry about the fate of my

dearest Olympia. My cousin informed me, that

my father had vowed my destruction, and that

both he and McUini, had in spite of their

enmity agreed in this, both having despatched

bravo*s to Florence to murder me. But I had

greater troubles than any personal fears could

suggest, hearing from my relation, that the

charming Oli/mpia was dead of a fever caused

by our miserable separation ; but this was only

given out to conceal the true cause of her death,

poison, as it was really believed by most, that

knew the temper of her father.

Forgive, Madam, these tears, a review of

such misfortunes compel from my eyes; it is

impossible, Madam, to reflect on such misfor-
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tunes, witlioul such pangs, as cannot be imme-

diately suppressed.—At which words he seemed

quite vanquished with grief; the tears like an

inundation, poured down his cheeks, and a

storm of sighs seemed to rend his heart in a

thousand pieces. After a little pause, he

thus proceeded : I confined myself in this manner

in my cousin's house, secluded myself from the

conversation of mankind with great ease, as

not desiring to behold the face of man or

woman, since the cruelty of parents had

robbed me of the most charming of wives, and

made that life they had without my consent

bestowed upon me, a curse. One year passed

on, and no mitigation of my father's wrath ;

nay, it was so inveterate, that he grew averse

even to my cousin for speaking in my behalf;

and from some words he had let fall guessed

that I lay concealed in his house, which was

soon after every night beset with bravo's. Till

my cousin weary of these animosities, and fear-

ing some mistake might intercept him with

my fate, advised me to travel, to see if time

would wear out the resentment in a father for

the first offence of a son in his youth. This

being agreed on, ere the morning's dawn he

gets me out of Rome; whence, with all the

speed I was able to make, 1 directed my course

to Gaeta, and thence by sea to the Basilicate

;

whence I travelled by land to the extreraest
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part of Italy, and changing my name I lived

in a melancholy obscure corner of the world,

far from the knowledge of all the active part of

mankind.

When I had lived there some time, Oli/mpia

one night in a dream, seemed to appear to

me, shining all round with full beams of

glorv ; and charged me by our mutual passion

to think of her no more with anxiety; but

to resume my former gaiety, hope for better

fortune, and travel nearer home. The dream

was so lively, that 1 could not but think of

it as long as 1 lay awake, and the thinking so

intently upon it, made the same dear image

return when I again fell into a slumber ; and

being now fully persuaded that it was no less than

a heavenly vision, having offered up my prayers

to my dead saint, I began to think of putting

her commands in execution. From this time

I frequented the public places, the Corso's of

the adjoining cities, the resorts of the fair to

the churches ; but never met with anything

capable of touching my heart or my curiosity.

Tired of this insipid life, 1 resolved in con-

fidence of my vision to return to Rome. Being

in my journey arrived in this city, I made

some stay to combat with fresh doubts which

arose in my mind ; for the nearer approaches

1 made to my father, the more dread I found

of his iaiplacable reseiit.ment. Considering
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matters, therefore, with a little more caution, I

determined first to write to him from hence,

with an humble acknowledgment of my youth-

ful errois, and an assurance of my sorrow for

them, and earnest desire that he would revive

some part of that paternal love for me, which

I had enjoyed before my transgression, and that

he would give me leave to return, by my
submission, obedience, and penitence, to restore

the rest.

I received no answer to my letter before

this night at the points of the brave's swords.

For returning this evening from a visit to

a friend (not being desirous to be seen much
in the day) a pistol was let fly at me, with

these words,— Your father sends you this token

of his love. The darkness of the night, or

the fear of the bravo delivered me from the

bullet. I drew my sword, and having for some

time defended myself against them, and

finding them press harder upon me, 1 chose ra-

ther to trust to my heels, than singly to my
sword, against a multitude ; and perceiving

your ladyship's door open, I ventured to shp m
and clap it to.
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CHAPTER III.

The continuation of the affair of Tancredo and

Lnodamia.

This, Madam, brought me in so rude and

surprising a maimer to your apartment ; for

ichich offeiice, ifyour cruelty had rather punish,

than your generosity protect an unfortunate

young man, your commands shall immedi-

ately restore me to the murderers, with my death

to put a speedy end to greater miseries than

any I have hitherto experienced. But, Madam,

if you vein take a middle and more merciful

course, than to let me fall hy the hands o/'bravo's,

take this sword, and pierce this hosom with the

finest hand in the world. But if your hand rC"

fuse an office so bloody, let that tongue that

should pronounce nothing but mercy, declare my
doom, or even those eyes, made to inspire love

into the most frozen, look the fatal sentence on

him that has already been a double martyr to

love ; deserted by heaven, persecuted by man, and
all this onlyfor loving toofaithfully and well.

If such a Venus as you. Madam, can look such

a death to a lover, behold I am ready to put it

in executioji.

Opening his bosom at the same time, and

clapping the point of his sword to it, he fixed
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liis eyes on lier's, where he found no such

severe decrees, but love sat basking in her

eyes, and spread a conscious blush all over her

face. Her looks were rivetted upon him from

the beginning of his story, which she listened

to with all the pleasure, attention and con-

cern in the world ; in short, she was so wholly

lost in her consideration of his person and

speech, that she scarce knew what she did ; at

last in a murmuring whisper, as I may call

it, she softly pronounced,

—

Iforgive you, put

up your sword, and sit dowti on the couch. The
sudden joy, and the unexpected success, made
him with a start pierce his breast a very little,

but yet enough to make some drops of blood

trickle down his snowy bosom ; flying from

the couch she claps her handkerchief ready to

faint away on the place, to the diminutive

wound, and cried out in these words,— What do

you mean to kill mefor my indulgence? Warmed
by the touch of the finest hand in the world,

the solitude of the place, her yielding condition,

and his own youth and assurance, he pressed

the good fortune that seemed to oifer him a

felicity which nothing but his impudence

could expect.

Zealously avowing his passion, swearing

eternal fidelity, mixing flattery and love, and

adding a little grateful force, he made the

mourning couch the scene of his happiness and
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joy : ill which he had the art so far to engage

her affections, that she would not suffer him
to stir, not fearing any interruption, because

by her order none durst approach her apart-

ment till called for. She therefore put him

to bed with her own hands, summoned the

servants to their repose, and then retired to

her gallant, in whose arms she passed the night

in pleasure and transports which she had never

known before ; which engaged her in a reso-

lution to marry him the next day.

Flora in the meanwhile was not a little

pleased with the success of her project, which

she had observed from the beginning to the

end, secure of discovery by the engagement

of the parties. Her satisfaction was too great

to suffer her to conceal her triumph from the

maid, who was now her mistress's favorite,

to whom she related the whole story; adding,

that she did not now in the least doubt of

her being reinstated in her lady's good graces

in reward of her having found out so agreeable

a way of diverting that excessive melancholy,

which else must have buried her alive.

The morning came, the favorite maid was

called up stairs, and ordered to go immediately

and buy a wedding-ring, and desire the pre-

sence of the parson of the parish in order to

marry her that very day. The maid, concerned

for her mistress's misfortune, frankly informed

Vol. II. D
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her of all that Flora had told her about her

brother and the foregoing- night's adventure,

and that she thought herself in duty bound

not to conceal anything from her, in which

her happiness was so very much concerned.

Laodamia^ discovering not the least surprise,

said, Flora is a discreel girl, send her up to 7ne,

and wail you below till I have farther occasion

for your service or advice. Flora coming up,

her lady ordered her to do the same business,

she had first designed for the other, which

Flora despatched with no little joy and expe-

dition.

Laodamia returns to her gallant, now dress-

ing himself to the best advantage, and pro-

mising himself that good fortune his former

successes had assured him, and suffering a false

frown to usurp her face a moment, accused

him of the imposture. Impudence, that had

thus far befriended him, he thought his surest

retreat on this unexpected attack ; and there-

fore, very freely owns the charge, and inge-

nuously confesses himself Tancredo, the brother

of Flora, and valet to an old decayed gentle-

nian. This, it is true, (said he) Madam, is my

real condition; but this bold attempt of my ge-

nerous ambition, is an argument that my for-

tune and my soul are ill matched, and in iny

opinion. Madam, it would have been much less

glory for you to have married the son of the
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Marquis of KuspogVi^ than the hmnbleTaiUcredo,

In thejirstyou might have been thought to have

yielded to his title and the magnificent expecta-

tions of hisfortune ; in the latter^ you icill be

thought only to have sacrificed to the noble senti-

7nents of love, hi theformer you would be but

the creature, in the latter the creator ; and as

much as the creator creels the creature, so

much will your marrying me excel your mar-

riage of the Marquis of Ruspogli. In pursuing

your former resolve of confirming my Jiappiness

by the holy tic of matrimony., now you know my
condition, you will exercise a sort of divinity,

by raising, like fortune, by your ow?i power

whom you please ; or rather, correcting the error

of fortune, by a superior power raising him.,

whom she had thrown down to the bottom. She

often makes a prince of a peasant, and hutnbles

the haughty monarch from his throne to the

level of the most contemptible of his subjects,

but still with a blind conduct never regarding

the deserts or demerits of her creature; while

your finejudgment can distiyiguish whether Iam
a fit object of your favor ; and i?i that.

Madam, you will excel that hoodwinked dis-

poser of human affairs. Since, by a happy stra-

tagem, which your eyes, not my sister, inspired,

I have got possession of all your wonderful

charms, it is more for your honor to confirtn

that happiness by choice, than to expose your-

D 2
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self to censure, hy recalling the favor you

have with such caresses assured me of You are

mistress, Madam, of yourself and, your estate,

and ought, therefore, to chuse hy your own eyes,

and not those of relations, who have always

viore regard to some private design of their

01071, than to the happiness of those they advise.

The difference. Madam, between man and man,

which some falsely place in the degrees of

quality, and favors of fortune, is there only

imaginary, but real in the person ; nature's fa-

vorites are very seldom those of fortune, till

eyes so judicious as yours help the blind god-

dess to determine more justly. However, divine

charmer, if you are in the least uneasy at what

has passed, tny sword is still ready to execute

your commands, for I desire to live no longer

than 1 am pleasing in your eyes.

With these words he drew his sword, and

as he was going to offer it to his bosom, she

laid hold of his arm, and with a kiss assured

him, that her love was of his person, not his

supposed dignity ; and that since she pleased

herself in the choice, she did not know

whom else she had to consult ; that those

who liked it not might forbear their visits,

and she would easily atone for their loss in

his arms ; for since love had given her that

fortune, in justice she thought herself obliged

to return it to love ; to which end she had sent
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his sister for a parson, notwithstanding the

discovery she had imprudently made to her

fellow-servant ; and that in the meanwhile

she had only a mind to hear what he had to

say for himself, in which he had acquitted him-

self with so fine an address, that she was suf-

ficiently confirmed in her resolution.

In short, Madam, she was so weak as to

marry him, and make him master of herself

and her fortune, though she might have retained

him as her servant and menial instrument of

her pleasure, to discard or despatch as she

thought fit. This match made her the sub-

ject of lampoons for a quarter of a year,

having been a fatal example of an uncommon

change, the excess of one passion thus end-

injr in the excess of another. Flora was now

made her companion, and preferred to a repu-

table husband as the reward of her treachery

and revenge.
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CHAPTER IV.

The ladies comment on the foreyoing relation. The

old lady^s satire on gentility. The story of Aqui-

lina and Prospero Sterace : by his folly he lost

the fortune he hoped for, and Aquilina secured

her liberty. Their comment on this story; the

cause of widows' unhappiness in second matches.

The story of Roderigo, the widow of Lucini,

and Castrucio, with his letter for her preferring a

man of sense to a rich pretender. The old widow's

argumentsfor the cullying of mankind.

Here the loquacious old gentlewoman returned

to a momentary silence, to hear how the com-

pany approved her relation. The lady of the

house smiled at her impertinence, and the rest

of the company descanted upon it, and the

censures on Laodamia were various as the

temper of the speaker inclined her ; but all

but the young widow agreed in severity and ill-

nature.

' Had it been a gentleman, (said the young
' maiden lady with whom I came up) the

* folly had been the less ; but to be lost on a

* varlet, the son of a catchpole, is a fate so

* very odious and mortifying that I could not,

' in conscience, wish a worse to my enemy. A
' gentleman, (interrupted another with a scorn-

' ful laugh) prithee, my dear, what is a
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gentleman above a ploughman, unless he be

rich? Without wealth his gentility is but

a burden, throwing him out of all the certain

roads to plenty and prosperity. No, had

Laodamia married but a man of wealth, the

matter had not been much what his father

had been. What advantage has a gentleman,

that money cannot purchase ? Will gentility

make a man great at court,—agreeable to the

ladies,—courted by the clergy,—esteemed by

the people,—blessed by the poor,—and ca-

ressed by the rich } Yet money can do all

this without gentility; money shall give a

farmer's son a pass through the Corps de la

Garde to the very presence, na}^ cabinet of

princes ; draw the eyes, bows, and cringes of

statesmen, and their dependants the honor-

brokers ; Avhile every supercilious blockhead

shall lay by his magisterial pride, and pay

him the servile fawn, squeeze him in a close

caress, while your gentleman, with his tat-

tered coat out at elbows, shall be stopped at

the porter's lodge, and be even a scandal to

the footmen in spite of his gentility. W hat

!

you would tell the courtier your cousin (when

you are in poverty) that you are a gentleman

of an ancient family, and squeeze a promise

from him, which he never designs to perform,

merely to shake off thy scandalous company ?

While my money shall make him speak truth
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to me ; tell me truth, do you mind me, make
a courtier speak truth ! A pretty pretence,

when a young, lazy, spendthrift fellow's out

at heels and half starved, to a hevy of young,

brisk, buxom ladies, to say, ladies, I am a

gentleman^ when they had rather be surprised

in a familiar dialogue with their footman, as

the less scandalous companion. I prithe, my
dear, tell me no more of gentility, it is the

lazy pretence of sloth and idleness ; the com-

mon refuge of beggars and pick-pockets

;

thieves, bawds, pimps, whores, bravo*s,

sharpers, and the rest of the vermin of man-

kind; give me a boor's son with an estate,

before a lord's son without one/
' But a gentleman (replied the other) has

a noble spirit, is above all this, which you call

advantage, that is fit for nothing but the pur-

suit of vulgar minds. Honor is his idol, his

second religion, the darling and creator o^

heroes. For this and his love he fights, and

discovers by his contempt of death, how much
he deserves to live ; and at once merits and

enjoys the esteem of all that know him, or

have heard of his reputation.'

' The advantages you now urge (returned

the other) are not peculiar to a gentleman, nay,

are seldom found in one now-a-days. In my
opinion, he that contemns death deserves not

to live; for if he thought it a thing worth
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' the possessing, he would be more careful to

' avoid that which must destroy it. There is

' nothing that 1 know of, which personal va-

* lor will do, which monev will not effect

' with more ease and less hazard. The soldier

' and bravo will fight for you, or revenge you
' for your pay to more good to the public,

' and more security to the private. I leave

* you, therefore, to your necessitous hero of a

* gentleman, while 1 am humbly content with my
' banker, and see which will lead the happier

* life
;
you on the airy titles of gentility, in want

' and penury, or I amidst my mechanic bags

' of gold and plenty. Should it ever be my
' fortune to be left as Aquilina was, the same
' should be my conduct.*

Aquilina was a woman of a tolerable beauty

for five and twent}', and a widow ; her fortune

was unknown, but imagined very considerable,

the reputation of which was artfully heightened

by herself and her friends, which brought her

more addresses, than the fame of her beauty

or virtue. In so large and populous a city

as this of Naples^ it is no easy matter to get

a perfect information of things of this nature.

Prospero Sterace was a gentleman, as you call

him, of little or no fortune, and supported his

little expense by gaming and sharping ; but

uneasy in that condition he became a bubble

to match makers, by their imaginary help to
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repair his broken fortunes. By their cunning

and address he was introduced to Aquilina, as

a lady of immense riches, while his estate by

the same fair artifice was magnified in propor-

tion to Aquilinas desires. Each being willing

to impose on the other, the match was soon

agreed on. The wedding day comes, and a

friend's house of the match makers for privacy

made choice of, for the dinner and consum-

mation. Dinner being over more wine was

wanting, and he being asked for money to pay

for it, comes to her with the same demand ; but

she refusing him, he tells her he had none,

nor anything else in the world but what she

saw about him, all his hopes and expectations

being in her fortune alone. She with a great

deal of presence of mind, but with seeming

frankness replied, we are then both abused ;

for I married you in hopes of what I wanted,

an estate, having nothing but my credit to de-

pend on, and you have married me with the

same aim, and an equal disappointment. This

put him into a rage, which transported him to

some rudeness in language and behaviour, as

much a gentleman as he was. She gently ap-

peased his passion by desiring his patience to

hear a remedy proposed for both their evil luck.

This being joyfully allowed, she delivered her-

self to him in this manner: Signor Prospero,

give not way to a passion that may render things
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more incurable than they are, hut can never

mend them ; youfind that ice have both been

imposed on by pretended friends ; and we have

found out the error in good time, since nothing

has yet passed between us but uords ; it is, there-

fore, the most prudent course we can take, to

give each other a discharge, and enter into

bonds sufficient to hinder each other from any,

and all claim to each other's good or bad luck

in the world, the latter of which this is the only

way to retrieve. He had so much eagerness

for his redemption from his imaginary mis-

fortune, that without any consideration he

allowed her good reason, and the bonds were

immediately drawn, and all engagements by

them cancelled.

This being perfectly completed, Aquilina thus

addressed herself to him,—Prospero, believe me

you are the nnhappiest of men : for wanting

both money and good sense, manners and wit,

you set up for a fortune-hunter, and yet know

not when you have come up with the quarry. For

hfioic that I am really that fortune I have been

represented, which, had you had less brutality,

and more seme and good manners, you had dis-

covered when it had been too late for me to have

escaped the ruin. So, good sir, leaving you to

ruminate on your own wise conduct, I commit

you to that blind goddess who is wont to be very

kind to persons ofyour capacity.
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She immediately withdrew, with this satisfac-

tion, that she had not only revenged herself

on Prosperous illnature, but kept up the reputa-

tion of her wit and her wealth in so very ticklish

a conjecture.

I cannot but applaud her admirable address,

(said another of the company being a lady of

about forty) and hope that she had the good

fortune afterwards to reap the harvest of her

good conduct. For as with great generals

the honor and glor}' of a surprising victory

and the service of his prince and country is

thought but a frail good, and little reward,

unless possessions or presents supply one more

substantial, so the glory of Aquilina*s baffling

the coxcomb Prospero, was but narrow, if all

she gained by the benefit was only to get rid of

so troublesome a fool.

But assumed the former, though it is no

small advantage to a widow to get rid of a fool,

a beggar and a knave, yet Aquilina managed

affairs so, that, retiring to Rome lest this

affair should take air, she married a major do-

mo of a Cardinal nephew ; who being pretty

aged, and easily wheedled, was so civil in a

little time to die, and treble her fortune. But

then indeed she proved so bewitched as to marry

the third time for love, the bane of all human
happiness, and especially when a woman is

once turned of seventeen. We are all sensible
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how hard it is to retain the heart of a man after

marriage, or even to make him observe any

decorum, or lay aside the insupportable tyranny

that custom has invested him with, though in

the strongest and most engaging bloom of

beauty. How impossible, therefore, is it for

a woman past thirty to hope to engage the in-

clinations of a young fellow of about three and

twenty ; possessed of her wealth he forgets

his benefactress, and squanders that on adultery

and boys, which being the only charm that

made her agreeable, when gone leaves her de-

spised at home, and laughed at abroad ; for a

wretch so voluntary deserves no pity. Aquilina

was a proof of it, for after having been very ill-

treated she had much ado to retire to a nunnery

with that small reserve she had kept from his

knowledge.

The cause. Madam, (assumed the youngest

lady of the company but one) the reason, 1 say,

that widows are generally so unhappy when

they re-marry, more for love than money, is

that they generally make so irrational a choice.

They never consult the merit of the person in

his understanding and sense, but are taken

either with the strong proportion of the body,

or some agreeable features of the face, which

are seldom the companions of good sense:

or they are won with the loud impertinence of

the address, which is always a sign of self-
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opinion, ignorance, and want of understanding'.

A man of true sense and merit is naturally

diffident and modest, qualities that very seldom

afford them any advantages with the great and

the fair, whose favorites are generally but shal-

low pretenders, or downright fools. I mean

not idiots, but more troublesome, and much

less manageable. For my part I must speak by

experience, which is certainly the best rule ;

I was left a rich widow by the indulgence of

my first old husband Girolamo Lucini, who

was drowned in passing the Po. My fortune

drew many admirers or pretenders, and my
person I have the vanity to believe, might draw

some. I fell by accident into the acquaintance

of a gentleman by birth, but who by misfor-

tunes or inclination had taken upon him the

trade of match-making, but that being wholly

unknown to me, his family and age gave him

the easier admittance into my acquaintance
;

which furnished him with the means of bubbling

some, and imposing on others, as if he had

no small influence over me. Among the rest

there was a Spanish merchant, whose estate lying

in the West-Indies he had come into Spain to

negociate some affairs, Avhich in the process

brought him to Naples, and accidentally into the

company of Accio Viconti, the person I men-

tioned, and he assured him of so considerable

a fortune in me, that he imagined by obtaining
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it he might easily repair the breaches of his

own, and get the government he was in pursuit

of into the bargain. For Don Roderigo had so

good an opinion of himself, that he thought few

ladies could resist the charms of his person and

address ; for I never knew a fool have a more

humble conceit of himself than the greatest man
of wit.

In his person he was tall and well enough

shaped, and promised as vigorous an embrace,

as any widow could reasonably desire from

a mai] of about thirty-eight; his hands were

scraggy, rivelled, and hard ; his face rough

and ill favored ; his tongue flippant and fool-

ish. But as little a master of wit as he

was, he fancied that some attempts that

way would prove agreeable to my inclina'

tion. He therefore applies himself to a poet

of iiis acquaintance to make him a copy

of verses on me, and who it seems had been

the medium of his acquaintance with Accio

Ficonti, and so knew his whole affair and pre-

tentions.

After he had received many denials and re-

pulses, I sent him a letter to desire no more

of his company, and sealed it with black wax,

and a seal on which was engraved two hearts on

an altar blown into a flame by a cupid, which

gave him the subject of this copy of verses,

which because the performance of my Castrucio

1 will repeat

:
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To Belinda on her sealing a cruel letter with Hack
wax, and a cupid blowing two hearts on an altar

into aflame.

While in your billet you express your hate.

Your signet proves the emblem of myfate.

Mine is one heart that on the altar lies.

The cupid that blows up theflame your eyes.

Oh ! that to make the emblem more complete.

Yours were the other burnt with equal heat.

But that alas ! you cruelly deny,

Whilefrom the veryflame you light, you fly.

Enough, fond cupid hast thou blown myfire,

See, I consume in restless wild desire,

I burn enough, thyflame devours my heart,

And spreads itsfervor to each distant part.

It rages everywhere without control.

Diffused around it animates the whole.

Is everywhere alike, nay, is my very soul.

But if thou thy omnipotence wouldst prove,

Turn all thy power on her, and make her love.

Melt down that iae that thus surrounds her heart.

There point thy beams there try thy utmost art.

But shouldst thoufind thyfires are all too weak.

Make haste andfrom my breast much stronger take.

Thine may befaint though native of the sky,

Mine must befierce since lighted by her eye.

Unite them both, then fail thou can^st not sure.

No ice so cold, that can such heat endure.

Ifthou succeed the altar then will prove

The sacred union of connubial love.

But if success the cruelfates deny

Her victim on lovers altar, I will die.
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I had not long recei"eil these verses, too

visihly none of his, but one day a footman

brought me a letter from an unknown hand.

The oddness of the thought, and the following

adventure, made me mistress enough of it to be

able to give von a recital ; which I am willing

to do, because I believe that it will in some

measure be an excuse for my actions, produced

by ray curiosity, a quality extremely natural

to our sex.

THE LETTER.

Of the advantages of a widow*s marrying a man

of sense.

' If report (which 1 confess is a great retailer

* of falsehood) speak true of you, Madam, when
* it assures me that you are a w oman of sense,

' the worst effect of th7s letter will be to prove

' your diversion ; if not, condemn it to the

* fire, or an office more agreeable to the writer's

' desires.

' There is no manner of doubt, Madam, but

' that you have had abundance and variety of

' adorers before this ; men of all capacities,

' and all humors, (for a widow is the common
* game for all fortune-hunters to fly at) drawn
' either by your person or your fortune. But
' an invisible lover, I presume has not yet fallen

' to your share, and therefore I hope in this

Vol. II. E
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' curious age the novelty may recommend the

' experiment. If ever any man could love any

' woman by description, I dare venture to say I

' have a sort of tendre for your ladyship, though

' yet I never saw you in my life
;
your beauty,

' your humor, your age, and your under-

^ standing, I am as well acquainted with, as if I

' had sighed at your feet above this twelve-

* month ; and all these I find by my art ex-

' tremely agreeable to my gusto and inclinations.

' For first, I never could endure the raw green

' trash of fourteen, they are all body and

' gaudy colours, like a tulip, without the fine

' flavor and odoriferous scent which is so en-

' gaging. If it were not for their warmth and

' impertinence one might as well converse with

' their pictures, which, if by a good hand

* would be much more entertaining. Children

* are fit lovers for one another ; for my part I

' am for grapes full ripe, not sour to set one's

' teeth on edge. Then for your eyes, I find them
' black or hazle. But let them be black,

' grey, or blue, they have all their peculiar

' charms, and those sufficient to engage my
' heart. Some poets describe their Venus with

' grey eyes, some with blue, some with black,

' though the nereids were always blueeyed

' lasses. Thus, Madam, let your eyes be what

* they will, provided you have eyes, they will

' be sure to have beauties enough to secure
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* ray heart. But if you have none, you will

* not want gods and goddesses to warrant the

* defect
; you may be Fortune, or a female

* cupid ; and the blinder you are the less fault

* you will find in your adorer. Thus if you
' are tall, I shall find in you the niajesly of

' Andromache or Juno; if little, I remember
* that nature is always admirable in her minia-
' tures

;
if you are gay, you must be pleasant

;

* if serious, thoughtful, and thought is an ar-

* gument of good sense, and that is an extra-

* ordinary charm in your sex. If you are a

' medium in both you must be excellent, since

' virtue consists in the mean. You must be
' goodhumored because you have nothing to

' sour your temper, and good humor is a beauty

' that can never decay, but every day increases

* in esteem and value, contrary to the other

* qualities of your sex, which continually lose

' by a too familiar view ; the ugly by that

' grow less disgustful, the handsome grow if not

' indifferent, at least less awful and command-
* ing ; but good humor continues the empire,

' that beauty but begins. But if you should
' be illhumored—why then I will use so good
* a remedy for the malady as not to fail of the

' cure. Thus, Madam, it is very plain, that be
' you what you will, I can, and will love you,

' that is if you will but give me leave to do it.

' But the difficulty now lies in this question,

E 2
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>Uiether you will as easily like me?—As for

}our knowledge of my person, it is on tlie

same footing with mine of yours. And though

a man is generally the worst painter of him-

self in the Avorld, yet we find good masters iu

the art have drawn their own pictures with

success. I confess, the task is not so difficult

to draw the body, as the mind, and that is

easier with the pencil in colors, than with the

pen in writing; in the first he draws himself

as he really is, in the latter, as he thinks him-

self; and providence has given every man
such a necessary portion of vanity, as is

sufficient to make his figure as well as mind

so agreeable to himself, that few think amiss

of either. However, under all these difficulties

I will try what I can do. Jt is the mode to

present our mistresses with our portraits, and

if mine be not like, it is because I sit in an ill

light, and am but a mere novice in the art.

First then, I am near six foot high, neither

bulky nor lean ; next, as I am no shape, so

1 am not deformed ; my countenance is too

manly to have the effeminate air of a beau,

for I never did sweat for a shape, or cup for

a complexion ; my air is brown, my eyes

grey, my aspect grave ; so as for my person,

if I mistake not, I may pass among the crowd

of your adorers.—But now for my mind,

though that is a trifle the ladies seldom trouble
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flieir thoughts about, I have some reason to

think that nature has made me no fool, and

men of sense are pleased to think me worthy

their conversation. Nature has not impo-

verished uhat education bestowed. I love

my ease, and therefore people generally take

me to be a good humored fellow. My
constitution is amorous, but in that I have

something peculiar to myself; possession, that

generally is the end of love in other men,

serves to confirm mine, and make it more

robust and strong. It is impossible, Madam,

to give you all my features of mind and per-

son in black and white ; experience will be

much the best painter, for that adds the

colors Mhich will best distinguish them.

Modesty, I have too much for a man, though

this letter may persuade you to be of an-

other opinion, but paper bears no blushes,

and when the danger and awe of beauty is

at a distance, I can be bold enough. The

next, or rather the first thing that ladies are

for inquiring into, is, how fortune has dealt

with me ; there indeed I have very little to

boast. Fortune and nature seldom club to

make a man complete or happy. As she

is blind, so fools have generally her favor,

(I wish the ladies were not too much of

her mind), and if that proverb be true, I

have a large claim to sense. For I have not
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' been obliged to her goddesship for so much
' as one smile. Faith, Madam, 1 have nothing

* to recommend me to your choice, but truth,

' houesty, and I hope a little understanding;

* which if they should be of any weight with

* you, it will be an argument that you have a

* singular taste, and are not so blind as chance

' and the rest of your sex. But you may ask

' if I have not yet any stronger motive to pre-

' vail ? I know not what it may do with you,

' but I have one that is of some force with

' most of your sex. Woman, they say, of all

* things loves sovereignty, that. Madam, you

* can never maintain so securely as with me :

* for if you marry a man of fortune, he comes
* on (he level, and he has little regard to what

* you bring him, because he supposes it all

* his due, and then the right of a husband

' gives him an arbitrary dominion, which how
* he will use, depends on his temper and his

' understanding, of both which men of large

' estates have very little share. If they are

* born to it, pride, selflove, and ignorance

* of misfortunes make them selfwilled and

' imperious. If they get it themselves, the

* qualities of getting an estate are inconsistent

* with generosity ; and he, that is not generous

* can never be goodnatured, and he that is not

' goodnatured must be a surly and arbitrary

* lord. Now, Madam, by marrying a man
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' whose fortune you make, you tie him with

' gratitude to your will, and so he is of choice

' whatever you can desire him to be. But then,

* Madam, you must be sure that he is a man

' of sense, for a fool, a coxcomb, or a dull

' ignorant fellow never knows how to return

' a benefit. Cunning may make him servile

' in his address to gain a dominion he cannot

* have moderation to exercise with honor,

* but a man of true sense must be grateful

;

* and while he knows he owes all his fortune

« and felicity to his wife, must make it his

' study to return it with equal happiness in

' being entirely at her devotion. Farther,

* Madam, it is great in you rather to make

' a gentleman's fortune, than to throw your

' store into the full tide of another's, who,

' therefore, has no reason to think it an obli-

* gation. 1 confess, there are very few of

« your sex, with whom these motives will be

' of any force ; but it is because extremely

« few of them conduct their resolves by right

' reason, and therefore very few make them-

* selves happy, with all their wealth. 1 have

' but two objections more to bring this long

* letter to a conclusion : the first is, that you

* have no thoughts of marriage ; the second,

* that if you have, you know how to dispose

* of your person and fortune to your satisfac-

» tion, without any intruding advice. As to
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not marrying at all, that would be inex-

cusable ; a widow indeed, may be allowed to

suffer awhile the addresses of the fortune-

hunters of the town ; the oddness of their

tempers, qualities, court, and pretensions,

may be an entertaining comedy for a few

months, but to do so always shows a very

ill taste of life. You may be sure. Madam,

you will be perpetually teized with some

coxcomb or other, till you resolve on a re-

treat to some one happy man to the exclu-

sion of all the rest. You ought, therefore,

to marry in your own defence, that you

may get rid of that train of knaves and

fools, whose hopes and desires not suffering

them to rest, revenge their own disquiet by

interrupting the repose of other people.

Against this impertinence marriage is your

only refuge, or a nunnery ; but that is a

remedy worse than the disease, since the im-

pertinence of another sex is always more to-

lerable than that of our own.

' In short, there are a thousand troubles you

escape, and a thousand benefits you enjoy by

a partner in your bed and heart, in your joys

and concerns, which a single life can never

afford ; these and other advantages of wed-

lock are so evident, that you will certainly

marry one time or other. As to the bestow-

ing yourself to your satisfaction, it is certain
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' that every woman does so when free in her

' choice. But if she obeys her fancy more
* than her reason, her satisfaction ends where

' it should begin, and one month is the extent

* of its duration. In fine, Madam, if you can

' bestow yourself more to your satisfaction,

' than by making a man owe his fortune and

' happiness to you, and one that must always

* be sensible of and grateful for it, then I

' must have no hopes ; but if on trial you find

' you cannot, then I am at your service and

' command, who am. Madam,

' Yours, Incognito.'

Having read this letter over two or three

times, I confess I had curiosity enough to

desire to see the person who had made so pe-

culiar an address, so in a few days 1 resolved

in answer to send him an invitation to my
house, Mhich he complied with the following

day. I must own to you I was very much dis-

appointed at his appearance, having formed my
idea of him from my desires, for there I had

given him the beauties of Adonis and the wit

of Mercury or Apollo ; but when 1 saw him,

though he had the face and mien of a gentle-

man, yet I perceived that he was past that agree-

able vigor of youth, which is so pleasing to a

lady in her lover.
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The first conversation made but little im-

pression on my heart, for a modest confusion

had perverted his understanding* and rendered

his address not so sprightly, as I expected from

a man of wit. But by a frequent repetition of

his visits, and the freedom which that pro-

duced, I found that good sense and good hu-,

mor, which only could make a woman happy.

He frankly owned his low precarious fortune,

and sufficiently demonstrated the advantage I

might find in making him master of mine. I

was indeed sensible, that mine was sufficient to

furnish not only the necessaries and conve-

niencies of life, but even the superfluities ; and I

considered that all the wealth in the world

could not add to my enjoyments ; I remem-

bered that he was a gentleman and a man of

sense and learning, and so master of every

thing that could assure me of a delightful and

happy life. Thus being pleased with his con-

versation, and not disliking his person, I be-

stowed myself and my fortune upon him. Nor

have I yet had any cause to repent of my
choice, whilst fidelity in his passion and

gratitude in his conduct, makes me find myself

every day happier than the former. It is true,

if a woman will blindly raise her footman or

coachman, a sharper, or a fool, to her bed, she

must expect to be as miserable as the greatest
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lord can make her. But if she marry a gen-

tleman, a scholar, and a man of true sense,

and be herself mistress of any temper, she

cannot be unhappy.

Here the pretty lady made an end extremely

to my satisfaction, to find a \voman, nay, and

a widow too, once in the right. But I soon

found she had not spoke so much to the satis-

faction of the rest of the company. For the

lady who had so freely declared for the trick-

ing of men, heard her out with no little

impatience and indignation, and she had scarce

done, when she resumed her discourse in this

manner

:

' Your fate. Madam, is very singular both

* in the cause and event, but there is no ge-

' neral rule to be drawn from particular in-

' stances. It is very certain that the state of

* man and woman, in regard of each other, is

' a state of war and stratagem. And deceit

' is more necessary than valor in this warfare,

' and she, who entertains any generous sen-

' timents in this campaign, may soon find the

' ravages of a merciless conqueror, but never

* the pleasure and blessings of a triumphant

* and victorious success. The day-dreams of

* young lovesick maids drawn from the fumes

« of foolish romances, or the whimsies of

* crackbrained poets, serve only, like ignes
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' fatui, to lead them into bogs and quagmires,

' where they must certainly sink and perish,

' without pity or relief.

' Man, therefore, ought to find no more
' quarter than he gives, and woman ought to

* make a prey of the proud animal that aims

' at so unbounded, unreasonable, and despotic

' a tyranny over her, as to make no scruple

' of sacrificing her life and her happiness to

' his own will and pleasure. Though, Madam,
' it was your extraordinary chance to stumble

' on a felicity, which you could not reason-

' ably promise yourself, it was so much more
' owing to fortune, than your conduct, that

' I think the example rather worthy of admi-

* ration than imitation. I am of opinion, that

' Tarquinia Lachetti of Florence ought rather to

* be followed by all prudent ladies, who never

' had any regard to man, but as it answered

' either her pleasure or profit.*
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CHAPTER V.

The history of Tarquinia Lacbetti of Florence, her

mean birth, her rise, the several tricks she played

her husbands, and her death. The young lady's

doubts about marryincj removed by an old widow,

in (he history of Lauretta. An invective against

man, which concludes the widow's visiting day.

This great heroine was like Tamerlane and

Arsaces, the offspring of a slieplierd ; and

being at fourteen advanced into the family

of her father's master, she soon, from the

lowest menial, found admission to his bed.

Though she had beauty and cunning enough,

yet she was not on a bottom to capitulate, but

surrendered on his summons at discretion.

She had so much cunning as never to propose

marriage, since in all probability, that would

have abated the edge of her master's appe-

tite, being without it sufficiently secure of her

expectations by her artful address, and her se-

dulous care of finding out, and soothing his

homor with so agreeable a flattery, as bound

him in surer chains to her will, than those of

the priest ever proves in Italy. He was old

and a widower, and therefore a professed

enemy of wedlock ; the very name of it had

been sufficient to disgust him in the height of
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his desires and enjoyment. But Tarquinia took

care not to give him any disquiet on that article,

by which means she insinuated herself into his

affections so strongly, that her sway in all

things was far more absolute than that of any

wife, so that on his death she had in her pos-

session, not only his plate and money, which

was considerable, but great numbers of rich

jewels, which yet his heirs and relations pre-

tended to wrest from her : to which end, im-

mediately after his death, they clapped her up

in prison for the theft, and got from her the

plate by way of composition ; the whole being

marked with his arms, afforded a sufficient

proof of its owner. But her adversaries not

being able to prove any more upon her, she

was set at liberty ; and soon shifted the scene

of her affairs from the country where hitherto

she had lived, to Florence the fair.

There she soon set up a pretty tolerable

equipage, and made so considerable a figure,

that by it she easily conveyed herself to the

assemblies, which are there very common, nay

almost every evening, where the promiscuous

company consists of men and women who

spend some time in play and conversation ; in

both of which, Tarquinia., being of a ready

wit, soon arrived at perfection.

In these assemblies it was, that she met

with Antonio Lachetli, a relation of her quon-
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dam master's, whose character she was perfectly

acquainted with, though neither knew the per-

son of the other. He was so taken witli her

figure and her conversation, that after some

weeks addresses, he prevailed with her to

accept him for a hushand. He was a man of

a good family, (which was her chief Diotive to

the match) a tolerable fortune, and a person

not at all to be despised ; but having travelled

in England and Germany, he had there learned

to be an entire devotee to the bottle. Thus

qualified before marriage, she had the address

afterwards to govern him absolutely, and to make

him stand in awe of her frowns. As Antonio

had nothing shocking either in his person or

conversation, so he was a stranger to those

charms, which are capable of gaining and re-

taining a heart; and Tarquinia, who married

him only for her own convenience, took care

not to lose the advantage she had obtained ;

especially in indulging that amorous temper

which was so much apart of her nature.

After the caresses of many a young vi-

gorous lover, whom she either despatched or

discarded, as was consistent with her reputa-

tion or her pleasure, she fell into a more than

ordinary league with Hostasio PoleianOy an ac-

complished young gentleman of about twenty-

six. After many happy days and nights, they

were one evening both in her bed, full of de-
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sire and pleasure, when Antonio, her husband,

returned from an English merchant's full laden

M'ith love and with wine, drawing courage

from his liquor, he was resolved to venture to

bed with his lady without her permission, or

asking her leave. And full of this design

mounts up stairs to her door, where as soon

as she heard him she leaped out of bed from her

gallant, and even in her shift forbid his en-

trance. Wine having supplied that valor,

which sober he generally wanted, all she could

do could not prevail with him to go up to the

garret, his ordinary bed-chamber, nor into

any other apartment ; nay, he grows out-

ragious, upbraids her with adultery ; that she

had her gallant in bed with her, that having

made an example of the rogue, he would in-

flict such a punishment on her, as her crime is

commonly judged to deserve.

Had he been as strong in his hands and

legs, as in his tongue, he might perhaps

have put his threats in execution ; but she full

of terror and surprise, giving him a sudden

push, threw him over the rails down the well

of the staircase, which fall made a fracture

in his skull, and broke one of his thighs and

one of his arms ; he is taken up, she runs

down half naked all in tears and full of cries

and lamentations, she complains of her mis-

fortune, rails at the servants, for letting him go
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up alone in that condition, since had any one

been with him he might have escaped so dis-

mal a catastrophe.

In short he died in three days, was de-

cently interred, and left her the reputation of

a much greater fortune than she was really

mistress of. For most of his estate went to

his family, and the little ready money that

his extravagance and hers had not consumed,

was not sufficient, without parting with her

jewels, to hold up that port which she had

hitherto maintained. By the help, therefore,

of Hostasio^ she made several bonds and bills

of exchange, certificates of considerable stock

in the banks of Genoa and Venice^ with so

much art as to confound the comparison of

the counterfeit and the real. Setting up with

this fund of wealth and a much greater in

hypocrisy, she made herself a devotee to the

religious orders, flattering their avarice with

hopes of a share in her fortune, which wilh

the industry of Hostasio soon brought her

abundance of pretenders.

Among the rest there was a rich old

merchant of Leghorn, who not content with

that plenty which he already owed to blind

fortune, must needs in the very winter of his

age tempt her in matrimony. It was neither

his person nor his sense that prevailed, but

his great stock of ready money, which he

Vol. II. r
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was said always to have by him. By the art-

ful management of Hostasio, and the covetous

hopes of the friars, whose zealous devotee she

appeared, she gains the old merchant, marries

him, delivers up her bills, bonds, and titles

to her stock in the banks of Venice and Genoa,

While her husband was gone to Leghorn

to take care of his affairs, and despatched his

bills to the other places, Hostasio and Tarquu

nia knowing this to be the only white spot of

their fortune, and the only time for escaping

a discovery which could have no prosperous

event, gets all her jewels, all those of her

husband, with several bags of gold, and

take their way from Florence to Genoa ; where

being arrived, they hired a felucca to pass

thence to Marseilles with the booty ; but a tem-

pest rising, dashed their boat to pieces, Tar~

quinia perishing in the place, while Hostasio

and some of the crew swam to shore. So fell

the illustrious Tarquinia, who, had she lived,

would, I dare believe, have revenged all wo-

mankind on the proud imperious sex.

' I confess (said the youngest of all, when
* this lady had done) what I have heard gives

* me abundance of pain ; for if to live ati

* old maid be so infamous, that we all iia-

' turally and generally abhor it, and to be

* married gives a necessity of such mischiefs,

' and such dishonorable stratagems and tricks,
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I am ill a very solicitous suspense to know
what to do with myself. A husband I must

own would be extremely agreeable to me,

were he always what he seems when a

lover ; but when all you ladies have more

than once experienced the sudden change of

that appearance, the odious state of an old

maid seems to be the more eligible condi-

tion. Especially since the infamy of that

may not only be taken away, but even

sanctified into veneration by a nunnery.

It is true, I must own that I do not find

within me any of those frozen, or seraphic

notions, which should invite me to a state

so recluse, but do now and then feel some

tender and warm desires for that society with

man which nature ordained ; but since the

frail sweets are blended with so much gall,

I thiidv I shall resolve to hazard the tedious

solitude of a convent/

' The best advice that I can give you, (re-

plied one of the elder ladies) is to fol-

low the example of a young lady of this

city, who being my near relation and par-

ticular favorite, 1 am particularly acquainted

with all her affairs, in which she generally

took my advice. We will call her here

Lauretta^ for the better telling her story, at

the same time that decency obliges us to

conceal her real name.'

F 2
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Lauretta was now about twenty, and though

from fiftee!! mistress of a tolerable fortune,

yet the hard fate of her acquaintance had

struck such a dread into her of being that

slave, called a wife, that till these years she

continued a maid. But finding her years

come on apace and the old maid staring her

every day more grimly in the face, and yet

unwilling to retreat to a nunnery, she in de-

spair ventured to marry a rich doting old

fellow, whose age promised her a speedy re-

lease from her slavery.

This old Guido (for that was his name)

was strangely fickle in his temper, starting

frequently from one extreme to another. For

sometimes he would be extremely fond of Lau-

retta, settling on her his whole fortune on

his death, and persecuting her with an awkward

expression of a nauseous tenderness, and

then on a sudden he would fly into the

height of jealousy, in whose dominion he

constantly destroyed what he had done in his

dotage. Though he was old, paralytic, peevish,

ill-natured and jealous, yet the last, though the

most leizing in its turn, was more agreea-

ble to her far than his embraces, which brought

all his defects to so near a view, that she

seemed to embrace a charnelhouse in her

arms, which the cadaverous scent that arose

from his putrid carcase confirmed at the ex-
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pense almost of her health and repose. These

cleaving mischiefs were removed to a distance

by his jealous fits, of which nothing was in-

tolerable but her confinement, which was so

severe, as to be locked up so close, as not to

see much of daylight for a fortnight together,

nor receive any sustenance but from the

hands of so disagreeable and cruel a goaler.

But what added to her uneasiness were her

fears lest Guido should die in one of these sul-

len and ill-natured resentments, and so disap-

point her hopes and desires of a rich and af-

fluent liberty.

Some days before the return of his amor-

ous fondness, she was permitted the freedom

of the upper part of the house, which was

every day increased till she came down to his

table and so to his bed. After this, his

tenderness increased for two or three days,

till now arrived to the zenith of his fondness

and dotage, he renewed that settlement which

his next relapse was sure to destroy. She,

therefore, resolved to put an end to such ter-

rors, and deliver herself at once from those

severities, and the more odious and disgustful

persecutions of an enervate and impotent passion

that had now quite tired her patience, and

dammed up that current of pleasure which her

constitution naturally required.

In one of his indulgent moods, she pre-
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vailed with him for leave to go to church,

which opportunity she so dexterously im-

proved, as to procure a gentle dose, that would

decently dismiss him from an office he could

so ill perform, and secure her the fund of

pleasure which she could never hope for while

he lived. The dose she conveyed with such

art, as to avoid all suspicion, and her zeal

in his sudden ilhiess confirmed her interest by

getting a bequest of all he had, while lie re-

tired from the balmy bosom o{ Lauretta, which

he had so unjustly usurped, to the grave, whose

right, extreme old age and a multiplicity of

infirmities had long since made him.

The formalities of the mourning being over,

she soon grew the gayest lady of Naples^ and

took up a resolution to revenge herself on every

one of the male sex that came into her power,

except such as being consecrated to heaven,

were sacred toher pleasure.

She was a mighty Jille devote of the Je-

suits, among whom, she had cast her eye on

a rosy young father, and in confession ac-

quainted him with her inclination for him.

The good father, happening not to be over-

mortified in the midst of plenty and ease,

with no great difficulty, or any unseasonable

scruples, assured her of his immediate endea-

vours to do justice to her passion. I confess,

I do not believe that Lauretta was not car-
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ried to her choice of this fiither before any

of the lay-men, who had offered tlieir vows

without any return, but that she thought, with

a great deal of reason, that her fame and

reputation was a great deal more secure in

the favors she granted to a Jesuit, than if they

had been allowed to a lay-man.

Having this private resource of secret plea-

sures, she gave a loose to her beloved coquetry

in its utmost extent ; she Mould make all the

advances that could exalt hope into assurance,

and keep it still on the rack without any sub-

stantial compliance ; this raised the opinion not

only of her beauty, but her virtue, and the

opinion of the latter frequently produces more

attempts than the most exquisite charms of the

person ; so much more satisfaction do men take

in the mischief than in the pleasure.

Thus she lived, admired, beloved, and pur-

sued by all men, but yielded to none ; mis-

tress of her own liberty and delights, which

she ever freely indulged, not with the men
of this world, but with whatever good father

of the Jesuits her fancy or appetite required
;

and for the good services of the order in her

amorous affairs, she left her whole fortune,

without any regard to her relations, to their

college on her death, and is in a fair way of

being a saint, if the charge of the canonization

be not an obstacle that the society may not

think worth their while to break through.
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* I am thinking, (resumed another grave

lady, finding the former had done) that

after all there is nothing so pernicious to a

woman, as any inclination at all to a man.

It is visible to me that Tarquiiiia owed the

loss of her triumph, for all the victories

gained over the sex, to her dotage on Hos-

tasio. For had she delayed her flight till her

husband had been undeceived about her for-

tune, it is more than probable that her

husband would for the sake of his own re-

putation have smothered the disappointment,

and given her time, by her fine arts, to have

made him her slave, or he would certainly

have hanged himself on the defeat of his

avaricious hopes ; for we frequently find

the disappointments of avarice as fatal as

those in love, and then she would at least

have had an opportunity of secaring good part

of his wealth, and of extending her prowess

to more of the sex ; but her dotage on

Hostasio at once put an end to her life and

her glory. Let me, therefore, advise you,

young ladies, never to value mankind but

as they contribute to your interest or your

pleasure, both which will be heightened by

variety, more than by fixing your thoughts

upon one.*

This pious harangue finished the tattle of

these reverend ladies, and had I had hands
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/ should have blessed myself from the whole

seXy hut especially from widows^ whom I have

ever since looked upon as the crocodile, the

hycena, the scylla, and charibdis of those un-

happy men, who venture out into the stormy and
rocky seas of matrimony ; and I have ever since

put it into my litany, from widows and deadly

sin, good Lord deliver me /

The hours growing late, but not their

tongues weary, they took their leaves of the

lady of the house, who had all this while

given them patient hearing, without interrupt-

ing their discourse by either story or remark.

As far as I could discover through all my canine

travels, I could never find a woman free from

the influence of some violent passion, which

governed her actions. If she was not amorous

(which some few may not be) she was cruel,

revengeful, avaricious, superstitious, proud, vain,

or the like ; thus the constitution of the lady

of the house was not so prone to love as most

of her sex, but then she was cruel, implacable,

jealous, and revengeful, as will plainly appear

from the sequel of her story.
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CHAPTER VI.

The attempt of father Ignatio, a Jesuit^ to ravish

Reuate, Fantasio's mistress, and how he delivered

her in the minute of distress. The tragical jea-

lousy and avarice of Renate, luith her murdering

her husband Julio's sister in a barbarous manner

^

poisoning her husband, the doctor that helped her

to the poison, and his wife, SfC, with her terrible

punishment on the discovery.

The visitors were no sooner retired but the

veil was thrown off, and discovered a face, if

not the finest that ever was seen, yet adorned

with those charnris that might justify a flame

in any beholder ; there was, however, some-

thing sullen in her countenance, and a promise

of that violence of temper in jealousy and re-

venge, of which I was afterwards an uneasy

spectator, the veil being off, I could not find

that her imaginary grief had left any traces

in her face, where all was serene and easy.

She almost stumbled over me before she

saw me, but then not a little pleased with the

accidental treasure, (for women have a strange

inclination to dogs) taking me in her lap she

expressed her satisfaction in my beauty and

figure, which shewed me to be a dog of no

mean consideration. She caused me, according
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to my wishes, to be plentifully fed with the best

victuals in the house and the clearest beverage

her servants could get; having satisfied the

importunate cravings of my appetite, I paid

my acknowledgments by licking her hands

and face, and frisking my tail, and all manner

of dog-like expressions of gratitude, a virtue

something peculiar to that animal, and which I

found myself so much to partake of, that I from

that moment took an inviolable love for my
mistress and benefactress. She, pleased with

my fondness, to make my quarters the more

agreeable, took me to her own bed and lodged

me in her own snowy bosom, where the charms

were so strong as to make me wish that Bian-

cha had transformed me into some shape more

proportioned to amorous desires.

The morning being come, the fair Renate

rose like a Venus from her bed of snow, dis-

covering a skin more white, and beauties suf-

ficient to charm another Mars, Soon after

she was up, her maid brought her word that

father Ignatio was below, and desired to speak

with her. The father (by his coat) was a pri-

vileged man, and was admitted without those

formalities that had been observed to the ladies

the night l)efore.

Dinner not yet being ready, the good father

was unwilling to lose this opportunity of being

alone with her in her bed-chamber. Being
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therefore sat down by her, he addressed him-

self to her in a most cavalier like manner ;

protested that he had been long in love

with her before her husband died ; who
being" so near a relation, and so great a friend

to the order, he had with a great deal of

difficulty curbed his inclinations : but that

since her widowhood, the flame was grown

so strong, that it could only be quenched

in her arms, which she might permit now
she was mistress of herself, without injury

to any one ; that she had no reason to be averse

to pleasure, when in his character she was

secure of her reputation, with which advantage

she might continue the intrigue as long as she

pleased.

She seemed extremely surprised at the impu-

dent declaration and address, and began to

move towards the next room, for fear the place

and his lust should inspire some rudeness, which

she was not willing to experience. But he

stopped her by force, throwing his arras about

her, and embracing her with all the ardor of

eager desire; he drew her by degrees still

nearer the bed, not without much struggling

on her side ; but finding him too strong

for Tier, she desired a parley, demanding her

liberty in disposing of herself, with less guilt

and impiety then by prostituting herself to
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a chHrchman who had made a solemn vow of

chastity.

This was talking to the seas and winds,

his appetite was too strong to admit of a

repulse. Bnt to calm her scruples, and as far

as possible to comply with her desire, he gave

her a few minutes respite to hear his jus-

tification. But to secure her from flight he

placed her in his lap, and himself on the

bed-side, with his arms fast locked about her

waste.

* Were the action (said he) I persist to

commit, an evil, yet you might commit the

deed without fear, since you should soon

receive an easy absolution for the agreeable

transgression ; for Mariana, and Suarez,

and the greatest doctors of our order agree,

that yon may do evil that good may come

of it. But where the ill is in this I can-

not conceive : we are both single persons,

and at our own disposal in the pleasures

and actions of the body. But the good

you would do in a gentle compliance, is

manifest as the sun, by easing the pangs of

an unhappy passion that takes up all my
thoughts, and renders me unfit for all the

functions of my order. The good being

thus plain, and the evil so uncertain, and

so easily redressed if real, I can by no means
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discover any shadow of pretence for your

scruples. All human actions are in themselves

indifferent, and only receive the marks of

good or evil from the end they are directed to.

This is evident from the scriptures, and the

practice of our holy church. Murder was

a merit in Judith and Jael, though attended

with an inhospitable treachery. Revenge

was piety in the brothers of Dinah. Dissimu-

lation, or in plain terms, a lie, was prudence

in Abraham^ David, and St. Paul, Thus

theft in the children of Israel before their de-

parture out of Egypt ; because all done for

the greater glory of God in the service and

support of his church, his people, or his

priests. Thus though every man has a

natural right to liberty in his conscience, yet

the church has established an inquisition to

destroy that natural right because it would

be detrimental to the church, the main pillars

of which are our order ; which makes every-

thing that is done for the pleasure or service

of that, or any member of it, not only

highly innocent, but meritorious. Thus

all that is given to us is turned into fine

churches, magnificent altars, and supports an

abundance of learned men. And when ihejilles

devotes of our order oblige us in this, or

any other way, all is done with that decency,

decorum and good manners, that scandal
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* can never ensue to either party. For we
* are reasonably indulged the private gratifica-

' tion of human frailties, provided we avoid

' the scandal which alone is the crime in all

* affairs of this nature. For how in reason

* can the thing itself be a crime to which
* nature and the cause of nature has annexed
* such a pleasure ?'

Then throwing her down,— ' Resist no more
' (continued he) in vain, for if you strike me
* you are excommunicated, an evil fur greater

' than what you pretend to avoid ; and all other

' struggling will but heighten the pleasure of

* the rapturous victory/

The lady unmoved by all his profane and

impious sophistry, not only struggled with

him with all her force and strength, but

scratched his face, and beat him with her

lovely hands with all her weak power ; but

as often as she endeavoured to cry out he

smothered her voice with kisses, and had now
so far vanquished her, that her strength being

spent, her resistance was weak, and he almost

in the guilty possession of a happiness, which

she could scarce any longer withhold from his

violence.

I pitied my lady, and was full of indignation

at the priest, but in my present state knew not

how to bring her relief. To call the servants

was impossible, [ wanted means to convey my
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complaint, as well as time. But taking the

only course necessity had left me, I exerted

my force, and before he was absolute master of

his wishes, 1 leaped at the calves of his legs, and

fixed my teeth so eagerly in them, that 1 hung

down by them, till the pain made him start

from the rape, and so give liberty to my
mistress to run immediately into the next room.

Unsatisfied with preventing the mischief, I

was bent on proportionable revenge ; for as

soon as he turned about on the assault I seized

on a more tender and dangerous part, not

without the desired effect, having left the

impression of my teeth, where it could not

be so easily and secretly cured. The agony

of the pain and the danger of the wound made

the good father hurry away without much ex-

cuse to the lady for the insolent attempt. Or-

der was given never more to admit either him

or any one of his order into the house, while

I was caressed in her yet trembling arms,

with no small satisfaction, as her wonderful de-

liverer.

This unhappy catastrophe of the good father's

amour alarmed the socif'ty with fears of some

public discourse. 1 hey, therefore, with much
ado, and by the means of a favorite maid,

(for in Naples the Jesuits have a mighty power

over all servants) obtained admission for a

reverend grave old father of the order, who
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pretended to come from Ignalio to beg her

pardon, without which he could not die as he

suddenly expected, in safety and peace ; de-

siring her in his name to impute the looseness

of his arguments to the blind prevalence of

his wicked passion, of which he seriously had

in floods of tears now repented. To this

were added many other inuendo's, that regard

was to be had to the order, which ought not

be condemned for the folly or vice of any

particular member, and was too eminent really

to sufter by the tongue of any one lady ; that

want of silence in the misfortune of the peni-

tent, Mould redound more to her disadvantage

than his.

The fair Renate was indeed too bigotted to

the order, to retain any resentment against the

father on so plausible a submission and ac-

knowledgment of his error, which was facili-

tated by the natural pride of the sex, in finding

so extraordinary an effect of her beauty, as to

pervert the religious themselves. For though

a woman like not the man, she never is really

angry at the passion ; nor can she long retain

an aversion to him for its most violent and im-

pudent efforts.

Though this lady was not naturally amor-

ous, yet when she took an affection to any

particular, it seemed by the event to be very

unruly, and subject to rise up to strong and

Vol. II. G
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dangerous jealousies. It happened, that Julio,

the son oiGuido Imperiale Avas reconamended to

her for a husband, and was introduced with so

much advantage, that he in a little time pre-

vailed on her heart and over her liberty ; if

I may say so of her marrying a man who left

her not only mistress of her own actions, but

even of his. But his fondness and indulgence

was so far from hindering his unfortunate end,

that they furnished the means of her impla-

cable revenge, and all those murders that

ensued, till they brought her to an ignominious

fate.

To give a true narrative of the matter, it is

necessary that I go back to the family of her

husband, from whence indeed, sprung the un-

happy occasion of all these tragedies.

Guiclo, the father of Julio, her husband, was

a man of an obstinate temper, and of no prin-

ciples of religion or humanity. His affairs

called him away to Spain when his lady was

big with child ; but having a mortal aversion

to female children, he ordered her if she brought

forth a girl, to send it away far from that country,

if she could not destroy it with convenience and

safety. He laid this injunction with such

earnestness and so many imprecations, that his

wife was too much afraid of his anger not to

obey him in some measure. For being de-

livered of a daughter, she sent her to an old
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tenant of her mother's, giving the child in

charge to her with sufficient to maintain it till

a farther opportunity. On her hushand's re-

turn, to prevent his inquiry she told him, that

she had indeed brought forth a daughter, but

that it died in a week, and was buried in the

parish church, where she had taken care that

a coffin should be buried as if it had really con-

tained a dead infant.

The years passing over, she was now arrived

to a marriagable age, and possessed a very large

share of innocence and beauty. But the mother

unable to marry her according to her birth,

was obliged to impart the secret to her son,

who knowing his father's implacable temper

took care to conceal it, and covering over the

piety of a son, and the love of a brother, with

a pretence of mere charity, he took his sister

home as an orphan without father or mother

;

and at last out of his own pocket gave her a

fortune and married her to a particular friend

of his own.

But though all this was performed with the

utmost holiness and piety, yet it could not

escape the malevolent aspect of fortune, by

whose accursed influence an unlucky and fatal

jealousy invaded the peaceful mansion of the

innocent Julio. The secret of that tender-

ness and intimacy between her and Julio, and

her being unknown to his wife, gave rise to

G 2
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her suspecting her as the rival of her bed,

and that being fixed in her imagination, it was

no wonder, that a woman of so impetuous

a temper should first hate her, and then con-

trive her ruin in those snares her revenge had

laid for her life ; which she effected in this

manner.

Having stolen her husband's signet, she re-

tires to a little villa that she had about half

a mile from Naples, and sent immediately

to her suspected rival a servant too faithful to

his mistress, and deserving no reward for a

fidelity so criminal. This servant was to tell

her that Julio being gone to his villa desired

her company without any one with her. That

there might be no scruple to hinder her going,

he gave lier the signet his mistress had stolen

from his master, which added force and faith to

his words. She paying a just deference to

her brother's commands, went to the villa

alone as she supposed that her brother had or-

dered her.

Being thus betrayed into a snare so unex-

pected, the furious wife commands her to be

stripped, and whipped in a cruel and barbarous

manner; though she all the while cried out that

she was his own sister, and therefore there was

no just ground for a jealousy so enraged, as she

expressed. But she incredulous of all she could

say, as if a common or lame excuse, thrust
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a burning spit up her body, and so she expired.

A barbarity so inhuman gave me an aversion to

ray mistress, and made me wish for a lucky

opportunity of escaping out of the house of

wickedness in the extreme.

The husband coming by chance into the

villa, found his unhappy sister thus wretchedly

dying by Ihe liands of a woman he loved more

than life, and whom he could not accuse,

though justice and reason so loudly called on

him for revenge. In this agony he fell into a

fever, and unable to remove, he there took to his

bed ; while his sister was by his guilty wife pri-

vately buried.

The wife pretending sorrow for her fatal mis-

take, was assiduous at his bed, and that nothing

might be wanting advised a physician ; but she

having now passed the boundaries of virtue and

entered the horrid confines of murder, thought

herself not safe but by committing new crimes.

She had therefore taken care to poison the ser-

vant, who was the only witness of her crime; and

had noAv made an agreement with a doctor

of scandalous principles, though tolerable repu-

tation, for a thousand crowns to bring such a

potion as should certainly and speedily carry

him out of the world. These matters being

thus agreed, the physician pretends that nothing

would recover him but a nostrum of his own,

which he prepared with his own hands.
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The family being" now present, with some

friends and relations, as the doctor was just

going to give the patient the dose before agreed

on, the bold audacious woman, that she might

remove the witness of her guilt, and save the

money she had agreed to give him for his im-

pious service, stopping the cup before all the

company, delivered herself in this manner:

' My dearest husband (said she) shall not

* drink of this potion till you have drank a

* good share of it yourself, for how else should

* 1 know whether it may not be a poison in-

' stead of a cordial. It can be no offence to

* you. Sir, so good and learned a man as

* you are, if a religious and loving wife, so-

' licitous about the health of her husband, ex-

' ercise a necessary caution in times so aban-

^ doned.*

The physician perfectly surprised at the im-

pudence of the woman, and fearing any con-

cern should betray itself in his countenance,

having no time to consider, and lest any

present by his trembling should discover his

guilt, took a ?iearty draught of the potion,

and after him Julio made no scruple to take off

the rest. The doctor would on this have made

haste home to have taken an antidote to expel

the venom, but the lady was too accomplished

in her impiety to do mischief by halves, and

therefore would not let him stir from her, pre-
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tending that he should stay and see the ope-

ration of his medicine ; but being tired with

his tears, and afraid of his threats of discover-

ing all if she kept him any longer, she let him

depart.

But the poison by this time having seized on

his vitals, scarce drawing his legs after him

in a dying condition he reached his own house,

having scarce so much life left as to tell his

wife what had been done, and to give her

his order to demand of the lady of Imperiale

the reward of this double death of her husband

and himself ; and thus overreached, this

worthy physician went out of the world in a

vehicle of his own preparing. Julio soon had

the same fate, expiring in the arms and in the

midst of the false sighs and tears of his treache-

rous wife.

The mourning for the dead being now

pretty well over, the doctor's wife comes for

the reward for the death of both their husbands.

The lady, always of a piece and like herself,

putting on a friendly countenance, made no

scruple of assuring her of the promised reward,

and provided she could help her to some more

of that potion to complete the business she had

but begun, she would double the money. The

doctor's widow, won by the lady's cunning

arts, and hoping to ingratiate herself with a

lady of her weajth and interest, runs home with
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all speed, and brings her the whole box of

poison. Imperiale having got these naaterials,

and means of greater mischief, stretched out

her bloody hands as far as providence would

suffer them to reach.

She had a little daughter-in-law, who by

the law would inherit her husband's estate,

which on her death was settled on her. The

unfortunate child was then at home with her,

and not yet removed by her father's relations,

being thus exposed defenceless to the fury

of an avaricious woman, M'ho had now thrown

off all thoughts of heaven or hell, or any-

thins: that stood between her and her covetous

desires.

To exceed all cruel mothers, as she had al-

ready all barbarous wives, she went on in the

same hellish track she had entered. Having in-

vited the doctor's widow to dinner, with a

promise of paying her her money, she poisoned

both her and her daughter with the same dose.

The strength of the poison immediately de-

stroyed the tender little creature, but the physi-

cian's lady held it out something longer, yet

feeling the shock of her spirits, and finding

some symptoms w hich confirmed her suspicion

of what was done, taking her leave of the lady

she goes immediately to the house of the judge

and chief civil magistrate, where by declaring

she had a strange discovery to make she soon
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got admission to his presence ; and having told

the whole history of the bloody deeds of my

lady, she fell down with a great groan at the

magistrate's feet, and stirring yet to say more

she expired in the very act of speaking. The

magistrate, not suffering this matter to lie ne-

glected, immediately seizes her and her servants,

and soon by the question discovered all her vil-

lany, and condemned her to a punishment in

some proportion to her crime ; being to be broke

on the wheel, and there left without the coup de

grace.

* This lady confirmed my belief, that wo-

* men are not virtuous for virtue's sake, but

' shun a vice they take no pleasure in, for the

' pursuit of that, to which they are peculiarly

* devoted. Thus she could well resist the as-

' saults of father Jgnatio, but not those of re-

* venire and avarice, to which the snllenness

' of her temper more naturally led her. But

' since neither woman or man can be exempt

« from criminal passions, those I should most

* esteem, and think even more innocent,

* whose passions were less injurious and less

* bloody, and which bring none of those dole-

* ful catastrophes which the cruel Imperiale

* was thus betrayed to.'

The Jesuits made a double use of this sad

event, underhand pressing on her execution, and

openly carressing her till she came to the wheel,
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by which they got of her, to pray her soul out

of purgatory some jewels, and bonds, which

she had saved from the seizure of her estate.

I must needs say, my lady retained to the

last a mighty kindness for me, and with almost

her last breath recommended me to the care of

the holy fathers. By which means I then be-

came a member of the college ofJesuits, where

the provincial himself at that time resided.

CHAPTER VII.

O/" Fantasio's beiiig carried into the Jesuits college^

and what discoveries he made there. Of a blind

girl kept in father Francisco's chamber. The in-

vective of an old sodiGmiiic father against women.

The story of the philosopher Secundus and his

own mother, S^c. Father Francisco's defence of
thefair sex,

I CONFESS, I was under no little apprehension for

my life in the hands of those men who were

the brethren of the good father Ignatio, whose

frisking I had so valorously defeated and pu-

nished : not doubting but those who had so

little regard to humanity in their resentments

against their enemies of their own kind, would

have no commiseration on an impudent dog that
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had not only spoiled a good father's recrea-

tion for the present, but in all probability put

him past the like sports for the future, and per-

haps into the hazard of his life. But trusting

to the uncommon beauty ^vhich Biancha had

given me, and the greater deference I might

hope, the good fathers would pay to a dog than

a man, 1 submitted to be carried in the arras of

the Jesuit to his college, having seen my last

mistress all bruised and broken to pieces before

we retired.

I was pretty well comforted, when I found

I was to enter another college of the society,

and not the residence of good father Ignatio,

where I found either no knowledge of, or else

a total oblivion of the adventure. The father

soon carried me up to his chambers, where 1

found a pretty young girl in a novice's habit,

but perfectly blind, and as ignorant of the place

of her abode as of colors.

This girl, it seems, had been a beggar about

the, streets and exposed to hardships of ne-

cessity which her face did not merit, though it

wanted those lights of beauty, the eyes. Father

Francisco ray present master, had artfully con-

trived the matter so, as to pick her up in the

night, and by roundabout ways conveyed her

into his college and up to his chamber with-

out her knowing where she was. Her condition

was much altered for the better, she had good
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food and wine, and the good father's soft

bed and his vigorous embraces, instead of po-

verty and want, and the hard lodging of the

open streets, and the nerveless caresses of an

half-starved beggar.

How long she had been there 1 cannot tell,

having never heard them mention anything of

the matter ; but I found it had been long

enough for the Jesuit to have gotten her with

child, and being at a nonplus what to do in

this matter, he resolved to consult with a bro-

ther in iniquity, within a door or two of his

own chamber, to take his advice for his conduct

in this ticklish affair.

Francisco had no sooner opened his case,

but the old fellow (whose chamber we were

in) very gravely rebuked him for a folly so

uncautious, in risking the reputation of his

college in so silly an adventure. Francisco soon

satisfied him that she was blind, and knew not

where she was, and that the only difficult point

on which he recurred to his advice, was to

know how he should convey her away without

a discovery, since it was not very likely that

she would be willing to return to her former

condition, especially with the addition of a

bastard within her.

' Thou fool, (said the old fellow) what

' need hadst thou of all this hazard ? It is true

' we eat well and drink well, and have a good
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* air, appetite, and digestion, and therefore it

' is but natural to have some inchnations that

' are not easily removed without some adequate

' relief. But have we not many pretty young
* novices of our order, as charming as Bathyl-

' lus^ Alexis, Hi/las, or Gani/mede himself, obe-

' dient to thy will, and sequacious of your

' touch ? A pleasure, Francisco, heightened by
* the secresy and freedom from scandal, which,

* in the mere fraihies of life, is the principal

* part of the guilt.'

* I have no manner of gusto (interrupted

* father Francisco) for that sort of amour

;

* nature framed soft delicate woman, for the

* satisfaction as well as cause of our desires,

' and how little soever you admit religion into

' the controversy, (which 1 know is like an

' apothecary's medicines for our patients, called

* penitents, not for ourselves) yet nature, that

' has discovered so much wisdom in the for-

* mation of all things, and in its adapting each

* to its proper use, ought certainly to sway in

' these nearer endearments of pleasure and

' love, by which she preserves that species

* which she has made.'

' No more of that folly, (said the other,

* taking him up very warmly) name not woman
' to me, I hate her ; where folly and imperti-

* nence mixed, make up the feast, what man
* of sense can have any appetite ? In my plea-
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* sures I would not converse wholly with the

* hody, or owe them entirely to that, I would

* have some sejise to raise and heighten my
* gusto, which a fool must always abate.

' But let me give thee a small sketch of that

* silly sex, and then see whether they are

* the proper objects of the passion of a man
' of letters.'

Against Women,

Ignorance is their universal characteristic,

and seems fixed on them by nature itself, for

when any one of them aims at getting above

the common level, and is (for the foolish ex-

periment of their parents) admitted to some-

thing of letters, she finds them like strong

wine to a weak head, for they intoxicate the

poor creatures in so wild a manner, that their

impertinence is so far from being cured hy

their learning that it is heightened. It is hard

to find one of the pretended learned women of

antiquity, whose follies and vices were not ad-

vanced by their twilight of knowledge. If they

have any wit, (that is pertness and repartee)

it is but the bawd to their pleasures and prosti-

tution, or a plague to all they converse with,

it is so overpoisoned with affectation and vanity,

that a fool, who would be but silent, is far the

more desirable companion.
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But then take the cross, the whole rabble

of the sex, and all their thoughts, like a

frippery-shop, are full of nothing else but

ribbons or cloth, of dresses and modes, of

scandal and calumny, lust, pride, avarice

;

dear intimacies for moments, and enmities for

ages.

By a useful hypocrisy they throw behind

the curtain the fihh and uncleanness of the

sex, and bring on the stage the false appear-

ance of neatness, heightened with all the ad-

vantages of artificial beauty, which surprises

the unguarded hearts of their fond adorers,

who must despise the idols they worship could

they but see them in their natural state of

nastiness, in their chambers and beds, unas-

sisted by the milliner, the taylor, the perfumer,

the pomatum, the red and white, and the rest

of the female armory, whence they borrow the

darts that render them so formidable. There

is nothing that a woman would not do to ac-

complish her salacious desires, no? anything so

absurd which she would not endeavour to force

on your credulity either to conceal her guilt

or promote her pleasures :

Ko wean in things their furious temper knows ;

With rage their love, xcith rage their hate disclose.

If she finds any coxcomb's heart really en-
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gaged by her imaginary charms she grows

vain and proud of the conquest, which she pre-

tends not to know she has obtained, with an

insolent pride of cruelty avowing an incredu-

lity in her lover's passion, at the same time

that it would be an unspeakable mortification

to her to suspect its reality. As if all women

were Circes, they all love to transform their

vassals into fawning dogs or enduring asses,

that they may the more passively bear the in-

tolerable jilting of a sex, fond of empire and

incapable of distinguishing between worth

and pretence, or ever preferred the first to the

Jast.

To fix her dominion over that fool whom

she appears to disdain, she puts on the vizor

of severity and modesty, casting her eyes

with a bashful blush on the ground, when she

speaks or is spoken to,—as Virgil observes: With

downcast eyes few words she speaks

as if she never had known the pleasures of a

guilty amour ; and yet sets off her face and

exposes her bosom to fascinate the eyes of her

lover, or to spread her conquest farther than

a single adorer : replenished with the cunning

of the fox, she governs by an affected sim-

plicity.

These are the arms, weapons, and arrows^

of womankind. They have the piety of the

crocodile, wheedling their lovers with their
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false tears into a destruction they cannot escape

if they suffer them to prevail. But Mantuan
gives you a lively description of the sex in

these few lines :

If with affected (jramty shefroxcnSf

Her awkicard air the affectation owns;

Ifgaiety and yood humor smooth her brow,

A thoughtless lightness all her motions show;

Lewdness stares boldly through her gloating eyes,

And whore's confessed in waiiton railleries ;

Ifwe survey herjustly, ice shallfind

Strange contradictions fighting in her mind.

She weeps, she laughs, is tame, niad,fearful, bold;

Will, and will not, a grizzel, or a scold.

Various, inconstant, rambling, babbling, vain,

Imperious,full of threats, andfond o^gain ;

Outrageous, double-tongued, inured to lies.

Yet credulous of all the legendfooleries;

She's bloody and rapacious, yet profuse,

Envious of others, hates, yet loves abuse;

Impatient, still complaining, lazy, proud,

A maudlin drunkard, always rash and loud;

Like asps a deadly poison darts her tongue,

Weak in herfaith, in superstition strong ;

By her the palate's nicely understood,

A very brawn in dishing out her food;

Her slackened nerves a lifeless sloth enjoy.

While wanton dalliances her thoughts employ ;

Her beauty^s her religion, all her care,

That brings her to the church, and not the prayer,

Her heaven is to be thought divinelyfair ;

Vol. II. H
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Tenacious of her atir/er and her hate,

JFor sure revenge a proper time she'll wait

;

Faithless, ungrateful, impotent of will.

Cruel, litigious, and a rebel still;

Her crimes she murmurs in a tragic tone.

She'll laugh at J'riendship, and all ties disown;

To her own interest she is still confined.

For that she'' IIfawn andflatter, nay, he kind ;

Fantastic rumors through the crowd she spreads.

Always to one she adds a thousand heads ;

From mole-hills she a mountain can produce,

And turn the ghastly phantom to her use ;

Inventive of deceitfor that she^s made.

Fit onlyfor that ignominious trade, SfC,

Baptista Mantuanus in these verses paints

the servile sex in lively colors. Nor is there

anything more cruel and barbarous than wo-

man, a proud and insolent generation, lofty-

beyond bounds, measure, or reason ; regard-

less of the limits of right and wrong, and

always pleased with extremes. All they

do is done with a precipitate rashness and

earnest intenseness, or obstinacy of desire. Wo-
man is either slothful and sluggish to excess,

or violently active and hasty : she is always

winter, intractably cold ; or midsummer, intole-

rably hot ; or April, still varying in her temper
;

as Virgil observes

:

Woman^s a various and a changeful thing.
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Though woman be in her nature the ve-

riest coward in the creation, yet nothing can

be more bold Mhen caught in a fault, as if

from guilt she derived her courage as well

as anger. Plautiis calls her a sea that de-

vours whatever you give her, she is fiever sa-

(is^ed, or sai/s she has enough. Every mem-
ber of woman has a strong relish of avarice,

rapine, treachery, gluttony, or luxury, making

men, by their witchcrafts, degenerate into

beasts. As woman is said to have been the

first discoverer of sin, so she has ever since

proved the perpetual fuel of evil. ^\ hich

made Origen call woman the head of sin, the

tceapon of the devil, and the corruption of the

old late. They have had the art, and their

wickedness has been of so strong an infection,

that those who have resisted and have been

proof against all other evils, could not escape

them. Whence sprung the ten years war of

Troi/, but from Helen P Whence the expulsion

of the Roman kings, but from the pride and

cruelty of Tullia P W bo betrayed the secret of

Sampson s strength, but Dalilah P Rebecca de-

ceived her husband ; Hippodamia her father ;

Deianira destroyed Hercules by her gift, whom
all the labor of Juno could not overcome ;

Scylla betrayed her own father ; Briscis drew

Achilles out of the field, and Eve all mankind

out of Paradise.

n2
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Who can be safe from woman'sfatal wiles^

That have betrayed Adam, Samson, Lot, David and

Solomon ?

A woman is all destruction and poison

;

she hums with her eyes, and inflames with

her touch ; her hands are birdlime, or like the

blood of Nessus, fair to the view, but destruc-

tive to feel : her eyes are basilisks^ and kill

by a distant infection. By nature she is an

unclean animal, but adventitious cleanliness she

acquires by art, as Mantuan expresses it

:

Her daily wants she still prepares by night

f

To make the unclean animalJair by light

;

Baths andpomatums, powder, patches, paint,

To cure or to conceal the native taint

:

All o^er deceit and art, all player, she

Is ne'er, alas ! the thing she seems to be ;

Her council and her master is the glass.

Where all her wise debates and consults pass ;

Here ^tis she learns her each peculiar grace,

And every air that she would give herface;

By this she's taught her bosom to advance.

And how to cast the most alluring glance ;

By this she learns toform the inviting smile,

And the becoming laugh, thoughfull of guile;

By this she learns her mien and every motion,

To draw her bubbles to her cursed devotion;

Why thus their naked breasts do they display ?

Only to throw temptations in our way.

To make the penetrating poison spread
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The morey and thefoul Stygian Jlame get heady

While with their eyes, like basilisks, they look us dead;

These are the rocksf the quicksands, and the shelves

Where the unheedjul youth still wreck themselves.

Fierce Scylla's dogs and loud Charybdis' roar,

Which the uncautious voyager devour ;

Of Phineus old these are the birds obscene.

That with their touch made every thing unclean :

Their vile contagion while they spread around,

JsTothing sincere and nothing sweet isfound ;

Beds, tables, temples, the infectionfeel

;

Rivers, seas, hills, exhale the noisome smell:

These are the dire Medusas that of yore,

Turned men to stone upon the Lybian shore, ^c.

With this the Clitipho of Terence agrees :

Dost thou know the nature and temper oficomen?

She is a year in combing, washing, and cleansing

herself.

And Parmeno in the Eunuch speaking- to

Phythia. I must tell you another of my acqui-

sitions, which I think a singular palm : for it

is of use for a young fellow to have an early

knowledge of the jilting tricks of the whores,

that when he is acquainted with them he may
ever detest and avoid them. When they are

abroad nothing seems more inviting and neat,

so belle, so gay, and engaging, hut when they

have got their cullies to the taverti, they are

for devouring the nicest and dearest dishes
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they can get ; but then when you find them at

home, the nasty scene is too nauseous to draw,

hut yet such as is of use for a young man to

knoui. If you are in love with her and let her

know it, you are certainly undone.

And thus Parmeno says in the Eunuch to

Phadria : hi the love of women there are

truces and war, hut uncertain peace. But not

to dwell on the solicitudes, cares, fears, jea-

lousies, and disquiets, which make up your

amour with that sex, I shall conclude with

the story of Secundas the philosopher.

The philosopher Secundusflourished at Athens

in the time of the Emperor Adrian, and was

of the Pythagorick sect. Having often heard

from his 7naster, during the course of his studies,

that all women were whores, being now come
to man's estate, adorned with all the ensigns of
a philosopher, as a staff, a scrip, a long beard,

and long hair, he returned in that equipage

to his own country, and his father being dead,

unknown to the family, he came to his mother s

house, and was leilling to make the experiment

of the widow's continence, and whether the

imputation he had heard so often given the

sex by his masters, were true or not. He there-

fore negotiates leith one of her maids, assuring

her of ten golden crowns if she could procure

him a night's lodging with her mistress. The

maid had too much of the avarice of the sex
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to be able to resist the charms of the gold, and

therefore managed the affair so dexterously loith

her mistress, that the bargain was struck, and

he, by her conduct, admitted that very night

to her bed. But to the great disappointment

of the lewd widow, he lay still the whole

night, and slept in her bosom till morning,

when detesting the incest, he was getting out

of bed, the salacious woman, impatient of Ve-

nus, catches him in her arms, and says with

an amorous concern : Why thus do you tempt

me to no purpose, and raise desires you design

not to quell ? >Vas this all we came to bed to-

gether for ? Will you have nothing for all the

money you have given my maid for this op-

portunity,—and are you so foolish a prodigal,

as to throw away so considerable a sum for

nothing at all ?

It is not lawful for me, (replied Secundus)

to enjoy my own mother, or re-enter the vessel

out of which I came when I was born. She

being perfectly astonished at his words, desired

him to explain himself, and let her know who

and what he was, / am, (said he) your son

Secundus : Do you know me?

But Secundus, fearing that by this adven-

ture and his speech he might be the cause of

his mother's death, imposed on himself a per-

petual silence.

Sometime after this the Emperor Adrian
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came to Athens on purpose to see and speak

with this philosopher. Having saluted hira

with a peculiar deference and respect, he de-

sired him to discourse on some head that was

worthy his hearing and learning. But the

philosopher could not be moved from his re-

solution of silence, either by threats or tor-

ments, but in obstinate silence expected death

itself. Adrian admiring his constancy, ordered

him some tablets, on which he should write

the law and reason of his silence ; saying.

If you will 7iot speak to me^ let your hand speak

your safety with your pen.

On this Secundus wrote down this sen-

tence : I fear thee not, O Adrian, because thou

art the prince of this time; nor was I ever

afraid of thy threats or thy punishments. It is

true, you may kill the body or inflict tnany

blows upon it, but what then .^ for though you

are now the tnost powerful idol of the world,

you have not power sufficient to compel me to

speak according to your pleasure against my
own will,

Adrian was pleased with his reply, and

told him he had very well cleared himself, and

desired him therefore to answer him some

questions, which he did ; but amongst the rest

the emperor asked, What was womaii ? and

Secundus having a perfect knowledge of that

sex, gave him this answer :

—
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Woman is mans confusion ; an insatiable

beast ; a continual solicitude ; the impedi^

ment of man; the shipwreck of the inconti^

nent ; the vessel of adultery ; a pernicious tear-

fare; the worst of animals; the heaviest of

burdens ; the iJicurable asp ; the human cap-

tivity, in which beauty was the vanquisher ; the

fortune of a little time; a fading flower; a

carnalfelicity ; an incomposite business y Sfc.

So that it is no common lot to have a

good wife, and it is much happier to bury

than marry a wife. A Moman has no notion

or taste of anything that is not unlawful.

There is no evil so near and dangerous, as a

woman. The sea, fire, and women, are three

evils, says the Greek Monostick ; and so I leave

you to a review of the case, whether this be a

creature worthy the passion of a man of

letters.

I confess, (said Francisco, after the zealous

son of Sodom had done) the follies and vices

of the sex are not much less numerous and

extended than you have made them ; but then,

on the other side, we should consider the follies

and vices of our own sex, and when we view

both with an impartial eye, we shall find their

bulk much of a size ; as, therefore, there are

few men worthy the friendship of a man of

sense and letters, so there are few women
worthy their love. And that there are such
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I know by experience, not only in France,

where their liberty is greater, but even in Italy

itself, whose fine and distinguishing wits proved

their beauties of mind equal to those of their

body, agreeing in such an harmony of excel-

lence, that he must have a jarring soul indeed

who is not touched with the melody.

But were all your invective as universally

true as you would make it, yet nature has

better fitted them for these pleasures, than

your nauseous Alexis* or Bathylli, who, with-

out any thought of religion, of which I have

been cured by my study of our maxims, are

most shocking to me. Nature, for this end,

has lavishly bestowed all her favors on the

sex ; she has given them tenderness, softness

of body, and sweetness of voice, and such a

secret power of beauty, that like harmony pe-

netrates the soul, and makes the heart dance

to the motion of her eyes, her hands, and the

very heaving of her bosom. By woman nature

propagates mankind, which else must perish

in an age, contrary to the universal bent and

desire of mankind, against which your pleasures

directly rebel.

As for your rational conversation and su-

blime contemplations, they all vanish in the

reign of impatient desire ; and in the short

epilepsy of enjoyment the mind has so little

to do, that the sense and wit of the object is
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the least thing- we can consider. The body is

all that is then engaged, and all that is required

to the height of the pleasure.

Well, well, (interrupted the old pathique)

every man in his hunior. The matter we
have now in debate, is to remove the obloquy

your folly may bring upon our order. My
advice is, therefore, that having given her a

dose of opium, you have her conveyed far

enough from our college.

That is, indeed, a hard but a necessary

lesson, to expose my child to the hardship of a

beggar's condition. I have likewise a salve for

that, replied the other, which will turn to the

honor of our society. Knowing where you lay

her, I and another of our order shall come by in

the morning, and finding her, examine and ca-

techise her for her transgression, and then seem
out of charity to have her disposed to a place

more convenient for her condition, where the

child may be preserved and brought up by our

order; and this Mill get us a reputation of

piety and charity useful to our ends.
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CHAPTER Vlll.

O/* some vows, morals, political maximSf and secret

mysteries oj' theJesuit's order.

Francisco was just going to answer, when

the provincial came in and put an end to the

conference, and seeing me in his arms, was

so taken with my beauty that he begged me
of the father to make a present of me to

Donna Theresa, the niece of the Cardinal Can-

telmi, then at Rome, and who having a very

great influence over the cardinal, a present so

peculiar might bias her in the favor of a

negotiation he was just ready to go about. The

good father Francisco easily yielded me up to

considerations of such moment, as the interest

of their order.

The personal vices of the Jesuits (which I

observed during my stay among them) are of

too nauseous a kind to dwell on or to describe.

1 shall therefore only say, that the good old

father, who argued with Francisco so zealously

against womankind, had abundance of disci-

ples in this pious fraternity, by whose

maxims the intention of any of the most cri-

minal actions makes them good or evil, and

so leaves them indifferent in themselves ; and
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since one of them is, that the opinion of any

learned doctor is sufficient to fix a probabiHty

on the falsest and most absurd doctrine there

is, they are easily secure in Mhatever they do.

By this means, no doubt, they found a tran-

quillity in their consciences in the midst of all

these unnatural vices, >vhich otherwise they

must certainly have wanted, if, at least, it can

be properly said, that a Jesuit has any con-

science at all, having long since destroyed all

the foundations of religion and morality.

Not but that we must own, that there are

some among them of a very good life, and

full of all that blind zeal of a mistaken opinion

which is generally the offspring of ignorance.

But to set this in a true light I must give you

an account of what I have discovered from the

provincial's discourses with the heads of all these

five colleges at Naples, the sum of which will

be found in as few words as possible, from

the following political maxims of their order,

by which they have got not only the mastery

and rule of all Naples, but so great a revenue,

such immense riches, and so vast a power and

interest in almost all parts of the christian w^orld.

For though the friars have five times the

number of convents, and the carmelites many
more than the Jesuits, yet the Jesuits have far

the greatest sway and interest in the par-

ticular private families of that city. For they
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are, as it were, the only offices of intelligence,

and dispose of all the servants in Naples, and

by that means, have a diligent and faithful

spy or two in every house, by whom they

know how to attack them for their own ad-

vantage.

The arts and means of this order, ofarriving

at those riches and power which they now

possess, have been many and intricate, of which

the few I have discovered I will communicate

to you.

They are always to have respect to these

following qualifications in the persons whom
they admit to their order :—he must either

be rich, which brings money into their bank,

from whence they draw one of the chief sup-

ports of their power and grandeur ; or he

must be a truly, thoroughly believing, credu-

lous bigot, who knows little, and thinks less,

and is wholly possessed with their legendary

worship and religion ; these scattered up and

down, and set off to the best advantage, which

they are too cunning and sagacious to neglect,

give them the pretence to, and the reputation

of holiness and piety ; for though they will

not allow any faults or opinions of particular

members, or particular bodies of their society,

to reflect on, or include the whole, yet they

will have the imaginary perfections of a few

sanctify the whole body ; or else he must be
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a person of a promising genius for learning

and study, by which they get the reputation

of learning ; or he must discover a cunning

and address in business, and the management

of affairs, by which they get into the palaces

of princes and purses of merchants. And
those who have the appearance of religion,

wealth, learning, and cunning, to fi^^dit for them,

are a party too formidable for my pen to cope

with.

Another observation which I made here, was,

that besides the three vows common to other

orders, the Jesuits had three more peculiar to

themselves. Poverty, charity, and obedience,

all regulars take. The Jesuits, besides, vow
a peculiar zeal for the promotion of their order's

interest and grandeur, and this they all take.

After they have been of some years standing,

those, who, by the heads are thought, fit and

qualified, take another oath, by which they

are let into some secrets of management ajnd

principle, unknown to the rest. But there is

a third oath, or vow, to be taken, to which very

few are admitted but such as are, or are designed

to be, heads and managers of the order, when

the whole mystery of iniquity is revealed. But

this is never done, but to those whom they have

sufficiently experienced, and who are safe in

the bribes they enjoy by this means of benefit,

power, and trust, against any manner of fear of a
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discovery, by which they must lose advantages

they could no otherwise obtain.

I saw one admitted to this last secret of the

order, but as if they were even afraid of the

presence of a dog, or it be the rule of their

maxims, the whole ceremony was not only

performed in a sort of murmuring whisper, but

in a language or gibberish they only understood.

I was heartily tired with this seminary of hell,

but finding that the provincial was immediately

going for Rome, being extremely desirous of

seeing my old mistress Donna Theresa, and in so

secure a disguise to be a witness of her actions,

and the cardinal's resentment, I did not en-

deavour at an escape, with which my horror for

the place would certainly else have inspired me.

THE END OF THE FOURTH BOOK.
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CHAPTER I.

Fantasio's departure from Naples with the provincial

oj' the Jesuits. His arrival at Fundi, where they

saw the funeral of Camilla, which occasions an

account of the unfortunate end of both those lovers

by the treachery ofafalsefriend.

X HE long wished for day was now come,

M'hen tlie snn rising with a gayer aspect, and

his beams burnished up in a more illustrious

manner than usual, the season being warm,

the provincial took the opportunity of a vessel

that was bound directly for Fundi, on which

we embarked, and in a few hours safely ar-
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rived, without any adventure at our desired

port.

We were no sooner landed and got into

the high street, but we discovered a pompous

and magnificent funeral, in which there being

a sword hung with mourning carried before

the corpse, gave occasion for the provincial

to make inquiry into the particulars of that

ceremony : by the answer I found it was the

funeral of my old protectress Camilla, just

carrying to be laid by the side of her unfortu-

nate husband Baldinotti, betrayed by his too

generous credulity in a false friend and secret

rival, to the loss of love and life at once.

The particulars of a fate so surprisingly unfor-

tunate, and a revenge so justly cruel, I am per-

suaded will not be unacceptable to you, I shall

therefore relate it to you, just as it was de-

livered to the provincial at Fundi.

You may remember the former part of

Camilla's story, her delivery from the banditti

by the stratagem of her beloved Baldinotti,

and their marriage on her return to Fundi,

where I was obliged to leave them on the day

of their nuptials, the happiest of mortals in all

appearance, mutually loving and being be-

loved, all difficulties vanquished, and the ex-

tent of both their desires most fortunately

obtained, being in possession of each other with
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a flowing fortune, and the love and esteem of

the whole country where they dwelt, which

is the sum of all human happiness : the hest

grounded of which is no proof against the

treachery and villany of a wicked man, as

Camilla and Baldinotti are too lamentable an

example.

In Tarcina, the Anxur of the ancients, and

the capital of the Volcians, and yet an episcopal

city, lived a young nobleman of the first quality

of the place, a youth of great activity of person,

a good rider, and very rich ; but entirely sur-

rendered up to whores, luxury, and wine, and

eminent round the country for his daily de-

bauches ,• his dissolute life had brought into

his acquaintance men of as dissolute principles,

and such as might be ministers of his pleasure

and revenge without scruple ; for his hands,

though young, were not innocent of human

gore; his name was Torquaio, of the family of

the Dukes oi Atri : as this was really his charac-

ter, so it w as his reputation and fame all round

the country.

Torqualo, as debauched as he was, and as

much devoted to the pleasures of whoring and

drinking, was however touched with the virtue,

modesty, Avit, and beauty of Camilla, in so

sensible a manner, that, despairing of gaining

his desires by corrupting her integrity, he made

his applications to her parents and herself, with

I 2
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lliat zeal and violence to obtain her in marriage,

that if his manners had not been so infamous

and so known, his quality and personal merits

must have succeeded. But now, though his

estate and birth were far more considerable

than those of any other pretenders, yet the

parents had such regard for the happiness of

their daughter, and she such a sense of virtue

and her own felicity, that his suit was by both

luianimously rejected.

But love, when it has once got possession

of the heart, is not easily driven out by our

firmest resolutions and endeavours, much less

when it finds such a dissolution of manners,

that there is not the least effort made towards

the liberty that is wanted. Thus Torquato,

who had no sentiments of virtue, and only like

other men of quality measured things as they

were serviceable to his own will, was so far

from trying to smother a successless passion in

its rise, or remove the obstacles to its success

by a just reformation of his life, that he wholly

employed himself in indulging the thoughts of

Camilla s perfections, and how he might com-

pass the enjoying her, and the disappointment

of his rival, by means how wicked and cruel

soever he cared not.

Thus the good Baldinotti being blessed

•with the possession of the charming Camilla,

the profligate Torquato employed all his
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tlio'ights how yet to compass the embraces of

a lady, whose happiness was inconsistent with

his desires.

Tlie day that she was delivered from the

hands of the robbers by the cunning and

virtue of her husband, Torquato mingled him-

self with the crowd of those friends, m ho came

to congratulate her enlargement ; concealing his

real sentiments with a feigned joy, he in a very

particular manner wished her and her husband

a long and happy life, and abundance of chil-

dren, as if in that he placed his chief satisfaction.

Though his company was not the most desirable

in that place, yet in regard to his quality and

high birth, he was received into the house

among the principal guests, disguising his mis-

chievous designs under a plausible outside, and

under the specious name of friend belieing the

secret rival.

By fiequent conversations, and strong dis-

simulation, he had insinuated himself into the

friendship of the good Baldinotti, in confidence

of which was a commerce too dangerous for

Torquato to enjoy, since the more he saw the

object of his uidawful desires, the more per-

fections he found in her, and in consequence

longed for the pleasures she could impart with

greater impetuosity. For love, who in his

first approaches to the heart, like some de-

liverers and pretended patriots, promises only
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pleasure and easy joy, whose gentle emotions

shall transport, not rack the mind, when he is

fixed in his dominion by custom, and fomented

and increased by the strong fuel of a near

and constant acquaintance with the cause,

rages like a tyrant with immoderate heat,

and ravages and burns up the heart of his

vassal.

Torquato, in short, had long considered with

himself how he should gain an opportunity of a

private and unwitnessed interview and dis-

course with Camilla, but found every day

the difficulty increase by the multiplicity of

servants, his want of interest among them,

and the extreme caution of the lady's own

reservedness. He was satisfied, and plainly

discovered that it would be in vain to attempt

the breach of such firm bands of love, which

every day grew more strong and indissoluble.

But though he could not compass his pernicious

aims, and despaired of ever being able to

pervert the constant affection between them,

yet impelled by the stubborn bent of his pas-

sion, he still pursued his design as if still in his

power.

That which at first view seems difficult and

not to be obtained, love, every day more

fortified and robust, makes appear easy to

be accomplished. Give ear, and listen with at-

tention to what cursed events the furv of lust
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will hurry a man, who submits entirely to its

sway.

Baldinotti takes with him one day, Tor-

quato, a hunting' in chase of the wild beasts,

if we may call the wild roe by such name:

for Camilla would not let her dear husband

venture the pursuit of those that were armed

either with tusks or horns. The hounds being

come to a little liill obscured with the gloomy

shades of the spreading boughs, they were

all uncoupled and set at the avenues, while

knowing' their discipline, they divided them-

selves, and began to open at first with a sort

of murmuring noise, but the signal being-

given, they fill all the valleys and groves

wish their deep-mouthed sounds, in which was

a sort of terrible harmony only known by the

huntsmen.

No she-goat or wild roe, or the trembling

doe, or the mildest of all these sorts, the hind,

was roused by them, but instead of so harm-

less a game out rushes a large and terrible

boar, a beast seldom seen in those parts,

fat and bulky, armed with a thick skin, all

over deformed with shaggy hair, frightful

bristles erected straight upright on his back,

his mouth foaming, and grinding his oblique

tusks with a fatal noise ; his fierce minacious

eyes darting gloomy fires like flashes of light-

ning.
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On the first onset he rends to pieces the

most forward and boldest of the dogs that

durst venture to fall upon him in the toils ;

then breaking through the nets that were

laid for him, he flies away from the hunters.

All the servants, who were not used to this

rough and dangerous chase, and being then

wholly unarmed and unprepared for the sport,

fled, some one way, and some another, hiding

themselves in the trees and the bushes most

out of the way.

But Torqiiato, believing he had now got

an opportune time and place for the villany he

long had designed, in the following manner

roused Baldinotti to fall into the ruin he

had laid : What shall ive too be like these ser-

vile creatures, our vassals, (said he) vanquished

by our fears, and stand trembling here, while

we lose so noble and uncommon a quarry / No,

no, let us to horse ; take you the hunting

spear, and I this javelin. Immediately without

any farther delay, they vault into their saddles,

and putting spurs to ilieir horses, pursue

the formidable beast with the utmost eager-

ness and desire. The beast, not forgetful

of its genuine vigor, returns the violence

they offer with all the flre of its native fe-

rocity.

Baldinotti was the first that assaulted him

with a manly and vigorous blow with his spear
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on liis back. But the treacherous Torquato^

instead of seconding his friend, and wounding-

the beast with hisjavehn, cuts off the hind

feet of Baldinottis horse ; who being thus

wounded tumbles down backward, and with

the fall throws his master to the ground.

The boar immediately attacks liim while he

strives to get up, and with his deadly tusks

first tears his clothes, and then his body

with many a wound. The bloody Torquato

was not satisfied with this danger and dis-

tress into which he had brought him, but

while Baldinotti was endeavouring to guard

his legs from the pressing Mild beast, and

imploring his assistance, he thrust him in

the thigh with the less fear, believing that

the javelin would not be distinguished from

the tusks of the boar. Baldinotti, now unable

to revenge himself on the beast, or the more

savage Torquato, gave up the ghost ; while he

with an address of which he was master, at one

blow finished the chase in the death of the

boar.

The servants could not distinguish the com-

bat, or know more of the matter than after-

wards appeared to them, when Torqiialo sum-

moned them out of their lurking holes to see

the miserable sight. Though one of them that

was nearest had some suspicion of the false play,

yet the power of Torquato was too great to
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be altacked with one witness, and on grounds

not sufficiently evident. They all came with

the utmost concern to the dead body of the

best of masters, and with an unfeigned grief

bewailed his misfortune. Torquato, though

sufficiently pleased with the destruction of his

rival, knew it to be contrary to his interest

and further designs to discover so invidious

a joy ; wherefore, disguising his secret satis-

faction by the most artful grief in the world, he

acted the part of true mourner and real friend,

though in all his sorrow he could not force

one tear from his false eyes ; in all things else

conforming himself to the sad condition of the

company, he belied the wild beast with his own

barbarity.

The ill news soon spread itself to the house

of Baldinoiti, and wounded the tender ears of

his most unhappy wife, who, as soon as she

heard the terrible account, like one struck

with the wildest frenzy in nature, flew out

undressed as she was, into the street, and thence

took her course into the fields, distractedly ex-

claiming on the too miserable chance of her hus-

band ; sorrowful troops of matrons and virgins,

as to a public loss, attended her with one con-

federate grief; nay, the whole city of Fundi

emptied itself to view and deplore the woful

spectacle.

Camilla, flying to the body of her dearly be-
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loved husband, on all the wing-s of love and

despair, falls down in a swoon upon it, and

was just on the point of giving up that life

to his cruel fate, which love had made en-

tirely his, with much ado and a great deal of

reluctance in her, she was by the care of her

servants restored to life and forced from the

violence of sorrow, which sprung from her ar-

dent embraces of her dead lord.

The body was attended to the grave by

all the people, and Torquato in the funeral

pomp exclaimed with extravagant and over

acted passion, and though at first his dry eyes

could not aflbrd a tear, yet now the joys in

his imagination grew nearer, he could shed a

deluge. The hearse being come to the pa-

ternal monument, tears and groans he thought

not enough, but falling on the coffin he called

the dead Baldinolti by all the endearing

names he could think of, with those to dis-

semble tlie truth. He called him companion,

brother, and friend, and used such endearing

expressions of his loss, as he thought would

render him more agreeable to Camilla, Some-

times he would endeavour to hold her charmins-

hands from beating her beautiful bosom, and

try by all means to appease her grief and

soften her complaints, and abate the ed^^e of

her sorrow. He endeavoured to comfort her

from the examples of the common and va-
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rious chances to which luiman life and hap-

piness are subject, remarking at the same time,

that her fate and the cause of her grief was as

singular as the object of her love ; that he

felt all the pangs of anxious concern for the

loss of his friend, yet for his sake, to whom
her peace was always dear, he must strive to

lessen the rage of a fruitless indulgence of

woe, that could not better her misfortunes.

He strove, in short, with all the offices of a

false piety to be about Camilla, foolishly thus

propagating his odious and baneful love, by

the delight which he found in being near her.

The funeral rites being over, Camilla en-

deavoured to follow her dead husband with

that calm resolution, that she would not make

use of any weapon she had in her power to a

speedy despatch. She took her leave of the

light of the sun, nor would any more behold

those cheerful rays that had lighted her Bal-

dinolti to destruction, but confining herself to

perpetual darkness, she refused all manner of

food or drink, or the refreshing repose of her

bed ; the floor being her couch, and tears and

despair what she fed upon.

But Torquato, by the obstinacy of his endea-

vours with her friends and those with her

parents, dragged her, as I may say, from this

desperate resolution for the grave, to the use

of food and the sufferance of life. Though
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she was perfectly obedient to her parents,

who loved her as their souls, she had yet much
ado to prevail over her passion so far as to

obey them in this, but at last yielding- to

the religious necessity of her duty, she un-

derwent the offices of that life which she

hated, though not with a pleased, yet a calm and

serene countenance.

But grief preyed on her heart incessantly,

while she spent whole days and nights in her

sorrowful desires ; she placed the picture of her

husband always before her, so feeding her tor-

ments with her only comfort.

Torquato was too impatient a lover to wait

the decrease of her grief till the daily cur-

rent of her tears had Mashed it away ; and

the rage of her wounded mind, subsided into

a calm and sorrow, by its age had worn itself

out. It was the fiite of his guilt that he could

not but give some light into the secret vil-

lanies of his heart, that had not else, perhaps,

been known, by his impudence in attempting

a marriage, while she was yet weeping over

her dead beloved husband, and tearing her gar-

ments and hair with the violence of a grief of

so fresh a date.

Camilla so abhorred and detested the im-

pious motion, that as if struck with a sudden

blast of lightning she sunk down in a swoon.

But being recovered and pathetically chid by
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her father and mother, who loved her, and whom
she loved, she bore their importunity with less

concern and more seeming complaisance, se-

cretly resolving rather on a thousand deaths

than ever yielding to any kind thought for

TorquatOi whose sudden and troublesome ad-

dress raised some scruples in her mind about

him, in regard that he was present at her

husband's death, and came off without any

harm, which argued his guilt or his cow-

ardice, both obstacles insurmountable to any

thoughts in his favor. But to gain time,

and get rid of him for awhile, she put him

off till the expiration of her time of decent

widowhood.

In the meantime, while she interrupted

the silence of the night with her sorrowful

sighs and groans, she beholds the ghost of

her husband lift up his dear and well

known face, though all over deformed with

wounds and blood, who thus addresses himself

to her :

—

Ml/ dear, iny beloved wife, I come to reveal

thai to you you cannot know perfectlyfrom any

body else ! If yet the memory of me, and my
cruel fate, has not already cut the knot of

our mutual love, hear me with attention and

belief.' If you would -marry again ; if a second

love can warm that chaste bosom, you may with

more safety and justice marry any one than
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the bloody and false Torquato : admit not him
to thy speech^ sit 7iot at the table with him,

much less permit hint to approach thy bed. Fly,

Jly, my murderer's bloody hand, and let not

parricide be the detested omen to thy second

nuptials. Those icounds, whose blood was tcashed

off my body by thy lovely tears, are not all the

icounds of the tusks of the fatal boar; they

were received from cursed Torquato*s javelin,

tchich robbed me of thee and thee of me.

In short, the trembling Camilla received

from the ghost a full account of all the vil-

lany of Torquato and disappeared. Overbur-

dened with excess of grief and reclining her

face on the pillow, she washed it with her

flowing tears, and with a thousand sighs

rending her shift, she beat her ivory arms

and bosom. But keeping to herself this dis-

covery of the ghost, and entirely dissembling

her knowledge of the matter, she determined

to punish the foul assassin and then deliver

herself from a life full of grief and insup-

portable horror. However, for fear this

should be some illusion, she carefully examined

€very servant that was with her beloved that

day, but of all of them could hear nothing

to the purpose, till finding by the hesitation

of one, that he knew more than tl^e rest, by

prayers and by threats she got enough to
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confirm her that what the ghost had told her

Mas perfectly true.

Torquato improvideiitly eager after detest-

able pleasures, came again to assault the ears

of Camilla with a proposition of marriage,

which were sealed up against it. But she with

more gentleness than formerly, rejected his

importunity in this manner:

—

As yet (said she)

the dear and beautiful aspect of your friend

and my most dear husband is full in my eyes ;

as yet the beauteous Baldinotti lies here ifi my
bosom. It would, therefore, be more prudent in

you, to allow to a miserable woman, a necessary

time for her legitimate grief, at least till the

months remainingfill up the year of my widow-

hood, which request hath 7iot only an eye to my
modesty and reputation, but to your safety and

happiness, lest by the immaturity of our nup-

tials we provoke the sad manes of the dead Bal-

dinotti to do you a mischief.

Torquato, unsatisfied with this promise of

distant joys, presses his suit with the utmost

obstinacy, murmuring in the softest expressions

his impatience of the least delay, till Camilla,

seemingly overcome, replied in this manner :

—

This at least you must grant to my intreaty,

Torquato, that our embraces be private, and

tinknown to everybody even of my own family,

till the rest of the year be over. Torquato was
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infinitely pleased with the charming compli-

ance and the deluding promise of the justly

fallacious young lady ; and willingly agrees

to the stolen enjoyment, wishing for the

coming shades that would bring him the joys

which he only desired in this world. But
be sure you come alone about midnight^ muffled

up so well in i/our cloak, that you cannot be

discovered, and giving one single whistle you

shall be admitted by this my nurse, who only,

with the priest whom I shall provide, shall know

ought of the matter, ond she shall watch your

coming, and conduct you without any conscious

light to my bed-chamber.

Torquato was pleased with the kind con-

trivance of the scene of his dismal nuptials,

void of any apprehension of evil, and in a

tumult with the expectation of secret joys,

all his complaint was of tiie tediousness of

the day, and the slowness of the night's ap-

proach.

As soon as the bright sun had given place

to the dusky gloom of the evening and the

night was now advanced, at the appointed mi-

nute he was received at the post of the as-

signation, at his signal, by the nurse, and con-

ducted by her into a chamber, full of hopes

and desires. The old woman sweetening him

by her lady's order, steals out a bottle of

wine, mixed with a soporiferous draught,

Vol. II. K
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often pushing the giass and excusing her mis-

tresses delay, as yet attending her sick parents,

and so easily and without suspicion buried

him in sleep.

He being thus defenceless and exposed to

all injuries, being all along on his back, C«-

milla comes in, and invades him with a mind

full of violence and revenge ; and sitting her-

self on the assassin, she speaks in this manner:

Hehold (said she) the faithful companion ofmy
husband ! See a wonderful adorer^ and invit-

ing charm to second nuptials! This is that

hound which shed my blood ! This is that

gloomy breast which formed such roundabout

plots for my destruction ! These eyes, to which

1 have with an evilfate been pleasing, are now

an omen under their present darkness to their

future condition of punishment. Rest secure,

O happy 7nan ! Sleep on and dream of your

present fortune ; I will not pierce thee with the

sword or pointed steel, far be it from me to

give thee the honor of the same death with

my Baldinotti, Thy eyes now drowned in wine

shall perish there, nor shalt thou evermore be-

hold anything but in dreams. Thou shalt think

the death of thy enemy a far greater happiness

than thy life ; for certain thou shalt no more

see light, nor shalt thou have the hand of a

friend or servant to lead thee, nor shalt thou

ever contaminate Camilla icith thy impious
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embraces^ nor shall thou enjoy thy promised

nuptials; thou shalt neither have the relief

of the quiet of death, nor he joyful in the

pleasures of life ; but thou shalt wander a kind

of image, or ghost betweeii hell and the sun.

Thou shalt long seek the hand that has put out

thy eyes ; and that which is the worst of misery,

thou shalt not he able to tell whom to complain

of but I will offer the blood of thy eyes to

the monument of my Baldinotti.

But why do I let thee enjoy this interval

of thy torments, while perhaps thou dreamesi

of having me in thy arms, and in some sort pro-

phaning my image with thy imaginary polu-

tions ? Wherefore quitting the shades of sleep

awake to another penal darkness! Lift up thy

empty face, know my revenge, understand thy

misfortune and compute thy sorrows. Thus

only do thy eyes please and charm a woman

of modesty, thus the hymeneal torch lights thee

to thy nuptial bed, your bridemaids shall be

revenge and blindness, and the perpetual sting

of thy guilty conscience.

In the midst of these reproaches taking a

bodkin out of her head-dress she wounds his

eyes all over and leaves him perfectly blind,

till the unknown pain of sleep awakes him.

She taking with her the naked sword which

Baldinotti used to wear, flies in a frantic man-

ner through the city directb' to the monu-

K 2
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ment of her husband. The poor old nurse

fearing mischief, followed her as fast as she

could, and called some others to pursue her

;

but unable to close with her to disarm her of

the fatal weapon, she waving it about with

threats, the by-standers had nothing but tears

to soften her fury, which Camilla observing,

she spoke to them in this manner :

—

Cease your importunate tears^ give over

your lamentations^ which are alien to my vir-

tue and iny love; I have revenged myself on

the cruel bloody murderer of my husband, and

noio the destined time is come, when having no

more business on earth, I should cut my way

to my dear Baldinotti. And having in a very

few words given them an account of the ghost,

and her after discovery, she plunged the sword

into her bosom , and fell immediately on his

tomb, and murmuring some imperfect words,

sent out her masculine soul.

Then her friends taking up her body, after-

wards in a solemn funeral united the lovers,

the husband and wife in one tomb. While

this narration was making to the provincial,

one came in and told us what became of

Torquato, who hearing an account of all

these tranactions, being unable to render his

destruction answerable to the present slaughter

which he had caused , and assuring himself

that a sword was not a sufficient punishment
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for so villanous a wickedness, he was brought

by his desire to the sepulchre of the lovers,

and crying out,

—

Behold ! O, ye virtuous manes

1 am here present, a voluntary victim to you icho

hate me/ with all his force he flew from those

that held him and dashed his brains out against

the monument.

The company were extremely moved at the

unhappy fate of the two lovers, but not

enough satisfied with the too hasty dismission

of Torquato from a life so miserable as Ca-

milld's transports had doomed him to. For

my part, whether there be anything more sa-

tyrical in a canine nature, or whether it was

something that was congenial with me, or

the experience I had had of the general

vices and follies of the sex, I know not ; I

was tempted to this malicious reflection,

—

That

if there he so much impotence and obstinacy in

the very virtues of the sex, what shall we think

of their vices P Caynilla was a very uncommon
wife, but then she abandoned her reason and

the dictates of nature, when she gave herself

up to an impotence of sorrow, and suffered

herself to be led captive by a passion which

could only end in destruction. The best I

could say for her in my thoughts was, that

she was mad. But in spite of these reflec-

tions 1 must not forget the epitaph I made on

the memory of their story, as pathetic as
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extraordinary, which, though it reach not the

dignity of the subject, I shall venture to set

down.

THE EPITAPH.

Here lies a faithful youth andfaithful maidf

By afalsefriend to cruel death betrayed;

One heart, one soul in both their breasts wasfound.

And both soon perished by onefatal wound.

For that base hand, by which the shepherdfell.

The nympKs handfurnished with thefatal steel.

Lovejoined them close while they enjoyed their breatht

But, ah ! lovejoins them closer yet in death.

Though mortal they, immortal is theirfame.

And every lover will invoke their name,

And wish their love though not theirfate the same.

CHAPTER n.

Fantasio's journey with the provincial from Fundi to

Rome. The adventure of the coopefs wife. Their

arrival at Rome, and visit to the cardinal and

Theresa.

The provincial having rested a few days at

Fu7idi, hired a litter to proceed on his journey,

but passing between Taracina and Fossa Nuova,

by the negligence of the litter-man, the fore-

horse ran against a post, which not only beat
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them both out of the way down the side of a

bank, but so bruised the pole, that we were

fain to stay at the village where this hap-

pened till the damage was repaired. In the

fall I leaped out of the litter, and ran as far

from the danger as possible, and too far for

my return to the provincial, for I was imme-
diately snatched up by a poor cooper's M'ife, who
designed me a present to her landlady. So
that running immediately home she locked

both herself and me up in her room, where she

waited the rendezvous of her lover in her

Jmsband's absence.

The husband was an honest poor fellow,

a journeyman mechanic, defending himself

and family from the incommodities of a heavy

poverty by the work of his hands. He had

a wife little enough in person, though large

enough in the fame of her extreme lascivi-

ousness. He being that morning gone early

out to work, she had stepped out to give the

adulterer notice of an amorous rendezvous,

when she found me in her way and carried

me home, where we had not been louir

but her gallant arrives, steals secretly in,

and soon puts in execution the design of his

coming.

In the midst of the engagement and con-

trary to their expectation, home comes the

poor cuckold, and finding the door fast, praises
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in his mind the continence of his wife; and

ivith a whistle gives her notice of his return.

The wife, a notable housewife in affairs of

this nature, set free her lover from her strict

embraces, and hid him in a large tub, that

stood there half overwhelmed, but mpty.

Then opening" the door, she greeted her hus-

band with this juniper lecture. It is very fine

^

indeed ! What are you now turned gentleman

and saunter idly up and down with your hands

in your bosom, without any care or concern, by

your labor to provide victuals and drink for

your family P Whereas /, wretch that I am,

tnust night and day work my fingers to the

bone and wear out the vigor, and strength of

my nerves, only to keep our candle lighted, as

they say ! How much more happy is iny neigh-

bour Baldo's loife, she enjoys her pleasure and

lovers, and every morning has a good breakfast,

and a whet of good imne.

The husband being thus nonplussed by his

wife's complaints, made her this moderate an-

swer:— You quarrel with me, my dear, ivithout

reason, (said he) for though our master by his

absence at a laivsuit, has to-day made us

keep holiday, yet I have taken care of a good

supper at night. You see that great tub there,

that has done nothing but lumber our little

house this many a day, J have sold it for five

groats to a neighbour, whom I expect to come
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hmnediatclif and pay me the money, and take

ataay his goods. I prithee, therefore, tuck up

thy things, and lend me thy hand to set it up-

right for the buyer.

The Mife starting a subterfuge for her

roguery out of the exigence of affairs ; pre-

tended to burst out into a ready maUcious

laughter, and said,—/ have got in you, indeed,

a notable headpiece to take care of me ; you

are an admirable fellow at a bargain, to sell

that at the underrate of five, which I, a tooman

confined to my house, have long since sold for

seven groats. The husband overjoyed at the

increase of the price, demanded who it was

that had been so good a chapman. You fool,

(said she) why he has been all this while in the

tub examining it very nicely to see whether

there are any chinks or holes in it.

The spark in the tub immediately taking

the hint, starts up and speaks to her in this

manner:

—

This tub, my good dame, is too

old and full of chinks, and you, my honest

friend, lehoever you are, (says he to the hus-

band) 7oill you get me a candle, that cleansing

it of the dregs and the dirt, I may see what

use can be made of it, unless you imagine that

I come very easily by my money.

The poor honest cuckold, smelling nothing

of the matter, goes and lights him a candle,

and coming to the tub, says,

—

Stand you
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aside, my friend, whilst Iput it in Jit orderfor

you to take. Then pulling off his coat, he gets

into the tub, and falls to scraping off the dregs

and the filth of the vessel. In the meanwhile

the cuckold- maker, a notable young stripling,

while the wife was holding the candle to her

husband, and stooping to the tub, very fairly

attacks her hind-quarters, falling securely to the

work. While she, like a true whore, bam-

boozled her husband all the while, her head

being in the tub with him, pointing first to one

place and then another to keep him employed,

till now the work being finished on both sides,

the poor wretched cuckold, receiving his seven

groats, and taking up the tub on his shoulders,

was obliged to carry it to the house of his

cuckold-maker.

I was not a little surprised at the subtilty of

this village-harlot, and concluded from this dis-

covery, that to find a chaste wife in country

or city, was as hard as to find one so ignorant in

either, as not to know how to conceal her vices,

and abuse her husband*s credulity with a cun-

ning address.

But the provincial's litter being now re-

paired, and he recovered from the fright of

the accident, soon missed so valued a creature

as his dog. He therefore made an earnest

inquiry after me, but all in vain, till he caused

me to be cried with a considerable reward
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for my recovery. Gold, that bribes cities,

courts, armies, and senates, here proved its

force in the village and cottages, which only

want that gold to be as eminently wicked as the

other. For the theft was soon discovered

for the reward, and I restored to the provincial

with whom I arrived at Rome, not much fa-

tigued with so easy a journey, and in so easy a

vehicle.

I was full of desire and curiosity to know
the state and condition of my lovely mis-

tress, Donna Theresa; so that thinking the

provincial's delay of his visit to the cardinal

very tedious, I resolved to take the first op-
portunity of running away. Yet fear still

prevailed with me to defer it, lest I should be
seized in the street by some other, and so be
further from the aim of my wishes, than I

then was. Suppressing, therefore, with this

consideration my impatience a few days, the

provincial takes me with him to wait on the

cardinal.

After many affairs discoursed on, and passed

over, the provincial told the cardinal that

he had brought me for a present to his niece

believing me a curiosity that could not be
unacceptable to Donna Theresa, that, therefore,

by his permission he would then deliver me
to her.

Alas / (said the cardinalJ I thank you, my
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good father provincial^ perhaps she may divert

her inveterate melancholy by so pretty a play-

thing. I had a pretty little dwarf, about a year

ago, whofled awayfrom me for fear of a dis-

covery of his amour with my niece, and never

was heard of since. I sent all over Naples, as

far as the Basilicate, where I was informed he

lay concealed ; but all we could there recover of

him were some clothes of my niece's, in which

he inade his escape. My servants took up the

old woman of the house, on suspicion, but no-

thing being proved against her she was acquitted.

My niece has ever since shut herself up for tnost

part of the day, and surrenders her youth to

the tyrany of a perpetual melancholy ; discover-'

ing an extreme, but unnatural aversion even to

myself, as the cause of the loss of her beloved

Fantasio.

/ beg you, goodfather, to go to her chamber

and make her this present, and to assure her

from me, that if her so much valued Fantasio

can ever be heard of she shall have him even

for her husband, if her thoughts can sink so

low. I know your address with the ladies, the

volubility ofyour tongue, and that the agreeable

fables you can tell her, must amuse, if not re-

m,ove her chagrin,

1 was not a little satisfied to hear of the fidelity

of my mistress, but very much surprised at
^

it, and the cardinal's generous design of
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making me his son-in-law. But I was not then

capable of either of the advantages ; and in-

deed remembering the chaste inclinations of

Theresa, I was not so extremely fond of the hap-

piness as to be much concerned for the disap-

pointment.

The cardinal conducted us to Theresa's well

known apartment; conscious of the scene
of my past joys, 1 could not but feel a secret

satisfaction. Being left by the cardinal at

the door, we entered the chamber, and found

Donna Theresa sitting in a gloomy corner of

the room, the curtains being drawn over all the

windows, shaded the light with so dusky a hue,

that a sort of pleasing horror shot through
my veins; she being in a melancholy, and
dejected posture on a couch, received us in si-

lence.

The provincial, (he first compliments being
over, endeavoured to comfort her with the car-

dinal's assurances of all in his power to con-

tent her, if Fantasia could be found. That
in the meantime, he hoped she would listen to

his advice, aud receive that comfort from his

endeavours, which might render her disgust

not so shocking to the cardinal. As a little

diversion, Madam, (said he) 7 have brought you
a curiosity, in my mindy in this beautiful lap-

dog.

The words were no sooner out of the pro-
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vincial's mouth, but I leaped on the floor, and
ran directly to Theresa, expressing by that that

I would give myself to her, and not be the gift

of another ; I showed my joy to see her in all

the canine compliments I could think of, I

wagged my tail, frisked up and down, jumped
into her lap, licked her fingers, and those

well known lips and bosom, but with another

and weaker gust than I had in my human
shape.

Theresa having received me with some
satisfaction, the provincial endeavoured to re-

move her obstinate sorrow, by arguments

drawn from various topics both spiritual

and temporal, seasoned to her palate by many
pretty and diverting stories ; which, fi:nding she

gave some attention to, he began in this

manner.
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CHAPTER III.

The story o/" Psyche and Cupid.

The beauty of Psyche draws the adoration of all

menJrom Venus, xcMch provokes her to order Cupid

to make her in love with sorne mean person. Her

father consults the oracle, which promises a monstrous

husband, and commands her to be exposed on a

high mountain.

We ought not, Madam, to despair of those

good events, which ^ve sigh for in the extremity

ofsuch misfortunes as seem to forbid all hopes of

relief. For the evils of life well managed are

a sort of sauce to the goods of our happier days,

which gives them a greater haul gout and relish.

The story of Psyche and Cupid, so valued of

old, and so admired in various authors, is both

a lesson against the curiosity of the sex, and

a pregnant proof of a certain if not a speedy

deliverance of providence from the cruellest

of misfortunes. The parallel of this story

with yours makes it yet more proper to tell

you
; you have lost your cupid and still sigh

to find him out. Psyche lost her Cupid, but

indeed by her own fault, in which the pa-

rallel fails. But the story itself will best

explain the matter, and give you the greatest

pleasure.
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There was a king and queen of a certain

city in Greece^ in the ancient days of

paganism, who had three beautiful daughters.

The charms of the two elder, though suffi-

cient to engage the hearts of particulars, were

not endowed with such irresistible force as

to command the public adoration of man-

kind. But the beauty of the youngest was so

peculiarly excellent, that the poverty of human
language is unable to express its due praise.

The fame of her beauty was so great as not

to be confined to the natives of her paternal

dominions, but all the surrounding nations

thronged together in vast troops to see so

wonderful a sight, and amazed at the lustre of

her eyes, and the divine harmony of her fea-

tures and limbs, look on her with amazement,

paying her that adoration which they thought

due to her, as if Venus herself, clothed in hu-

manity.

It was now a report of the utmost credit

spread round the nations, that either the bright

goddess, brought forth by the green ocean,

and nourished by the dew of the frothy waves,

laying aside the awful distance of her divinity,

conversed now most visibly in the assemblies of

mankind or else that by some new conjunction

and influence of the planets, the earth, as the

sea had formerly done, had brought forth

another Venus in the bloom of her youth, re-
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plenished with all the divine honors of her

face.

This opinion every day increased in a

prodigious manner, and spread to the adjacent

isles and more distant provinces. Now men
undertook tedious and dangerous pilgrimages

by sea and land to have but a sight of this

stupendous miracle of the age. No pilgrim-

age was made to Paphos or Gnidos^ and even

the Cythcreans themselves forgot their homage
to the altars of Venus : the rites of that

goddess were w holly deserted, slighted and for-

saken ; her temples defaced for want of care,

and the infrequency of worshippers, her ta-

bernacle trampled under foot, her ceremonies

neglected, her images uncovered, her w idowed

altars defiled with cold ashes. All men turn

their devotion to this young virgin ; her

they supplicate, and ere they go out in the

morning strive to propitiate absent Ve?ius, in

the face of the royal maid, diverting their

vows, their victims, and banquets from the

goddess to the mortal. As she passed the

streets the people sent forth their prayers to her,

strewing her way with chaplets and flowers.

This immoderate translation of honors due

to the immortal powers, to the worship of a

mortal girl, gave the last provocation to the

real goddess Venus. Fired with indignation, and

Vol. II. L
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shaking her ambrosial head with rage, she cries

out in this manner,

—

Behold me now, the ancient

parent of 7iat lire ! Behold me, the initial origin

ofthe elements ; behold me, the holy genial Venus

of the whole world, having my honor divided

with a mortal girl ! And my name, which is hid

in heaven, is prophaned by the corruption of mor-

tality. It is veryfit, indeed, that I should have

an uncertain share of those common expiations

of a deputed i&orship, and that a girl, who is

mortal, should bear about my image and usurp

my person.

In vain did that royal shepherd, whose

honor and judgment was approved by the

great Jupiter himself, prefer me to the immor^

tal beauty of goddesses so great as Pallas and

Juno. But whoever she is, she shall not with

so much Joy and satisfaction usurp my honors,

I will give her cause to repent of so unlawful a

beauty.

Having uttered her resentments in this man-

ner, she immediately called to her winged son,

who spreads corruption through families with

his flame and his darts, contemning all the

rules of public discipline, debauching the

wives and daughters of men at his will, and

doing no manner of good, to balance all this

mischief. This young gentleman, mischievious

enough in his own nature, she rouses and pro-

vokes yet more by her revengeful insinuations.
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She leads him to the city, and shows Psyche to

him, (for that was the name of her young rival

in beauty) and full of grief and indignation

addresses herself to him in these words,—

/

heg fhee, my dear son, hij all the tender love of

a, child to his mother, by the secret wounds

of thy arrows, by the pleasing fires of thyflames,

give thy mother a revenge as complete as her

injuries are great, punish that contumacious

beauty ; and let it be done with the greatest

expedition and strongest application ; infuse

into the hated bosom of that haughty girl a most

violent passion for some low, mean, ill-natured

scoundrel', so that she may not in the tmivcrse

find any one such a wretch as herself.—Having

said these words, aiid bribed her son with many
delicious kisses, she made to the next beach,

and with her rosy feet tripped over the tops of

the waves to the court of the ocean, secure of

the execution of her commands by her son.

The daughters o{ Nercus came to pay their

court to her, all singing in chorus, and Por-

tumnus rough with his azure beard, and pregnant

Salasia with her fishy bosom, little Palcemon

riding on a dolphin, while all around the Tritons

rejoice, one sounds his sonorous conch, another

extends the purple sail to shade the beauties of

Venus, from the hostile sun ; a third bears before

his sovereign lady a glass for her to view herself

I. 2
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in, and others swim round about, and

under her shelly chariot, drawn by two milk-

white turtle doves ; attended by this train

she makes her progress to the midst of the

ocean.

Psyche in the meanwhile, exalted so much
above the rest of her sex by beauty more

than mortal, received no manner of benefit

from all her charms. It is true the eyes of all

men were cast greedily upon her, and every

mouth sung her praises ; but yet neither

king, royal youth, or plebeian, presumes to de-

mand her in marriage ; all adore but none desire

her; and the possession of the greatest beauty

deprived h^r of the advantage of the least.

Every one it is true admires her divine form,

but it is as the fine workmanship of some emi-

nent artist, as some exquisite statue wonder-

fully finished.

Her two elder sisters of moderate charms,

had now been long married to two royal

princes. But Psyche^ sitting in her widowed

apartment, without mankind, deplores her

neglected solitude ; sick of that beauty, which

while it pleases all nations, is hated by her-

self.

But the unhappy father of this most unfortu-

nate child fearing the anger of the gods, consults

the most ancient oracle of the Milesian ^od \
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and with prayers and victims endeavoured to

beg of so great a deity a husband for his ob-

noxious daughter. Apollo made him this an-

swer in verse :

Place the devoted virgin soon on hitjh

Where the aspiring vionntain hits the sky ;

In nuptial robes thefatal bride adorn,

Jind thither let the bridal pomp be borne,

^or hope a son-in-law ofmortal race,

A cruel mischief challenges that place.

Who wildlij flyiyig through the liquid air.

On wings of lightning ranges everywhere ;

And every thing withfire and sicord annoys

:

The strong enervates, and the weak destroys

:

Dreadful to every god that dwells above

He strikes a terror into trembling Jove:

Feared by thefloods and all the vocal glades.

And terrible to the very Stygian shades.

The king, till then insensible of any mis-

fortune, having heard this holy but dreadful

oracle, returns home full of grief to impart

to his wife this precept of sinister fate. Many

days they pay a sorrowful tribute of lamenta-

tions and tears to her miserable condition.

But now comes the cruel event of this cruel

fate, and the best submission to the decree of

Apollo, and the mourning habits prepared for

the funeral nuptials of the unhappy devoted

maid. The nuptial torches were sable, the
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light gay notes of the Zygian pipes changed

into the more querulous measure of Lyclia ;

and the joyful hymeneal song closed with

dreadful exclamations and howlings ; the bride

made use of the nuptial veil to dry up the

floods of tears those detested nuptials excited.

In her doleful complaints the whole city

bore a part ; the fate of the royal house spread

a loyal infection of grief through all the people,

Avhile all business and the administration of

justice ceased in the public calamity ; and yet

there was a necessity of obeying the divine or-

ders, which demanded the wretched Psyche to

her destined punishment.

The melancholy solemnities of these mourn-

ful nuptials being now performed with grief

equal to the unfortunate occasion, the living

funeral is produced, and though Psyche could

not refrain her tears at her obsequies, not nup-

tials, yet when her despairing parents, over-

whelmed with evils so insupportable, sought

delays for the execution of the horrible sen-

tence, she herself comforted them, and exhorted

them to the performance of the injunction of the

gods in these words,—Why my dear parents do

you torture your unhappy old age with perpetual

apprehensions and sorrows ? Why do you waste

those faint aged spirits, in lohich I move and

live, with such incessant groans and outcries?
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Why do you sully those reverendfaces which I

venerate, with tears inefficatious, and painful

for me to behold P Why in your eyes do you pierce

my bosom with icounds more anxious than my
own ? ^Vhy thus do you tear your venerable grey

hairs P Why beat with suchfury your sacred

bosoms 1 These, these, must be the rewards of

a beauty uncommon, and being now stung by

the fufigs of black envy you find it so too late.

Alas / then you should have grieved, when the

people and station persecuted me witli divine

honors ; when with one voice they called me a

new Venus ; yes, then you should have wept,

then you should have given vent to your sorrow,

and bcicailcd me as certainly lost. I am 7iow

sensible, I now perceive, and evidently see it,

that I perish only by the name o/" Venus. Lead

me, lead me, set me on that lofty rock, to which

unequal fate has destined me. lam in haste

to enjoy those happy nuptials ; I long to behold

that generous husband, that is my lot* ^^hy

do I delay ? Why do Iput a stop to his comiiig,

who is bornfor the destruction of all the world ?

The royal maid having uttered these words

held her peace, and with a bold undaunted

action mingled herself with the pomp of the

following people. They mount to the elevated

rock on a steep mountain : on the very summit

of which leaving the royal maid alone with the

nuptial torches extinguished with their tears,
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and all the nuptial pomp now being over, with

heads dejected and hearts desponding they all

return home.

Her miserable parents languishing under

a loss so touching, returned to their palace,

shut up the gates, and retiring themselves into

darkness devoted themselves to a perpetual

night.

CHAPTER IV.

Hoic Psyche is home by Zephyrus into a lovely valley,

and comes to a maynijicent palace, her entertain-

ment, and admission of her unknoivti husband in

the darky who always departed before the return

of light.

But while Psyche stood on the lofty ridge of

the mountain with her breasts panting with

fear and her eyes full of tears, the gentle

Zephyr raised her up with a pleasing blast, and

bore her in his airy bosom with an easy motion

into a flowery dale, which yet with a steepy

height overlooked an adjacent valley. Psyche

having now appeased the perturbation of her

mind, and calmed her tumultuous thoughts,

laid herself down on the grassy bed to repose.

Where being sufficiently refreshed with sleep,

she rose up with a mind quiet and composed.
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and moving- forward she discovered a pleasant

grove of tall and stately trees, in the midst of

which she saw a fountain sending forth clear

and crystal waters; and fast by the fall of waters

a royal magnificent palace, built not by mortal
hands, but by the divine art of some heavenly

architect. Its august front would easily con-

vince you that it was the happy retreat of some
god. The lofty vaulted roofs, curiously hol-

lowed with ivory and citron wood, were sup-
ported by pillars of massy gold ; the walls were
all enriched with excellent alto relievo's in

silver, of beasts of chase, cattle, and the like,

which saluted your eye in a most agreeable

and surprising manner at your entrance, and
nothing less than a demi-god could be so subtle

a workman.

The very pavement was all histories and
landscapes, wonderfully wrought in Mosaic
work, precious stones of various kinds express-

ing the variety of colors and shadows. The
several parts of this palace spreading far into

various apartments, were precious beyond all

price; and all the walls being solidated with
bars of pure gold, seemed to have a light of
their own, as if in the absence of the sun it

could maintain an unborrowed day, so bright

was the porch, the chambers, baths, and apart-

ments. The furniture of the place was answer-

able to the richness of the materials ; so that
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you might reasonably conclude it built for Jovcy

in his secret commerce with mankind.

Drawn by the surprising beauty of the place,

and the delight which so charming a spectacle

afforded, she came near to the building, and

taking courage ventured to enter the palace.

Every object she met employed all her sight

with pleasure and amazement. From the apart-

ments she views the granaries and store-houses

built in a lofty and magnificent manner, and

replenished with all the treasures and various

productions of nature. But that which added

to her wonder was, that all this wealth and trea-

sure were not secured by any doors, locks, bars,

or guards.

While her eyes were taken up with delight

and amazement, a voice, empty of body, offers

itself to her in these words :

—

Whi/ are you,

•my sovereign lady, amazed and confounded

with the vast affluence of riches and trea-

sure, which you see, since all these are yours.

Retire, therefore, to your chamber, a7id there

on beds of down, refresh your weary limbs,

and when you think Jit repair to the baths

;

we, whose voices you hear, are your domestic

servants, and shall administer every thi?ig to

you, and obey all your commands with our

utmost care arid diligence, in all that regards

your person or those royal banquets we shall

prepare for you.
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Psyche, sensible of the favor of divine

providence in her present condition, gave ear
to the admonitions of her vocal attendants;

and first therefore refreshes herself on the rich

beds, and then washes away the remains of
her past fatigne in an odoriferous bath.

Whence discovering seats in the adjacent al-

cove, she with a good appetite sat herself

down to supper. The table immediately,
without any visible waiters or servants, was
covered with all the greatest rarities of food,

and the brightest sparkling nectareous wines.

After this rich banquet was served in, her
ears too were feasted by invisible musicians;
one sung, another played on the lute, and
all closed in the wonderful harmony of a full

chorus.

These pleasures being over, and the night
now advanced. Psyche retired to her bed.

About midnight a murmuring sound gently

assaults her ears ; the solitude of the place

gives her fears for her honor, while her
ignorance of all things doubled her apprehen-
sions

; in the midst of which her unknown
husband approaches, ascends her bed, makes
her his wife, and retires before the dawn of

the comfortable morning, and the voices at-

tending in the chamber took care of all things

necessary on that occasion. This course
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was continued for a long time, and the no-

velty naturally, by its constant repetition,

confirmed her pleasure, and the solitude lost

its terror in the attendance of those vocal com-

panions.

CHAPTER V.

The sisters of Psyche are admitted to visit Jier,

and though civilly received and laden with pre-

sents, envy her felicity and resolve on her ruin,

which they accomplish by persuading her to dis-

cover, by a light, who her husband is, and ivhom

she Jinds to be Cupid the god of love, and not

a fearful monster, as they had persuaded her.

By this discovery she loses him, and is left mi-

serable.

The parents of Psyche in the meanwhile grew
old in unwearied sorrow ; and her miserable

fate being spread all around, her eldest sisters

came to hear of it, and therefore with all speed

came to comfort and confer with their father

and mother on this occasion.

That very night Psi/che*s husband (for the

hands and the ears were the only medium
of their present communication) said thus to

her,

—

My Psyche ! mi/ love ! my charmer ! my
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wife ! cruel fortune now threatens thee icith

a danger 7nost imminent and terrible^ and

which therefore, I think ought to be watched

and observed with the utmost caution. Your

sisters, troubled at your imagined death, and

tracing the footsteps of your misfortune^ will

soon be at the lofty rock\ where you were left

devoted to my arms. Jf you chance to hear

any of their complaints, put a guard on your

tongue, make them no reply, nor cast so much

as your eye that way. If you act otherwise

you will procure me the greatest pain and sor-

roic, but to yourself the most certain and mi-

serable destruction.

She seemingly agreed to ^hat her liusband

had enjoined her, and promised to condnct

herself according to his commands. But he

and the night being fled, the sorrowful Psyche

consumed the whole day in tears and com-

plaints, exclaiming that she must now entirely

perish indeed, since confined to her glo-

rious prison she was deprived of all human

conversation, and not permitted so much as

to see and comfort her sisters in that violent

grief, which they derived from her loss.

Thus receiving no refreshment from the table,

nor the baths, full of sorrow and tears she

retired to her bed. Her husband coming

more early than usual found her all in tears

in his arms, and thus gently reproached her:

—
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Is this wliat you promised me my dear Psyche ?

What can your husband now expect or hope

more from you^ who neither day, nor night, nor

even hi the conjugal embrace, niahe a truce

with your needless tortures and unreasonable

anguish P Dismiss your tears, do now what you

please, submit to the obstinate dictates of your

fancy, which prompts you to things of the last

prejudice to your happiness and peace. But
when you too late repent ofyour folly, remember

my timely and serious admofiitions.

Psyche has recourse to prayers and entrea-

ties, and with threats to her own life, wrests

from her husband an unwiHing compliance

with her desire of seeing her sisters, and

comforting their sorrow face to face. Thus

vanquished by his love and her importunity,

he forgave her, and allowed her to make them

rich presents of jewels and gold, but added

with earnestness, and urged it with all the

terror imaginable, that she should never give

way to her curiosity, or her sisters presumption,

to make any inquiry into the form of her hus-

band, and advised her to take care that so sa-

crilegious an inquisitiveness did not throw her

headlong from so great fortune and happiness,

for if once she committed such a crime, she

should never more enjoy his embraces.

She returned her husband a thousand thanks

for his indulgence, and now more satisfied and
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joyful, said thus to him:

—

Ah! let me die a

thousand deaths rather than he ever deprived

of your dear and transporting embraces. I love

thee, whoever thou art, to the iitmost distraction^

I love thee more than my ow?i soul, 7ior would

I wrong thee by comparing thee to Cupid him-

self, I desire you to make your favor complete

by commanding the gentle Zephyrus to convey

my poor sorrowful sisters to me in the manner

that he brought me into this place. Then

pressing his hps with persuasive kisses, and

sighing, in soft murmurs, tender soothing words,

and curh'ng round him with her twining limbs,

she bribes his consent with these allurements

and the tender approaches of the softest power

of Venus,—3Iy dear one, (she cried) my hus-

band, the dearer and better soul of your Psy-

che !—vanquished with these charms the hus-

band gave his reluctant consent, and promised

that all should be done as she desired, and so

on the morning's approach he vanished from the

arms of his beloved wife.

The sisters were now arrived at the steepy

rock, where Psyche was left, with their utmost

speed, and while floods of teare flowed from

their sorrowful eyes, they beat their bosoms

with their outrageous hands, till the rocks re-

sounded with their plaintive groans, and the

spreading sound gliding down the slope of the

mountain reached the ears of Psyche and drew
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her out to her palace gate, where lifting up her

voice, she cried,—Why, my dear sisters^ do you

give yourselves these vain afflictions for the

/lappy, I whom you deplore am near you, cease

there/ore your complaijits, dry up those tears,

winch thus long you have shed for my loss,

since you may 7iow embrace that Psyche whom
so long and so vehemently you have mourned.

Then calling Zephyrus, she acquaints him

"with her husband's commands, who entirely

obedient to them, by a safe and gentle carriage

brings them down to their sister. Now they

embrace and are embraced, mingling their

mutual caresses with frequent and hasty kisses.

The joy of finding her alive, after they had

supposed her to be dead, soon dried up their

tears, and put an end to their lamentations and

the uneasy dominion of sorrow, under which

they had been so long. Come, (said Psyche),

enter with me my house and refresh yourselves,

and recreate your afflicted minds with your

Psyche. Then taking them by the hands she

led them into her golden palace, and demon-

strated to their ears the numerous family of

voices, which were her attendants and obedient

to her will, she refreshed them in her baths

and at her table set out by no mortal hands.

Having been satiated or rather surfeited with

a view of these celestial riches, envy entered

their bosoms, to see their younger sister pos-
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sessed of so uncommon a happiness. At last

one of her sisters with a very curious and par-

ticular importunity, inquired who was the lord

of all those heavenly blessings, and what sort

of person her husband was ?

But Psyche was extremely cautious in observing

what her husband had commanded, but feign-

ing an account apposite enough to the matter,

she told them, that he was a beautiful youth,

whose face was yet only shadowed with down,

and that he generally spent his time in hunting

on the mountains. And lest by any slip she

should betray the secret in a longer discourse,

she having laden them with rich presents of

gold and jewels, delivers them to Zcpliyrus to

recarry to the place Avhence he brought them,

which being in an instant performed, as they

went home the envy of their hearts mingled

in a violent manner in all their discourse.

At last says one to the other,

—

See hut how

bl'md, and 7mschievous, and unjust fortune has

proved ! Were you, my sister, delighted to Jind

so monstrous a difference in our condition, though

born of the same parents P We, who are elder,

are delivered over to he servants to strangers

in a foreign country, banished far from our

parents and dear place of our nativity ; hut

this youngest brat, which was the product of

age, when the vigor of nature leas spent, is e.v

ailed to the enjoyment of all these wonderful

Vol. H. M
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treasures, and to have a god for her husband,

though she has not soul enough to know the use

<ind henejit of so much riches and 'plenty ? Did

you observe, my dear sister, what a vast number

of trinkets and curious large bracelets, lay in

^very part of the house P What wardrobes of

shining apparel P What bright gems and what

worlds ofgold she even tramples under her feet P

and if she really possesses so beautiful a husband

as she pretends, loho in the ivhole universe can

be so happy as she P Nay, it may easily happen

that the continuance of so engaging a commerce

may so prevail on his love as at length to make

her a goddess. By Jove she looked and moved

with that haughty inien, as if she was sure al-

ready of that immortal fate. Already does she

toss her head aloft, and affect, and breathe the

goddess, having voicesfor her servants, and com-

manding the winds themselves. But I am the

most miserable of my sex, being cursed with a

husband more aged than m.y father, bald as a

gourd, and shorter than a pigmy, and who

fastens up his palace with bars, chains, and

guards against the entrance of any relief

But 1, (assumed the other sister) am con-

detnned to support afelloie grown almost double

with the gout, and though he very seldom takes

care to reward my pains with conjugal comfort,

yet am I forced to spend all my time in rub-

bing his distorted /ingers, almost turned into a
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S'tone, acting the surgeon more than wife, I de-

Jile my fine hands with stifiking fomentations,

nasty rags, and disgusting plaisters. You, my
sister, seem to hear this partiality of fortune

with a temper too patient and serene, while I am
not able any longer to support the thoughts of that

happy lot, which without tnerit is thus fallen into

her lap. Remember, I beg thee, hoio proudly,

hoio arrogantly she behaved herself to tis / She

betrayed the insolence of her swelling mind and
proud temper, in her boasts and immoderate

ostentation, and then from her most incxhauS"

tible store how with a visible reluctance she threio

US a poor scajitling, ichich as soon as she had

done she commanded us to be turned out of
doors, to be puffed away, to be hissed out of her

palace, as weary of our company. But let me
lose the name of woman and lose vital breath,

if I cast her not headlong downfrom the summit

of her felicity and riches. If you, as you ought

to be, are touched with our commoii contumely,

let us both join in consultation to find out some

solid and effectual stratagem to obtain our de-

sires. In order to this let us not give our pa-^

rents any account of this matter, nor discover

to them, or any one else, that loe know anythin<^

at all of her deliverance and safety. Let it

suffice, that our own eyes have beheld what has

given us pain, and let us not be the trumpets

of her happy condition either to our pmrents or

M 2
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the people ; for those are not completely happy

^

whose happiness nobody knows hut themselves.

Let her know and he sensible, that in ns

she has elder sisters and not slaves. Let its

now leave her to her palaees, and retire to our

own poor cottages, for such they are iti compa-

rison of hers, and having armed ourselves by a

sedate and long reflection, let us return more

firm,, and prepared to punish her pride.

This evil intention against the good Psyche,

was not a little satisfactory to her two wicked

sisters, who hiding their precious gifts, and

dishevelling their hair, in dissembled grief and

mimic tears returned to their parents, whom
big with the madness of envy they soon take

their leave of, and return to their own homes,

to study and contrive some villanous deceit,

and an unnatural parricide against their inno-

cent sister.

In the meanwhile Psyche*s unknown hus-

band speaks to her in these nocturnal admo-

nitions,—Dost thou, my fair, perceive what ter-

rible dangers the malice of fortune is preparing

for thee, at a distance, and which, unless thy

precaution, firmness, and resolution be stronger

than they have been, will suddenly assault you

near at hand ? Those perfidious she-wolves, (for

they deserve not the name of sisters) are with

their utmost invention and endeavours laying

wicked plots and stratagems against thee, the
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sum of all which is to persuade you to make a

discovery of my face and person, which I have

often told you, you shall never see a second

time if you see it once. If, therefore, those

worst of sorceresses come again, (as I know
they will return ) have no communication

at all with them, say not one word to them,

exchange not a look. But if by thy native sim-

plicity and genuine tenderness of mind, thou

canst not go through so difficult a task, at least

be sure to take a most peculiar care that you

suffer them not to talk about your husband,

or if they do, be sure to divert the discourse,

and answer not a word to that point. In thy

young womb thou now bearest the increase of my
family, a little infant, whose being, if you observe

my injunction, and keep the secret, will be di-

vine, if not but mortal.

Psyche was infinitely pleased with the news
of her divine offspring, and rejoiced in the

glory and dignity of being mother to a future

god, and with a gentle anxiety counted the

hours, days, and months, that must give the

increase of her wealthy womb.
Now those mischievous plagues breathing

from their baneful mouths a viperous poison to

her peace, sailing the seas approach this coast

with a speedy and prosperous gale. Then
once more the momentary husband admonishes

hjs beloved Psyche in this manner:

—

Now is
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the last day of peace^ the extremest mischief ?>

threatened^ the malicious sex and hostile blood

has taken arms, struck the tents, drawn the

army in battle array, and sounded the charge.

Now, now, thy wicked sisters hold the pointed

weapon to thy very throat ! Alas ! my dear

Psjche, what an insupportable destruction presses

now upon me P Ah ! take pity on yourself, and
on me, ivho must suffer in your sufferings ! and.

by a religious continence of tongue.^ deliver

from impending ruin, your house, your hus-

band, yourself, and that dear little one within

thee. See not those wicked women, for they

deserve not the name of sisters after they have

conceived such a causeless and implacable ha-

tred against thee, wihich tramples under foot

all the rights and ties of blood and humanity,

when, like the syrens, they shall on the rock

send forth to the resounding stones their finest

voices, seal thy ears against them and hear them

not.

Psyche replies with words broken by sighs

and tears, in this manner:

—

You have long

since had a proof of myfidelity and taciturnity,

the firmness and resolution of my mind shall

by a new evidence be demonstrated to you.

Lay your comynands on gentle Zephyrus to re-

peat his former office, and since you deprive

my eyes of the desirable sight of your god-like

face, deprive me not likewise of the sight of
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my sisters. By those fragrant and every way

pefidulous locks ! hy that invisible countenance^

every way tender and smooth as my own ; hy

that warm bosom glowing with I know not

what kind of heat ; so may I knoio thy face in

thy little one^ as thou granicst my request/

Moved with the pious prayers of thy suppliant

indulge me the fruit of them in the desired

embraces of my sisters, and refresh with so

natural a joy, the soul of thy dear Psyche, leho

is entirely devoted to thee. Though thy lovely

countenance be denied to my longing eyes, yet

the shades cannot hinder me from thy embrace,

I hold thee fast in my arms, my love and my
light

!

Being vanquished by these tender insinuat-

ing words and soft embraces, wiping away

her tears with his locks, he assures her that

all her desires should be fulfilled, and so pre-

vents the revealing light of the morning's dawn

by his flight.

The two sisters, confederates in mischief,

never call on their parents, but land directly

at the foot of the rock, which they ascend with

all the speed of eager desire ; and being got

to the summit, not waiting for the carrier-wind,

with a blind licentious temerity leap up into

the air, but Zephyr, mindful of the royal

mandate, unwillingly received them into his

airy bosom, and delivered them safe to the ap-
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pointed place, whence they with equal ami

speedy pace enter the palace, and belieing the

foe under the holy name of sisterhood they

embrace their destined prey, and deep, under

a fair pleasing countenance, concealing the

abundance of hidden fraud they flatter her in

this manner :

Psyche, you are not now so small and slender

as you were of old, now you are almost a mother!

What wonderful benefit do you bear for us all

in the burden of your womb ; and how great a

Joy will your delivery give all your family and

friends P Thrice happy shall we be to behold

the golden infant receiving from you his birth !

If his beauty be any way answerable to that of

his parents, he must come into the world a per-

fect C2ipid.

Thus by degrees, with dissembled affection

and false love, they invade the unguarded mind

of their innocent sister, and having refreshed

themselves after the fatigue of their journey,

with warm baths, she leads them into her par-

lour, and cordially regales them with all the

dainties of a magnificent banquet. She first

commands her invisible minstrels to sooth their

ears with the lute, immediately the nimble

fingers, though unseen, run over the trembling

strings, and bring forth a soft amorous com-

plaining sound. Next she orders the flute to

vary the melody, and immediately the inspired
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breath sent out sounds gentle and delightful.

Then to complete the harmony she bids the

chorus fill the concave arches of the room, im-

mediately all the voices join in the melody,

•which being so fine and yet so solitary soothed

the minds of those that heard it, with a harmony

most sweet and moving.

But the obdurate malice of these wicked

hags, not softened by the divine sweetness of

the music, remained still active, they cunningly

turn their discourse so the snare they had laid

for her ruin. Then with all the hypocrisy of

a dissembled kindness begin to inquire of her

what sort of husband she had, and of what

parentage and family he was ; but Psyche hav-

ing forgot the former account, which she had

given of her husband, with too much simpli-

city frames a new story. She tells them her

husband was of the next province, driving a

mighty trade with abundance of money, as to

his age, he was something past the noon of

life, his head being strewed here and there

with a grey hair ; nor dwelling at all on the

discourse, loading them with rich presents she

commits them to the winds to be conveyed to

the rock. But as Zephyrus Avas bearing them

aloft in a gentle breeze of air, they had this

discourse :

What can you say, iny dear sister, of the

monstrous incoherent lies of that fool? NoiO
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her husband is a charming youths with the down

just spreading over his chin ; and now he is a

middle-aged man, with his hair just beginning

to turn grey ? What an unaccountable creature

must this husband be. on whom so little a time

can bring so great an alteration P You may cer-

tainly assure yourself, my dear sister, that she

forged this lie to impose upon us, or else she

does not know the form of her husband. But
let it be ichat it will she tnust be expelled from
these riches as soon as it is possible for us to

effect it. If she really does not know theform of

her husband he is one of the gods, and so the

child that she goes with loill share his divinity

;

a7id should this little despicable slut once have a

divine offspring, I should certainly hang myself;

let us, therefore, return to our patents, and by

a well-colored deceit manage them to our ends.

They put their resolves in execution that

night, and in the morning return to the rock,

and, by the usual vehicle of the wind, they make

a speedy passage through the air down to Psyche;

and with forced tears they attack their young in-

nocent sister in this manner:—" Happy in your

" own imagination, and blessed in your igno-

" ranee alone of those terrible evils that hover

" over you, you sit here incurious of your own

t* danger ; but we, who watch for your good
" with a vigilant care, find miserable torment in

" the view of your hastening ruin : for our un-
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" wearied industry has made a fatal discovery of
" the truth of the matter, and there is a necessity

" for us to reveal to you the cause of the sincere

" sorrow you behold, since you are the cause,

" and your safety our end. Instead of a hus-
" band, miserable woman, you take each night
" to your arms a vast and devouring- serpent,

" who glides along the plain in various volumes,
*' having a wide pestilentious mouth, that at

" once poisons and devours. Call to mind the
" Pythian Oracle, that declared you destined to

" marry a direful and tremendous beast. The
'* inhabitants of this place, observing him re-
*' turning home from his prey in the evening,
*' and gliding through the neighbouring waters,
•' say, that he will only nourish you up for

" awhile with all the dainties in the universe,

" but when you are pretty near your time, being
*' abetter morsel for his odious maw, he will de-
" vour you at once. All that you have now to

" consider is, whether you will agree with your
" own dear sisters, who are solicitous for your
" dear health and safety, and, declining certain

" death, live with us secure from all daiiirer and
*' fear, or be buried in the bowels of a monstrous
" cruel beast. But if you are wedded to the
" vocal solitude of this country retreat, or to the

" filthy delights of the secret venereal enjoyment
of a foetid and dangerous conjunction, and the

" embraces of a venomous serpent, we have at
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" least done our duty like pious and loving-

" sisters. Remember, likewise, how you have

*' incensed Venus, and that from her you are

" imposed on in the senses by night ; the power

" of her deity being able to make a more mon-

" strous being pass for a Cupid in the dark/*

The poor hapless Psj/cAe, full of simplicity and

fear, is struck with a panic terror at the terrible

story ; and being thus quite out of her wits,

she reveals to them all the admonitions her hus-

band had given her against inquiring into his

person and form, and her promises to curb so

natural a curiosity in the sex, by this folly pre-

cipitating herself from the highest point of hap-

piness into the abyss of calamity. All trem-

bling and pale, she addresses herself to her fatal

advisers in this manner, fear breaking all her

words in their utterance :
—" My thanks, my

" dear sisters, are your due, for these pious

" offices of sisterhood, which have given you
" such a concern in my affairs. I am indeed

" too apt to believe, that those who gave you
'* this information were guilty of no forgery, for

" I have never yet beheld my husband's face,

" nor do 1 know who or what he is ; and only

" hearing him by night, I support a husband of

" an uncertain condition, and one that perpe-

" tually shuns the daylight. I am too apt to

" believe him to be some such portentous thing

'* as you describe, notwithstanding the raalig-
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' nant power of Venus has robbed my senses of

' their faculties, so artfully to deceive them,

' that he seems a beautiful youth to my fingers,

' embraces, and kisses. He has always deterred

' me from a desire of seeing his face, denounc-

' ing most terrible threats for my indulgence of

' any such curiosity ; if you can, therefore,

' bring any help to your unhappy sister, defer it

' not in her danger.

The wicked sisters having thus opened the

avenues to their pernicious design, by a full dis-

covery of their sister's condition, they now at-

tack her with the drawn sword, as I may say, of

open fraud, addressing her in this manner:

—

The ties of blood oblige us to have no fear of

any danger before us in the pursuit of your

safety; we shall, therefore, discover to you the

only way that all our many thoughts and con-

sultations could furnish to your deliverance,

and that is this :—-Take care to hide a razor,

perfectly well set, on your side of the bed ;

provide also a lamp, well replenished with oil,

that it may give a sufficient light to gratify

your curiosity and attempts at liberty : let this

lamp be concealed from the most curious and

searching eye. Having made all these pre-

parations, he being in his first and soundest

sleep, then, slipping out of bed, take up your

revealing lamp, and by its light direct your

execution in cutting off the monster's head
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" with your razor, with a bold heart and hand.

" Nor shall our help be wanting to you ; but

" we shall wait near with an impatient anxiety

" till you have accomplished your deliverance,

" when, bearing away all this treasure, we will

" marry you to a man, since you are a woman."

Having with such pernicious discourse cor-

rupted and infllamed the bosom of Psyche, they

leave her with all imaginable speed, fearing that

a mischief so enormous should reach even them-

selves if they staid near it. Borne up by the

swift gentle winds they mounted to the rock, and

thence they made their utmost speed to their

ships, whose sails being filled with a favorable

breeze, they flew from the coast.

But Psyche, being left alone, (if she can be

said to be alone who is haunted by the surround-

ing furies,) is tossed, like a tempestuous ocean,

with the gusts of grief and concern ; and though

fixed in her designs, and obstinate in her

determinations, yet is she uncertain what to do,

and distracted in the apprehension of her ap-

proaching calamities. She is now full of speed,

then dilatory; now bold, then fearful; she is

diffident and angry ; and, which is the greatest

extremity in the same person, she loves the hus-

band and hates the beast. But the dusky even-

ing ushering in with speed the gloomy night, she

prepares all the instruments of her nefarious en-

terprise.
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The night is come, the husband in bed, and
the first enjoyments being over, he falls into

a profound sleep ; when Psyche ^ otherwise of a

tender body and mind, the cruelly of fate assist-

ing her, now gathers courage and force, and

taking out the lamp and grasping the razor, her

boldness transformed the sex : but when, by the

beams of the lamp, the secrets of the bed stood

discovered to her eyes, she saw the most mild

and sweet of all wild beasts, even the very god

of love, the beautiful C«/>zc/, lying most beauti-

fully extended on the bed, by the aspect of

whose countenance the lamp received a sort of

cheerfulness, and the razor repented itself of its

sacrilegious edge.

But Psi/chcy terrified with so great and awful a

sight, impotent of mind, a deadly paleness usurp-

ing her crimson cheeks, and trembling in every

limb, fell down on her knees, not knowing

where so well to hide the steel as in her own
bosom, which she certainly had done, had not

the razor, afraid of a wickedness so great, flown

just then in her fall out of her hand. In the

weariness of fear and terror, by looking on that

divine face, she is refreshed and made well. She

sees the genial locks of his golden head all

essenced with ambrosia ; the ringlets, beautifully

and becomingly entangled, wandering over his

milky neck and purple cheeks, some pendulous

before, and some behind, the brightness of whose
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rays vanquished the sickly light of the lamp.

On the shoulders of the volatile god were placed

two roscid wings, whiter than snow, with shining

feathers like the fragrant blossoms of the spring,

and though they were not in motion, yet the

outward tender and delicate down, tremulously

moving, was unquietly wanton. The rest of his

body was smooth and plump, and not deformed

and discolored with bristling hair, but shining

and beautiful, and such as Venus had no need of

being ashamed of bringing forth. By the bed-

side lay his bow and quiver with arrows, the

propitious weapons of the great god.

While Psyche thus with curiosity and amaze-

ment surveys, admires, and handles her hus-

band's arms, she draws out of the quiver one of

the arrows, and with the tip of her finger touch-

ing the point to try its sharpness, her hands

trembling, she pierced the flesh so deep, that

some drops of her rosy blood distilled from the

wound, and thus ignorant Psyche fell in love

with Love; then, burning more and more with

the desire of Cupid, turning her greedy eyes on

him with insatiable looks, and multiplying pe-

tulant kisses, her only fear was that he should

awake too soon.

But while she was in this fluctuating mind,

the ill-fated lamp threw out a drop of hot oil on

the right shoulder of the god ; Cupid, thus

burnt, leaps up in an instant, and seeing the
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evidence of a forfeited fidelity, without saying^

one word he vanished from the arms and bosom

of his most unhappy wife : but Psyche presently

with her hands caught hold of his right leg, the

miserable appendix of his sublime journey

through the regions of the air, but at last, quite

tired, she fell down to the ground.

CHAPTER VI.

Cupid's faretcell speech to Psyche ; her attempt to

drown herself; is saved hy the river god, and com-

Jbrted by Pan ; her revenge on both her sisters.

Her lover god, not yet forsaking her, dejected

on the ground, flew to the top of the next cy-

press tree, and from thence spoke to her in this

manner :
—" Thou foolish Psyche, I, not regard-

*' ing my mother Venns*s command of making
" you in love with some mean son of the mob,
" chose rather to fly to you as a lover myself.

" I know I have done this lightly and without

" consideration, and I, who boast myself so

" good an archer, have wounded myself with

" my own arrow, and made thee my wife ; it

*' seems, that you think me a beast, and reward

" my indulgence with a design to cut oft* my
" head, that bears those very eyes which are

" lovers of you. This was the fatal danger I so

Vol. II.

*

N
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" often bid you beware of, and of this I gave

" you frequently a kind and benevolent warning.

" Those pernicious counsellors of your's shall

" speedily pay me the penalty of so pernicious

" an advice ,• but all the punishment that I

" will inflict on you is, immediately to take

" my flight from you for ever." With the last

word he uttered he mounted into the air, but

Psyche lay prostrate on the ground, gazing on

her soaring husband, pursuing him with her

eyes as far as she could, filling the place and

tormenting herself with mournful lamentations.

But when, by the oars of his wings, he had

borne himself quite out of her sight, she threw

herself from the bank of the next river headlong

into its stream : the gentle river god, between

fear for himself and honor for the gods, who

used to set fire to the waters themselves, imme-

diately, on the back of an innoxious wave, de-

livered her safe to the green and flowery bank.

It happened at that time that the rural god,

Pan^ was embracing the goddess Carina^ on the

brow of the river, and teaching her to sing all

manner of words ; near them browsed on the

grass a wanton herd of kids. The goatgod, not

ignorant of her fortune, calling Psyche, quite

spent and wounded, to him, sooths her troubles

with this kind discourse :
—" I am indeed, my

" pretty one, a rural god and a goatherd, but,

" by the benefit of old age, I am become master
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" of several useful experiments, and, iflcon-

" jecture rightly, from that reeling and doubtful

" gait, and the too much paleness in your coun-

*' tenance, your perpetual sighing, and those

" eyes full of sorrow, you are extremely sick of

" love : listen, therefore, to me ; attempt no

" more to drown yourself, or to put any other

'* untimely end to your days ; lay aside your

" grief, and put an end to your sorrows, and
" rather, by your prayers and devotions, pay

" the worship to the greatest of the gods : em-

" ploy the same arts, and endeavour so to de-

" serve him as if he was a delicate and luxurious

" youth, that is, by kind and soft obsequious-

" ness and duty."

Psyche, without making any reply, adored the

salutary divinity, and proceeds on her journey.

Before she had with her painful steps travelled

far, pursuing an unknown path, it brought

ber to a city, where the husband of one of her

sisters was king, which, when she understood,

she took care to have her coming made known

to her sister; to whom being introduced, and

the first embraces of welcome being over, her

sister inquired the cause of her visit, when

Psyche thus replied :
—" You must needs re-

" member the advice you gave me, to kill with

" a razor that dreadful beast that lay with me
" under the name of a husband, and would soon

" devour me : but as soon as the conscious light

N 2
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had discovered his face, my eyes were sur-

prised with a wonderful divine sight, for I

saw the lovely son of the goddess VenuSj the

very Cupid himself, bound up in a gentle

slumber; and while I was suspended with

amazement and confusion at the sight of so

great a god, and labored under an impotent

desire of possessing, and disturbed with the

ardor of the pleasure, by an unlucky chance

the burning lamp boiled up, and sparkled on

his ivory shoulders. Awaked by the pain,

and discovering the weapon and light in my
hands, he said :

—

For this dire icickedness im-

medial ell/ quit my bed, and get you about your

business, J will now join myself in marriage

to your sister—naming your name ; and so

he immediately commanded Zephyr to blow

me out of his territories."

Psyche had scarcely done her story when her

sister, agitated by the stings of madness, lust,

envy, and ambition, deceiving her husband with

a plausible lie of news of her parents' death,

went on shipboard, and sailed directly for the

rock, though another wind then blew, and,

blinded with a false hope, crying out

—

Receive

me, Cupid, a wife worthy thee; and thou. Ze-

phyr, take up thy sovereign!—Leaping up as

high as she was able, she fell headlong down

the precipice, not able even in her death to

arrive at that happy and coveted abode, but, as
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she deserved, was torn to pieces by the rocks in

her fall, and so became food for the birds and

beasts of prey.

Nor was the ensuing revenge delayed. For

Psyche in her wandering journey, arrived at

last at another city, where the husband of her

other sister reigned ; who deceived, and sin-

ning in the same manner, met with the same

terrible fate.

CHAPTER Vll.

The discovery of the amour of Psyche and Cupid,

made by the sea-gull to Venus in the court of

Oceanus. The angry speech she makes to Cupid,

and resolution of delivering him over to be pu-

nished by sobriety. Her complaints to Juno and

Ceres, their defence q/" Cupid, and her return to the

ocean.

While Psyche was wandering about the world

in search of her beloved Cupid, he was con-

fined to his mother's bed by the anguish of

the fatal lamp, then that white bird called

gavia, or the sea-gull, who swims with his

winffs on the waves of the sea, dived down to

the profound bosom of the ocean ; where

swimming close by Venus, as she was washing

and bathing herself, in its language (and Venus
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who governs every creature, understands the

language of them all) informs her of the burn

of her son, and the pain he indured, his un-

easy complaints and even doubts of his cure.

" It told her farther, that the whole family of

" Venus had none of the best names amonsr
" the people, who complain that he is retired

" to a girl on the mountains, and you to your
" swimming here in the sea ; this double ab-

" sence of the regents of love from the affairs

*' of mankind had made every thing in the

" world go to rack. This was the cause that

" there was no pleasure, no gaiety at all, but

" everything rude, uncouth, and horrid. That
*' all conjugal nuptials, social friendships, love

" ofchildren and parents, were all at an end, and
" nothing hut enormous Jilth and unhappiness

" to befound, and unseemly loathsomeness of
" sordid compacts."

Thus did the loquacious bird prate, abusing

the ear of Venus with calumnies on her son.

Venus being angry at this account of her affairs,

could not contain her resentment in silence,

but exclaimed in this manner :

—

So then, (said

she), this hopeful son of mine has got a inistress

too ! Come tell me, thou, who alone dostfaith-

ful service to me, tell me who has solicited and

corrupted the naked ingenuous hoy P Is she one

of the nymphs, the hours, the muses, or of my
train one of the graces.^
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The tattling bird let her know that if it was

not mistaken the name of the object of her

son's love was Psyche, Venus at that full of

indignation cries

—

Does he then love that rival

of my beauty, and emulatress of my name ?

Could hefind no other to make his property of

but me, whofirst brought him to the knowledge

of her P

Full of this indignation she shoots out of the

ocean swifter than an arrow, and takes her way

directly to her bed-chamber ; where she found

her son sick, as she had been told, and raving

at the pain.—" These are very fine doings, in-

** deed, young gentleman, said she in a passion,

" and very agreeable to our dignity and birth,

" and to your temperance ! First for you to tram-

" pie on the precepts of your lady and mother,

" not only not tormenting my hated enemy with

** the infamous love I ordained her, but that you

" should take her to your unripe embraces, on

" purpose to make my enemy my daughter-in-

" law ! But I suppose trifler, that you think

* I cannot have another son ! Know, therefore,

" that I will beget another son better than thee ;

«' or rather, that you may find the disgrace

" and contumely the greater, 1 will adopt one

" of my little slaves, and to him will 1 give

" those wings, flame, bow, and arrows, and

" all my furniture andamunition of love, which

" 1 gave you ; for they come not from your
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" father, but me. But thou wert always unto-

*' ward, and turbulent, how many of the elder

" gods hast thou wounded, not sparing even

" me thy mother, yes even me, thou parricide,

" thou hast frequently wounded with thy darts;

" you use me as if I were a widow, and had

" none to stand by me ; nor art thou afraid

" of thy father-in-law the warrior god, nay, to

" my perpetual plague thou hast helped him to

" many a girl. But I shall take eflfectual care

" to make you repent this gamesome trick of

" yours, and to render your nuptials bitter

" enough.

" But being thus slighted, held in derision,

" what course had I best take to right myself?

" How shall I punish that little deceiver ?

" Shall I apply myself to my enemy Sobriety,

" whom I have so often offended by the luxury

'* of the young rogue ? Must I have recourse

" to that filthy rustic woman ? That indeed I

" tremble at ; yet the pleasure of revenge is

" not to be neglected from any hand. I must

" therefore, and will go to her, and her alone,

*' for she will be sure thoroughly to correct

" that little trifler, she will rifle his quiver,

" and disarm all his arrows, unbend his bow,

" and extinguish his flame, and chastise his

" body with more violent punishments. Then
'^ I shall think my injury atoned when I have

" shaved off those locks, which with my own
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*' hands I often bound with gold, and cropped

't off those wings I have washed in nectareous

*' springs."

Having given this vent to her passion, full

of venereal spleen she tripped out of doors,

where Ceres and Juno meeting her in this

mood, and perceiving her angry countenance,

asked her why she would do so much injury

to her sparkling eyes, by so sullen and disa-

greeable a contraction of her brows ? To whom
Ve?ius thus replied,

—

You are met very oppor-

iunely to be the executioners of that violence

of hate and anger that rages in viy bosom. I

beg you, therefore, with your utmost care and

diligence, tofind out that fugitive girl. Psyche ;

for to be sure the famous adventures of my

house, and of my son, cannot be unknown to

you.

But they endeavouring to soften and miti-

gate the cruel anger of Venus—What strange

offence has your son committed, that you disturb

his pleasures with so violent a rage, and seek

to destroy her whom he loves P How can we im-

pute it to him as a crime, if he was pleased to

be beloved by a beautiful young virgin? Do not

you knoio of what sex and what age he is ! Or

' have you indeed forgot how old he is ? What

because he carries his years pretty well would

you always make a boy of him ! Come, come,

consider you are his mother, a lady of pru'
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dence and wisdom ; will you^ therefore^ always

with so curious and inquisitive an eye jyry

into his sports, and blame his dalliances and

loveSi and in your beautiful offspring you con-

demn your own arts and delights. But what

god will suffer you to scatter amorous desires

about, and spread them among the people^ lohen

you restrain the gallantry ofyour own Cupid,

and the amours of your own family ? And
so shut up the public shop, and warehouse of all

female enjoyments P

The fear of his darts made them pay this

flattery to Cupid, in a gracious patronage of his

cause. But Venus, angry at this ridiculous

treatment of her injuries, leaving them in a

huff, passed on to the ocean.

CHAPTER VIII.

The anxious travels of Psyche in pursuit of Cupid,

Jier adventures at the temples of Ceres and Juno

;

their rejecting her piety and prayers ; and her

resolution to surrender herselfto Venus.

Psyche in the meanwhile was driven about

from place to place, variously wandering day

and night without ease or repose, everywhere

inquiring after her husband, made more eager
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ill pursuing, by the difficulty of finding bim ;

in hopes to propitiate his anger with the most

humble prayers, if she should fail to do it

by soft tender words, and all the moving al-

lurements of love and desire. Casting her in-

quisitive eyes on a lofty mountain, discovering

on its brow a magnificent temple, she sighed

and said to herself, perhaps my love, my lord in-

habits there/ and immediately with hasty steps

she directs her journey thither. Though tired

and quite spent with her daily labors, yet spirit-

ed and excited by hope and tender wishes, pas-

sing the highest ridges of the mountain she en-

ters the temple.

She was no sooner entered but she saw heaps

of corn in loose ears, and some twisted into

sheafs and garlands ; with mingled ears of bar-

ley. Scattered about lay sickles aud rakes,

and all the instruments of the harvest, without

order or decency, as thrown carelessly out of

the weary reaper's hands in the sultry hours of

the day.

This impious confusion the pious Psyche put

an end to by separating and sorting everything

to its proper place and kind, believing that

she ought to neglect none of the temples of the

gods, but endeavour by her piety to engage

them all in her protection. The holy Ceres

whose temple this was, finding her thus reli-

giously employed, thus cries out to her,

—

Ah !
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Psyche, truly worthy of our pity ! Venus full

of rage and indigiiation seeks you all about

the world.) to inflict on your devoted head the

worst of punishments, directing the whole force

of her divinity into one terrible revenge. Yet

regardless of thy own safety thou art busy now

about my affairs.

Psyche then throwing herself at her feet and

washing them with floods of pearly tears, while

her dishevelled locks lie straggling on the floor,

with many an ardent prayer begs her pardon.

—

/ implore you, (said she) by that fruitful right

hand, that scatters fertility around,—by the

jocund ceremonies of the harvest /—by the silent

rites of the basket/— by your chariot drawn by

flying dragons !—by the furrows of the Sicilian

glebe !—by the rapacious chariot !—the tena'

cious earth!—by the gloomy descent and nup-

tials of VYOseri^me \
—by the discovery and return

of your daughter to light

!

—and the other

secrets which are concealed in the sacristies of

the Attic Eleusinis ! Support the soul of your

Psyche, worthy at least of your pity ! Suffer

me to lie hid here in yon heap of corn a few

days, till the cruel anger of so great a goddess

be ^mitigated by time, and remit of its fury /

Or at least allow me so much time as to refresh

my wearied limbs, quite tired by labor and

travel /

To this prayer Ceres made her this reply,

—
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/ am moved hy your prayers and tears, and own

a desire to assist you, hut that J knoxo not hoto

to bear the reproaches of a kindred deity, with

whom I have had an ancient tie of friendship.

Depart, therefore, from this temple immediately,

and acknowledge my pity and your own happi-

ness, in that Ipermit you to be gone and do 7iot

seize youfor Venus.

Psyche receiving", contrary to her hopes, a

repulse so severe, and oppressed now willi a

double sorrow, retiring to the valley beneath

this mountain, discovers a fone of elegant struc-

ture surrounded by a shady grove, and unwill-

ing to omit any way, though dubious, to better

hope, and desirous of the pardon of any of the

gods, approaches with humble feet the sacred

porch. Being come to the place she finds rich

oflferings and presents affixed to the trees and

the pillars, which expressed the favor received,

and the goddess to whom they were dedicated.

Then throwing herself on her knees and em^
bracing the altar, and wiping away her flowino-

tears, she addressed herself to her in this

prayer,

—

Thou sister and wife of great Jupiter/

whether you abode in the antient temples of
Samos, which glories in your querulous infancy

and nourishment ; or frequent the happy seats

of the lofty Carthage, which adores you yet a

virgin mounting up to heaven in your chariot

drawn by lions ! Or ivhethcr you preside over
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the walls of illustrious Argos, and the hanks

of Inachus, which celebrate thee just married to

the thutiderer, and qtteen of the gods / Whom
all the East adore under the name of Zygia,

and whom all the West invoke in the name of

the Lucina ! Be thou Juno the stayer of this

extrem,ity of m.y misfortunes ! Deliver and save

me, quite tired out with the fatigue of labors

so long and so m,anifold, from the fear of that

imminent daiiger that threatens 'tne ! I know

that of thy own voluntary goodness thou comest

to the assistance of those that are in child-bed

;

oh ! let not then my invocation he in vain !—
Juno on this address immediately presents

herself to her full of all the native majesty of

her divinity, and gives her this reply :—/ would

rnost willingly. Psyche, have my daughter-in'

law Venus yield to your praijers ; yet modesty

and decency require that I do nothing in de-

spight of the will and against Venus, whom I
have alicays loved as my daughter. Besides

the law forbids me to receive under my protec-'

tion any fugitive servant of another, without her

consent.—
Psyche,now quite confounded with this second

shipwreck of her fortune, and despairing of

recovering her volatile husband, laying aside

all hopes of safety, thus reasons in her own
thoughts,

—

To what other relief or defence can

I fly from miseries insupportable, when the
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goddesses, though willing, dare allow tne no

assistance P Whither or to what place shall I
direct my wandering steps, when entangled in

nets so inextricable P Hid in what recess can

I escape, or tvhat gloom is dark enough to con-

ceal me from the inevitable eye of allpowerful

Venus ? Assume therefore a masculine mind,

my soul, and dare to renounce all thy vain

little hopes, and voluntarily surrender thyself

into the hands of thy lady and sovereign, and

try to mitigate her kindled wrath by thy mO'

desty though late! Besides it may be thou

'inayest find him in his mothers* house, whom so

long thou hast sought everywhere else in vain /

Having thus fortified her mind to adventure

on her dubious duty, or rather certain ruin,

she ruminates in her head how she shall begin,

and what first say to Venus, most moving and

best to her purpose, as she goes along.
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CHAPTER IX.

Mercury cries Psyche by the order o/* Venus, toith her

reicard to those who shall discover her. Psyche

surrenders herself'. Her pumshment and the three

Jirst labors imposed on her by ^'enus.

But Venus approving none of the earthly re-

medies she could meet with, returns to heaven.

She commands that chariot to be made ready,

which Vulcan, having wrought with admirable

art and all the fine subtilty of the file, and

precious in a waste of gold, presented her before

her nuptials. Four little turtle-doves, out of

many that perched by her bed-chamber door,

with joyful ringlets assume the pleasing yoke,

adorned with gems, and taking up their lady

with joyous wings support her through the em-

pyreal air. The chariot was attended by flocks

of sparrows whose amorous chirpings, with

other birds, gave notice of the approach of

Venus, in a natural and sweet sounding melody.

The clouds give way, and the heavens expand

their bosom wide to their beloved daughter,

and the highest sky with joy admits the god-

dess ; nor does the sonorous family of Venus

fear the awful eagle or rapacious hawk. Then

directing her course to the imperial palace of

Jove, where demanding the necessary assistance
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of the vocal god Mercury, Jove's azure brow
smiled his gracious assent. Then Ve7ius accom-

panied by Mercury flies triumphantly through

heaven ; and as they pass along she addresses

herself to him in this solicitous manner :

—

My dear Arcadian brother, you know that

your sister Venus never did anything without

the presence of Mercury ; ajid you know how
lo7ig I have sought in vain for myfemale slave,

who hides herself from me ; all therefore^

that 1 desire of you is, to cry her in a public

manner. Take care, therefore, to see my com-

mands punctually obeyed, nor forget any of
the marks by which she may be known, lest

any otie plead ignorancefor the crime of conceal-

ing her.

She gave him on this a paper with Psyche's

name, and all else that was necessary to be men-

tioned, and immediately went hence to her own
palace. Mercury neglected not the performance

of her commands, for passing through all nations

he cried her in these words :

Mercury's Proclamation of Psyche.

If any man or woman tn country, town,

or city, can tell tale or tidings of, or

seize in her flight, or discover where

hid, a fugitive king*s daughter, and ser-

VANT TO Venus, Psyche by name, let him

Vol. H. O
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OR HER COME TO MerCURY, THE CRIER, AND

RECEIVE AS A REM'ARD FOR THE DISCOVERY

FROM Venus herself seven kisses and

ONE ENCHANTING TOUCH OF HER CHARMING

TONGUE.

Mercury having thus proclaimed it, the desire

of so vast a reward raised an active emulation

among all mortals who should gain it. This

took away from Psyche all manner of doubt

and delay, so that now approaching the gates

of her lady's palace, she is first met by one of

the domestics of Venus, called Custom, who

cried out immediately as loud as she could :

—

Ho ! do you at last, most undutiful and faith-

less of servants begin to imagine that you really

have a mistress P And do you as you see, pre-

tend ignorance of the pains aiid fatigue you

have cost us in seeking you out ? But it is

well that you are fallen into my hands, and

that you think fit, even in the gripe of death,

to fiy home, to receive a punishment for your

contumacy.

Having uttered these insulting reproaches,

twisting her hands in the hair of her head she

dragged her through a door without any resist-

ance. Venus beholding her thus brought in burst

out into a loud but scornful laugh, and shaking

her head,-

—

Are you at last pleased (said she)

to come and pay your duty to your mother-
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in-law / Or did you rather come to see your

sick husband, yet laid up of the wound given

him by his loving wife P But be not in fear,

I shall give you such a reception as becomes

my sons wife and my daughter-in-laio. Where

are my maids, Solicitude atid Sorrow ?

These being called in, she delivered her over

to them to be tortured. They, in obedience

to their sovereign's commands, having lashed

her all over, and put her to the other torments

which they usually execute, bring her back

before Venus, who, laughing again with a

malignant joy, burst out at last in this man-

ner :

—

But behold, (said she) her sicelling belly

moves my compassion, since by that it is that

she is to make me a happy grandmother. That

venerable name is a happiness indeed to be

desired in the middle of our age ! And the son

of a vile slave shall be honored with the name

of grandson of Venus ! Though I wrongfully

call him my grandson, for there is no parity

nor legality in the match, huddled up in a vil-

lage, without wit7iess and the consent of his

parents, which makes the nuptials illegal, so that

if I should suffer thee to bring thy infamous

offspring to light, it must be a bastard.

Having said this she flies upon her, tears

off her garments in several places, and having

cut off her hair and beat her about the head,

taking wheat, barley, millet, poppy-seed, ve-

o 2
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tiles, beans, and lentils, she mixed them all to-

gether thoroughly in one heap, and thus she

spoke to her with contempt,— You seem to me

a servajit so deformed and ugly, that the only

way that you can merit your lover, must he by

dint of industry and diligence ; and therefore

I will myself tnake trial of your good house-

wifery and care : take and separate all these

grains, and put each of the same kind in a parcel

by itself an easy and small task for you to

finish before the evening.

Thus having set her so large a heap of

blended grains to separate, she departed to her

supper.

But Psyche, in a perfect consternation at the

enormous work, sat stupid and silent without

moving a hand to the inextricable heap.

In the midst of this despair Cupid stirs up

the little ant, a native of the fields, to take

compassion on her in so insuperable a difficulty :

the leader, execrating the step-mother*s cruelty,

summons together all the busy legions of the

neighbouring emmets, in sounds mystically sig-

nifying these words,

—

Take pity, ye active nurse-

lings of the omniparent earth ! Take pity, and

with speed make haste to my assistaiice of the

wife of Love, a beautiful young woman and in

danger of ruin.

On this whole floods of the six-footed people,

with utmost diligence, separated the heap, grain
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by grain ; and having sorted each to its parcel,

they vanished out of sight in a moment.

Venus at the approach of twilight returns

from the nuptial feast, moist with wine, scenting

of balsojiwion, and her body hung round with

shining roses ; and having cast her eye to the

work, said thus to her,

—

This is not yours^ you

wicked one, nor the work of those hands, but

of his, lohom to your own and his misfortune,

you have pleased ; and throwing her a piece of

black household bread, she passed on to bed.

In the meantime care was taken to keep

Cupid confined to his chamber very strictly,

to keep him from the company of his beloved,

lest by a petulant luxury he should injure his

wound. Thus, therefore, the lovers being sepa-

rated under one roof passed away the night.

But no sooner had Aurora ushered in the morn-

ing, but Psyche being called, Venus thus de-

livers herself to her,—Behold yonder grove,

which stretches itself a great way along the

margin of the flood, whose lowest waters overlook

a neighbouring fountain ; there you will find

sheep feeding icithout a shepherd, with golden

shining fleeces on their backs. I therefore order

you immediately to go and fetch me a flock of

that precious wool, gathered from every one of
^ heirfleeces.

Psyche went willingly away, not with any

design of putting this command in execution,
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but to put an end to her misery by throwing

herself off the rocks into the river; however,

when she came to the brink, the river god in-

spired the reeds with harmonious murmurs,

which breathed forth these words in soft music :

—Psyche, exercised in great sorrows, pollute not

viylioly streams by your miserable death, nor yet

venture to theformidable rams on the other side,

for as long as they are under the influence of that

heat they borrowfrom the sun, they burn with a

cruel rage to destroy mortals, either with their

sharp horns, stony heads, or venomous bites ; but

whe7i the noon-tide sun has driven the cattle to the

shade, and the serene spirit of theflood lulled

them to rest, you may hide yourself under yon

tallplantain tree, till the rams have mitigated

theirfury^ and left the neighbouring wood, you

will then find the woolly gold sticking to the

roots of the trees.

Thus the compassionate river god, by the

murmuring reed, gave Psyche instructions how
to return in safety ; and, by observing all the

directions, she found her obedience not in vain,

but returned to Venus with her arms full of the

golden fleece and easy theft : but she received

not the approbation of her implacable mistress,

by her second danger and labor, for pursing up
her brow with a bitter and formidable smile, she

speaks thus to Psyche

:

—/ am not ignorant that

you are not the performer of this task; but I will
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now experience, whether you are endowed or not

with courage and prudence. Do you see the top

ofyonder lofty mountain, from which springs a

hlack fountain, lehence falls down the dusky

stream, tchich, included in the chajinel of the next

valley, tumbles into the Stygian lake, and sup-

plies the hoarse streams o/Cocytus ? Bring me,

with all expedition, in this little urn, the liquid

dew of the inmost spring of the deepest well:

saying which, she gave her a small cup smooth

with crystal, with threats of greater hardships

when this was overcome.

Psyche, with her utmost speed, mounts to the

very top of the hill, there hoping to find a period

to her miserable life ; but when she caiue to the

confines of the summit she discovered the fatal

difficulty of the vast undertaking. She saw a

monstrous large and lofty rock, dangerous by

inaccessible ruggedness, vomiting out of its mid-

dle the horrid stream, which, being immediately

drawn from the channels, whose mouths were

bent downward, fell perpendicularly, through a

close and covered pipe, into the subjacent valley ;

on the left and on the right they crept through

hollowed ragged rocks, over which cruel dra-

gons stretched out their scaly necks, and, never

closing their eyes, kept a perpetual watch. The

vocal flood seemed to shake, and murmur to

itself, as it passed along: Depart! What do you
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attempt P Look and see what you do ! Have a

care ; Jly^—or you perish !

Psyche was almost petrified with grief at the

view of the impossibility of accomplishing the

task ; present in body, but absent in mind ;

stupid with the danger, she had not so much as

the least ease of tears in her extremity. But the

anxiety of the innocent is never unknown or un-

heeded by Providence! for the rapacious Eagle,

that regal bird of supreme Jove, on a sudden

flew to her with expanded wings, and, mindful

of the service Cupid had done him, in making

him the instrument of bearing \m^ \\\e Phrygian

cupbearer to J^w/?z7er, in regard of the deity of

the god and the sufferings of his wife, thus, in

the language of his kind, addressed himself to

her :

—

Can you, of a plain and undesigning

mind, ever hope to steal one drop of this holy

and no less terriblefountain, or even to touch itP

You have heard, at least, that these Stygian

ivaters are dreadful to the gods themselves, who,

as you swear by their divinity, so do they by the

majesty of Styx. But give me the little pitcher,

and I will perform it for you.

Taking it in his beak, and sailing with his

moving wings between the extended necks and

gaping mouths of the dragons, he steers his

course to the right and to the left, till he arrives

at the waters, and they willingly yield him what
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he comes for, as by the commands of Venus, to

whom he was to bear them, which was his pass

and credentials of success.

Psyches succeeding" in this dreadful affair

could not appease, by her past dangers and

labors, the w rath of Venus, which still threat-

ened her with greater and more dangerous la-

bors.— You appear tome, said she, to he a de-

testable sorceress and profound magician, that

could with such address perform all these difficult

commands ; hut 1 have yet another taskfor you

to execute. Here, take this hox, and go your way

to the infernal shades and the feral palace of

Pluto, where, giving this hox to Proserpine, say,

Venus desires you to send her a little of your

beauty, at least enough to serve an hour or two,

for in attending her sick son she has made use of

all she had. But he not too long on your errand,

for I must paint myself with it to be at the circle

of the gods and goddesses.
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CHAPTER X.

Psyche's descent to Hell to fetch Venus a box ©/'Pro-

serpine's beauty. Her return. Thejatal effects of

her curiosity. She is recovered by Cupid, by tchose

desire Jupiter makes her his wife^ and immortal;

and of her Pleasure is born.

Psyche was now truly satisfied of the last ex-

tremity of her evil fortune, and finds, that all

further pretences being laid aside, she is too

manifestly forced to immediate destruction, being

obliged to go with her own feet directly down to

hell ; wherefore, to make no delay of what was

not to be avoided, she goes to the top of a certain

high tower, thence to precipitate herself head-

long, thus she should most directly descend to

the shades below ; but, being come there, she

heard a voice break from the tower in these

words :

—

" Why, poor unlucky girl, dost thou design

" to put a period to thy days in a manner so

" hideous ? And what cowardice makes thee

" sink under this last danger, who hast been so

" miraculously supported in all thy former ? If

" you take this way you will certainly go down
*' to the bottom of Tartarus^ but shall never

" thence return any more ; listen, therefore, to

" me :

—

Lacedemon, a noble city of Achaia, is
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** not far from hence ; near to this city, hid in

" the devious places, seek the Tenarus^ and
" there you will find the cave of gloomy D^V,

*' where the envious road is discovered through

" the wide yawning gates. Having passed these

" bounds, you go into a direct path to the pa-

" lace of hell ; but you are not to pass those

" shades empty-handed, but must take in each

" hand a sop of barley bread, soaked in sweet

" wine, and two fares in your mouth. When
" you have passed the best part of the deadly

" journey you will overtake a lame ass, laden

" with wood, with a driver as lame as he, whose
*' burden being falling, he will ask you to reach

" him a cord or two to fasten it ; but do you be

" sure to pass by him in silence. Then you
" come to the dead river, in which Charon, im-

" mediately asking his fee, in his old patched

" boat wafts the passengers to the farther shore,

" so that Avarice lives even among the dead.

" Nor does Charon himself, the father of Dis,

" do any thing without his hire. The poor

" man that dies must provide his viaticum, and
" none, you find, departs this life without his

" penny in his hand. To this squalid old gen-

" tleman give, from your mouth, one of the

" fares to his hand. When you are once in the

" sleepy pool, you will find a ghost of an old

" man swimming on the waters, and lifting up
" his hand to beg you to take him into the boat,
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" and give liim a passage with you ; but be not

" you affected with an unlawful piety. Having

*' passed the river, and gone a little way, you

" will find some old women, spinsters, setting

" their wool in order, who will desire your

" helping hand: but it is not lawful for mortal

" fingers to touch it ; for all these are traps, set

*' by Venus, to make you let fall one of the sops

" out of your hands: nor do you imagine that

*' such a loss is a trifle, since the loss of but one

" deprives you of a return to light. For there

" is a great huge mastiff dog, with three necks

" and great heads, cruel and formidable,

" and barking with his thundering mouths,

*' scaring with vain fears the dead, whom he

" cannot hurt, being a perpetual sentinel before

" the black palace oi Proserpine, and guards the

" empty house oi Dis, Appeasing this dog with

" one of your sops, you may easily pass by him,

*' and immediately come into the presence of

" Proserpine, who will receive you very cour-

" teously, and desire you to repose yourself on a

" soft downy seat, and partake of a curious and

" delicate banquet ; but do you sit humbly on

" the ground, and beg a little brown bread
;

" then telling your message, and taking what

" you come for, giving the dog the other sop,

" secure your passage back to Charon^ and

" having given him the other fare from your

" mouth, and passed the river, keep on the path
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" you formerly went, and that will bring you to

" the same celestial light which you left. But
*' of all things this is chiefly to be observed by

" you, that you never once open, or look into

" the box that you carry, nor have any curiosity

" to pry into the treasure of the beauty of the

*' goddesses."

Thus spoke the voice from the tower, and

Psyche making no delay goes directly to Te-

narusy and having got her sops and her

fares she goes into the infernal paths ; and

having passed the lame ass, and given the old

ferry>man his fare, unmoved by the prayers of

the floating ghost, and deaf to the subtle re-

quests of the old spinsters, and appeased the

rage of the dog with a sop, she came to the

palace of Proserpine ; and not accepting the

delicate seat or delicious banquet, that was

offered her, but contented with bread for

her food, she delivered her embassy from Venus.

She presently received the box, shut, and filled

with the fatal secret ; and so having appeased

the dog with the other sop, and given the

ferry-man his other fare, she returned to light

much more vigorous than before. And hav-

ing paid her adoration to the bright day, though

in haste to deliver an account of her voyage,

and fairly acquit herself of the dangerous em-

bassy, yet was she seized by a pernicious

curiosity:

—

What, said she, sJiall /, the carrier
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of this divine beauty^ not steal the least hit to

put on my cheeks to appear the more lovely in

the eyes ofmy beautiful lover P

No sooner had she said this but she opened

the box, and found nothing there of any beauty

at all, but an infernal, and truly Stygian sleep,

which being thus set free from its prison in-

vades her, and with a thick soporiferous cloud

spreads all over her body, and takes possession of

her, while she falls down in the midst of the road,

a sleepy corpse, or dead body without motion.

But Cupid being now recovered of his wound,

and not bearing any longer the absence of his

beloved Psyche, slipping through the smallest

window of the chamber, to which he was

confined, and his wings being much stronger

by so long a repose, he flew with incredible

swiftness to the relief of his Psyche, and ga-

thering up the sleep from her body closes it

again in the box, he wakes Psyche with a light

touch of one of his arrows,

—

Again, said he,

hast thou almost perished by the same curosity.

But now do you perform exactly the task im-

posed on you by my mother, and I will take care

of the rest.

Having said this the lover flew aloft on his

wings, and Psyche carried Venus the present of

Proserpine.

Cupid, in the meanwhile, pining with excess

of love, and fearing the sudden severity of his
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mother, returns to his armory, as swift as light-

ning penetrating the heights of heaven, he conies

to Jupiter with his supplication, in which he

pleads and defends his cause.

Jupiter then stroking his little cheeks with

his cloud-compelling hands, and kissing his

little fingers, speaks to him in this manner:

—

" Though you, my domineering son, never pay

" that deference to that honor, which has been
" decreed me by the consent of the whole
*' synod of gods ; but daily wound this breast,

" by which the laws of the elements, and the

*' motions of the stars are ordered and dis-

" posed ; and oftened sully it with the adven-

" tures of earthly intrigues, to the violation of

" the laws, and the breach of even the Julian

" law and public discipline, giving my repu-

" tation and fame frequent wounds by adul-

" tery, and changing this serene countenance
•' into every form for that end, into ser-

" pents, fire, wild beasts, birds, and even

" cattle
;
yet remembering your own moderation,

" and that I have nursed you up with these

" hands, I will do all that you desire, while

" you are aware of your enemies, and know
*' your friends ; and if you are sensible, that you
" ought in return for this service, to give me
" notice of any charming beautiful girl, that is

" now upon the earth/'

Having made this speech to Cupid, he sent
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for Mercury^ and ordered him immediately to

summon, on tlie severest penalties that gods

were capable of, all the gods to a general

council : which being by Mercury performed,

there immediately appeared a full house, lofty

Jupiter, sitting on his sublime throne, delivered

himself in this manner to all the celestial fa-

mily:

Jupiter's speech to the gods, and decree in favor

of Cupid,

" Ye conscript gods ! (in the Muses white roll)

" you all know and are very well acquainted

" with the little boy, whom I have nursed up
" with my own imperial hands ; it was my
" opinion, that the heat of his first years ought

*' to be restrained by some bridle or other. It is

" enough, that he is the daily talk of the uni-

" verse for adulteries, and all manner of cor-

" ruption. All occasion of this is to be taken

" away, and his puerile luxury bound up with

" the noose of matrimony. He has chosen for

*' himself a beautiful young lady, and rifled her

" virgin treasure ; let him therefore hold her,

" let him possess her, and embracing his Psyche,

" let him eternally enjoy his love."

Then, turning his face to Venus, he proceeds :

—" Nor be you, my daugher, (said he) troubled

" at this decree, nor fear that your mighty off-

" spring shall be disgraced with the nuptials of
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" a mortal ; 1 now make (hem an equal match

" according to the civil law ."

—

On this he commands Mercury to fetch

Psyche up to the heavenly assembly ; who being

in a moment arrived, Joie lifting out to her a

cup of ambrosia said, " Drink this. Psyche

" and be immortal, nor shall Cupid ever go

" from the knot in which he is tied ; but these

" shall be to you perpetual nuptials."

The wedding supper being immediately serv-

ed in with great plenty, the husband being

placed at the upper end of the table held in a

strict embrace his Psyche to his bosom, next him

was Jupiter and Juno, and after them all the

gods and goddesses in their order. Then the

rustic cup-bearer fills a mighty bowl of nectar

to Jove, and Bacchus to the rest ; Vulcan

was cook, and dressed the supper: {\\q Hours

with roses and other fragrant flowers strewed

all. the place and every thing; the Graces

sprinkled balsam ; the Muses sang with melo-

dious voices ; Apollo sang to the lyre ; Vinus

with unequalled harmony of steps danced to the

music. The order of the pomp was, that the

Muses should sing the chorus, Safyrus play on

the Jiute, and Panicus speak to the pipe :

and thus Psyche came rightfully into the hands

of Cupid ; and they had in mature time a daugh-

ter, whom we call Pleasure.

Thus, Madam, concluded the provincial, you

Vol. II. P
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find love and perseverance have cured the wound

of curiosity, and that there is no strait so great

from which providence cannot deliver us. I

will not detain you after so long a story with a

tedious moral, since I think it is evervwhere

visible to a hearer so sensible as Donna Theresa.

Theresa seemed mightily pleased with the

oddness and moral of the fable ; and the air of

antiquity which it everywhere carried with it

seemed to add to her satisfaction. She assumed

a more sprightly air, returned the provincial

many thanks for his story, but more for his

dog : who leaving me then behind retired to his

college.

I was pleased with the exchange, since it

made me a safe witness of her conduct and

condition when alone, by which I soon dis-

covered the perfection of female hypocrisy, find-

ing her pretended quarrel with the cardinal,

and her dissembled melancholy and grief, was

only to cover her private intrigues, by shutting

herself up two or three hours in a day with

her gallant without interruption.

THE END OF THE FIFTH BOOK.
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THE SIXTH BOOK.

CHAPTER I.

Fantasio discovers Donna Theresa's intrigue with

Count Luciano, and the cardinaVs footman at the

same time. An account of the conversation at the

Dutchess o/ Bracciano's.

1 HE provincial was no sooner gone, than The-

resa runs into her bed-chamber with me in

her arms, where I found Uberto, a footman of

the cardinal's, waiting for her, and they were

no sooner met but quitting me she advanced

to the bed with Uberto, cursing the provin-

cial's story, which had held her so long from

his arms.

Scarce were the first joys over, when they

p 2
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beard the noise of footsteps in the anti-chamber,

and Uberto was forced to run under the bed in

the condition he was in, and Theresa to the

chamber door where now she heard her other

lover's voice, who entering' clasped her in

his arms, and with a thousand kisses avowed

his constancy and passion. She Avas not be-

hindhand in her protestations of love and fide-

lity ; accusing the tediousness of the hours of

his absence, which to her was the winter of all

her joys, in which nothing but cold sighs and

sluicy tears governed her unhappy hours, except

when warm desire and imagination thawed the

icy region

-

This double hypocrisy being pretty well over,

and their desires being mutually raised by lies

or lust, they repair to the field of battle, where

the woman is always the conqueror. Their

vigor spent, and desire cloyed by repetition,

after some forced embraces, the compliment of

sated appetite, Luciano^ retired. For it was Count

Luciano^ whom she chose rather to reward as

a gallant, than husband, for his former suffer-

ings and services. But even in her justice she

mingled the falsehood of the sex, and divided

that heart which he had so long merited, be-

tween him and a senseless slave.

Luciano being gone, Uberto comes again in

play, whose honor in being at all admitted to

the arms of so beautiful and exalted a lady, Mas
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sufficient to calm the resentments of such

usage. At last like a second Messalina^ tired

but not satisfied, she dismissed UbertOy and re-

tired to repose.

As much a dog as I was, I found in my breast

a generous indignation against so abandoned

a creature, and resolved the next time the

like occasion offered I would discover her base-

ness, with which, and some moral reflections

on the falsehood of women, I fell asleep.

The morning being now come, I rose from

the bed and the hated bosom of Theresa, who
made it noon before she was dressed. 1 he

evening being come she took me with her to

the Dutchess of Bracciano's, where there was

generally an assembly of the wits of both sexes,

who by the prudent conduct of that dutchess

obtained a freedom of conversation, never be-

fore usual in a country so jealous of their wo-

men. But the great concourse of French la-

dies and persons of quality, who managed

the affairs of the French at that court, had

much altered the moroseness of the husbands

of Rome; where now there were frequent

meetings of both sexes without their ancient

restraint.

We found at our entrance the Count Luciajio

and two of the academy of the Humoristi,

and one of the Fantastici, the first Fabretti

and Bcllori, the second Capreolo, and the
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Prince Borghese. Of female wits there were

the dutchess herself, Donna Theresa, and

Donna Ophelia, a lady belonging to the

Opera, yet for her wit and good sense received

among ladies and gentlemen of the best quality

in Rome.

Donna Laura Mellini, and Signor Tassi were

just gone, and, as is usual, we found the discourse

was on them, though in borrowed names, for the

Romans would not be guilty of the breach of

good manners, to abuse any one by name.

" In my opinion, (said ^^//oW to the Prince

Borghese) Torquatus brings that as the mark

of his merit, which is only so of his impu-

dence, his acquaintance and familiarity with

persons of quality and sense, since interest

of fortune or reputation, draws many fools

to besiege the great and pester the wise. Be-

sides desert is but accidentally the care of the

great, according as they are endued with your

highness's noble qualities."

" For my part (said Capreolo) I think Phryne

and he are well met, silence will never dwell

in a house with them if they are con-

fined to one another. Though in my opinion

Phryne ought never to talk, but sing, and

Sylvia ought never to sing but talk ; for

the first is a fool with a good voice, and

the latter a woman of wit who cannot sing a

tune : and yet Phryne is always talking, and
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*' sings not without reluctance and importu-

" nily, and Sylvia is for ever humming some

" broken notes of a song that have no relation

" to each other. So often we are apt to mistake

*' our talents."

'' Prithee Capreolo (interrupted the prince)

" cast an eye on yourself, and if you find your-

" self not free from that, or some other folly,

" condemn not another." " Nay, if a man must
" condemn nothing, my lord, but what he is

'* iree from himself, (replied Capreolo) what

" would become of all the satyric wits of the

*' age ? It must all be confined to Pasqnin»

*' For then this lady could not rail at the pride,

*' vanity, coquetry, and indiscretion of another."

" Nor this beau (assumed Ophelia) laugh at

" that fop, and so the prettiest thoughtless talk-

" ing things in the world would be all silent.

" Or how then would the wits be able to dissect

" one another's works, to find and screw out

" a fault for the subject of their discourse, if

" they were to lash nothing but what they were
'* free from, themselves ?"

*' That would be (pursued the dutchess) the

*' way to ruin half a hundred critics and wits,

'* who set up no other fund imaginable, and

" would be just like other folks if you Mere to

" rob them of this vent of their illnature."

" I hope. Madam, (replied Fabretti) your

" grace would not exclude true criticism, for
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" that would be to level the fool and the man
" of wit ; the pretender and master of his art,

" than which there can be nothing more preju-

*' dicial to merit and good sense, in any of the

" arts which have been esteemed by men of

*' judgment and politeness/'

" I am not so much a woman, (returned the

" dutchess), as to have no taste for true criti-

" cism. I am of a country where it has ap-

" peared in all its glory, and in our mother
" tongue, which has admitted the ladies a little

" into that knowledge which other nations

" have excluded them generally from. But it

" is against the pretenders to criticism, that I

" speak, who are perpetually railing in the

" wrong place, and at the wrong person, only

" to betaken notice of."

" Right, Madam, (assumed Capreolo) if a

" man has ever such success, envy stirs them up
" to the intemperance and ill manners of con-

" tradicting the judgment of the town ; and
*' makes them conjure up the dead to damn
*' the living. They make you deaf with Ho-
" race^ Ovid, Virgil, and Tihullus. Nay, some
" will not stop here, but pass the Adriatic, and
*' the Archipelago, and muster up the posse of

" Greece, Sophocles, Euripides, Anacreon, Ho-
*' mer, and Aristophanes, to confound our

" present endeavours on the modern scale,

" when they might as well talk to us of
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" Phifdias^ Praxelites, Appelles, Zeuxis^ and
" the rest of the Greek painters and sculptors,

" in opposition to ]\Jichacl Angela, Haphacl and

" the rest of our modern performers, in these

" two arts.

*' For my part I can see no reason why
" what we write now should not be as good
" as what they wrote at Athens or Rome so

" many hundred years ago. If they are not to

" be brought to the same standard, I know
" not why their's is to be preferred to ours.

" There must be great allowances made for

" the alteration ofcustoms and manners, and the

" like ; and since to please is the end of all

" these arts, that end being obtained by us

" as well as by them, I shall always think we
*' are on as good a footing of reputation as the

" ancients. I must own, that I cannot but esteem

" our operas as being as excellent, as the trage-

" dies of Sophocles or Euripides ; they please us

*' more, and are adorned with the advantages

" of such charming voices as Ophelias, and

*' heightened by action as just, as her's always

*' has been allowed to be, to the infinite pleasure

" of all spectators."

" Your compliment, Signor, to me, cannot

" bribe my judgment, (replied Ophelia) and

" though I am not a competent judge of the

" excellence of the Greek dramatic poets, yet

" by the translation of some of their plays,
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" which I have read in French, I must avow
*' my disgust of our operas, which have nothing

" to recommend them but the music, voices,

*' and action, all the while they are shocking

** our reason and understanding. Poetry, in

" my opinion, ought to be a picture of nature,

" and whenever an author, or poem, deviates

*' from that glorious path, I think him worthy

" of contempt, though applauded by all the

" fools in town. Nor can there be anything

" more absurd, than to quarrel singing, fight

" singing, read letters singing, nay, and die

" singing. These are all contradictions to

" nature, and evidently, therefore, contrary to

" reason, and can please none but such as are

" more taken with sound than sense. What
" merit our songsters and rhimers may have

" in comparison of Horace^ and the rest, I

" cannot pretend to judge ; but yet I may
*' venture to say this, that if Virgil, Horace,

" and the other wits of old Rome knew, and

" wrote as little of nature, as those of new Rome
*' do now, poetry is a soil that will admit of

** vast improvements : and if Ovid, TibuUus,

" Horace, and Catullus, have written so much
" better on love, than the moderns, I am afraid

" they were better lovers, and had stronger

" beauties to inspire them, which is agreatmor-

" tification to the ladies of this age."

" By no means, (replied Bellori) it is an ar-
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" gument rather of the stupidity of the men,
*' that having stronger charms of beauty to

*' inspire them, fall yet so far short in the pas-

" sion and expression of love, that ought in

" reason to be so much the more violent. But
*' it must be confessed, that we lie under a

" disadvantage which the ancients had not,

*' which is of directing our poetry by verv
" bad precedents. Petrarch is in our mother
" tongue, he started out from the barbarity of
" the Goths, Vandals, and Huns, with a chime
" of words and thoughts, that pleased the

" ignorant age with the jingle, which was new
*' and diverting, and took so strong root

" through Italif, and other parts of Europe,
" that his authority grew sacred, and every new
" writer sought perfection in the imitation of
*' him.

" The ajicients were almost unknown in

'* those ages, and though Petrarch was a scho-
'* lar, I mean knew Latin very well, yet his
* taste fixing him on Martial, he made the
" epigram run through all his poems. He found
' point and wit much easier for him to hit,

•' than the springs and lineaments of the pas-
' sions. A happy knack, like that of punsters,
* was sufficient for the former, but it was neces-
' sary to study and know nature, and the hu-
' man soul, perfectly, to succeed in the latter.

' By succeed I mean not, what Capreolo does.
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" the applause of the mob, success with the

" ignorant, but the approbation of the judi-

" cious ; else we take away all standard of

" right and wrong, and leave no rule of dis-

*' tinction of merit but chance, which con-

" founds wit and folly, pretence and reality
;

" and Dureficio is a better poet than Capreolo

" himself, for he has had greater success with

" the many, than he : and yet I am afraid Ca-

'* preolo would be apt to take it for an affront to

" be classed with Dureficio.

" In my opinion, (assumed the prince) with

" respect to Capreolo, he ought to be yet in a

'* lower class, because Dureficio, being igno-

" rant of the ancients, is incapable of forming

" his judgment by their admirable perfor-

" mances ; he has never had the means of

*' studying nature, but knowing nothing but

" his mother tongue takes the best authors in

*' that for his pattern, and has arrived at the

*' happiness and merit of pleasing not only the

" vulgar, but the fair and the great, whose

" minds are generally otherwise employed,

" than to know how to distinguish between a

" good and a bad poet. But Capreolo, on the

" other hand, has Homer, Euripides, Horace,

" and the rest of the heroes of Parnassus, always

" in his mouth, he is so perfect in them, as to

" repeat you hundreds of verses together out of

" them ; and yet, as if untouched with their
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" beauties, and unimproved by their excel-

" lencies, he sinks into the track of the moderns,

" and is willing from his own mouth here to

" throw himself on a level with Durcficio, and

" the rest of the illiterate pretenders to the muses,

" rather than ingenuously to own his incapacity

" of following" the arduous track of the ancients,

" or like a true son of art throw oft' the fulsome

" daub of the moderns, and shew his generous

" aims at the unsophisticated beauty of the an-

" oients.

" Capreolo (pursued Count Luciano) is in

" for it, and since your highness has led the

" way, he must have patience to have his

" errors corrected, though in so vast a number,

" since he has here thrown in his defence

" of a folly, he ought rather to relinquish than

" plead for. You seem, Capreolo, to place all

" merit in success with the people, that is, you
" would have the blind judge of painting, and
" the deaf of music, if they hit right in their

" applause it is more the eftect of chance than

" skill. I suppose you will allow poetry to be

" an art, and then it certainly follows that

*' there are certain rules by which we may
" judge when the reformation is just, and

" when otherwise : for every art proposes

'* something as the end to which it is directed,

*' and consists of means and certain rules for

" attaining that end. As in architecture, or
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" the art of building, the several rules of mak-
" ing" the fabric complete, are known and
" allowed on all hands, and he that pretends

" to be an architect- and observes not these

" rules, is universally condemned as a meddler,

" a mere pretender. Every one knows (who
" understands the art) that in every regular

" building there must be solidity, convenience,

" and beauty ; order, disposition, proportion,

" and decorum ; for economy relates more to

?* the conduct of the architect than to the art

*' of the fabric.

" Solidity consists of a good foundation and
" sound materials. Convenience is when the

" parts of an edifice are so ordered and dis-

" posed that they may not embarrass onean-
" other. Beauty is that agreeable form and
" pleasing appearance which the building pre-

" sents to the eye of the beholder. From order

" each part receives its just bigness, whether
*' we consider it as a part or with relation

*' to the whole. Disposition is a due ranging

" and agreeable union of all the parts. Pro-
" portion is the relation which the whole work
" has to its parts, and which every one sepa-

*' rately has to the idea of the whole, Thus
*' the diameter of a pillar and the length of a

" triglyph, gives us a right idea of the whole
" to which it belongs. Decorum or decency
" consists in making the whole aspect of the
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fabric so correct, that nothing- appears but
what is founded upon and approved of bv
established authority. Decorum further

teaches us to have regard to design, custom,

and nature, directing us in design, other-

wise for a palace than a church ; custom
gives ornaments to the porches and entries

of those buildings that are magnificent

within
; nature prescribes our choice of

different prospects for different parts of the

building, exposing the bed-chambers and li-

braries to the morning sun, winter apart-

ments to the west, closets of pictures, and the

like, to the north, because they require an
equal light.

" By this short and general view of archi-

tecture we find that there are certain rules

in this art, the observation or neglect of
which is a proof to the learned of the excel-

lence or defect of the artist. Every other

art has its peculiar rules to direct to the

end it aims at, and if poetry be an art, as

it has hitherto, for these two thousand

years and upwards, been acknowledged, it

must have, and has certain rules to fix our
judgment of the merit or otherwise, of the

' performance
; but then, it must be allowed,

* every ignorant hearer or reader is not a
* judge of them.

'' Should any one in architecture make his
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" architrave of one order, the frieze and cor-

" nice of another, the capital of a third, and
*' so on ; should he form a sort of pillar out

*• of the capitals of the Tuscan, Doric, Ionic,

" Corinthian, diU^.Composite, and support these

*' with the Caryatid or Persic, it would be

" monstrous to an architect, but to a vulgar

" or ignorant eye might appear charming,

" since all these capitals, architraves, &c.,

'' are in themselves beautiful in their proper

" places, but so preposterously clapped together

" must be ridiculous and absurd. Thus in

'* poetry, the epic, lyric, elegiac, tragic, comic,

" and epigrammatic, are all very beautiful in

" themselves, but huddled into one poem must

" be abominably absurd to a judge, though

" this medley might and certainly would please

" an ignorant reader or hearer ; for indeed

*' too many of the moderns have been guilty

" of it with success, while they have joined

" the elegiac and epigrammatic perpetually,

" nay, have let the epigram overrun the whole

" province of Parnassus ; which, if there were

" not certain rules drawn from nature, and

" the antique to regulate it, would be a land

" of confusion and a second Babel.

" As in architecture there is no excellence

" or beauty in the whole but what is from

" geometry and the proportion of the parts

" according to the rules of art, so neither can
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** there be any perfection in poetry but in the

" justness of the design, and the harmony of

" the parts, and their correspondence with and

" dependency on the wliole poem ; for the

" rules of this art are nothing but nature

" (its only object) reduced into form ; so that

" he that has no art cannot have much of

" nature, and he that is destitute of nature can

" be no poet, let the smoothness or loftiness

" of his stile be adorned with all the beauties

" of rhetoric imaginable, and cried up by the

" injudicious applauses of the gi'eat vulgar and
*' the small. Capreolo, therefore, emulate the

" ancients, with whom you are so well ac-

*' quainted, and, like Horace^ be content, nay,

*' proud of a few judicious approvers, rather

" than ambitious of the dregs of a precarious

" reputation among the ignorant, that vanishes

*' in a day, and leaves you in contempt for the

" next coxcomb that fancy sets up.'*

" Capreolo, (resumed Ophelia) you must

" either allow, that there is some standard of

*• excellence, or that there is none : if there

" be any, you must either allow that of the

" ancients, or set up some more certain and

" clear ; if there be none, then you can value

" yourself on no performance, since after you

" have pleased yourself and taken some pains

" to please others, your work may be, for all

*' that you know, not worth one farthing.

Vol. H. Q
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" If the received rules of poetry he fouKy,

" correct tliem, but let us have some rules,

*' or you destroy the art ; and if you forsake

*' the rules of art (let them be what they

" will) you are no artist, and by consequence

" no poet."

" I confess, (pursued Fahretti) I think Signor

" Capreolo has been very unfortunate in his

" instances, when he tells us, that we might

** as well urge Phidias, Praxetiles, Apelles, and

" Zeuxis, against Michael Angela, Raphael;

" and the rest of the moderns, as Homer,
" Virgil, Sophocles, Euripides, and Horace,

" against the modern poets ; for it is noto-

" rious to all the world that we owe the re-

" vival of sculpture and painting to those in-

" valuable relics of antiquity, that were imitated

" by those great masters of the foregoing ages.

" It is allowed on all hands, that our painters

" and statuaries are only so far excellent as

" they imitate the antique, and that not be-

" cause those are pieces of Phidias or any

" other Greek sculptor, but because those ar-

" lists had so happily and so judiciously fol-

" lowed and heightened nature, that we can

" find no way of arriving at a higher per-

'' fection. We find the way made easier by

" imitating them and studying their labors, and

" what excellence we have in either of those

" arts we owe to the ancients.
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" The same may be said of tlie poets of those

** times, they, having nature always in view,

" arrived at such an excellence in their drauij^hts

" of her, that it is impossible to go beyond
" them, and the study of their works w ill be a

" vast assistance to our poets in the pursuit of

" the same end. Poetry, music, painting, and
" sculpture, have generally flourished together,

" but we, who have excelled all the moderns
" in the three latter, come behind almost all

*' Europe in the first."

" True, (assumed Bcllori) if we look into

'* every part of poetry we shall find it so ; all

*' our lyric, or ballad poetry is now confined to

" some few sounding but senseless words,

*' which may furnish the composer with an op-

" portunity of an arrietto, or melting notes to

" charm the ear, but never touch the mind and

" understanding. Our only attempt at the epic

" was in Tasso and Ariosto, the latter as much
" debauched the epopee with frantic enchant-

" ments, ridiculous adventures, and romances,

" as Petrarch has done the lyric and elegiac.

" Tasso, indeed, has come nearer the model by
*' having Virgil in view, but he could not keep

" clear of the lyric and pastoral, two species

*' of poetry of no relation to the epopee.

" Then for the dramatic I know not whether

" I shall say we never had anything of it, or that

*' you will oppose me by telling of the Aminta

Q 2
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" of Tasso, and the Pastor Fido of Guarini ; or

*' lay before rae Andrea Cicognini, II Cieco

" d'Hadria, and the rest of the inferior class ;

" yet 1 must continue in the same mind, that we
** have not had in Italy so much as the shadow

" of the drama, though the most noble, most

" useful, and most entertaining part of poetry,

" while the Tramontani^ of whom we falsely

*' have a very contemptible opinion, have made
" great advances in so noble an art, and pub-

* lished such admirable criticisms upon that,

" and its authors of antiquity, that ought to

" make us blush to find ourselves still pursuing

" the shadow in sound, while they are aiming

*' at the substance in sense."

" Encouragement (assumed the prince) is

" the life of arts ; painting, and sculpture

" struck the eye, and were of use to the orna-

'* ment of our houses and our churches ; so

" pride and religion joined to exalt it to per-

" fection, and the drama was only for instruc-

*' tion by pleasure ; but the peculiar tendency

" of this nation to music, made us content with

*' pleasure in th,at, without rising up to sense,

" and the nobler draughts of the human soul, in

*' all its affections and habits. The church

" likewise has been a mighly promoter of

" music in the provision she has everywhere

*' made for professors and performers in that

" art.**
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" But there is another reason (pursued Bel-

lori) that tragedy has met witJi no encou-

ragement among us : it was begot, born, and

came to maturity in hberty ; and that is

wliat has been departing from Italy for some

centuries, and has now scarce any footing left

in all the nations of it.

*' Lorenzo di Medici, on his reviving the stage

and promoting the politer arts at Florence,

stopped at the opera, and his head was too

busy in maintaining his power in the state

against the perpetual assaults of his foreign

and domestic enemies, to bring this to the

perfection he had else the capacity of doing,

and we live always under an old monarch,

that has other aims tlxan things of this nature.

The good fathers of the society, indeed, yearly

visit us with something of this kind ; but alas!

it is not the province of schoolboys, and

pedagogues ! A dramatic poet ought to

know all mankind, from the prince to the

peasant, the different characters of men,

which distinguish the mind as much as the

features do their ftices. He ought to know
the duties of a prince, of a commander, a

statesman, a soldier, and so through the rest

of the orders of men, else he will commit a

thousand solecisms in the manners which will

shock a judicious reader ; for he will do what

was said before in architecture, join a capital
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" of the Corinthian to a pedestal of the loninj

" and yet value himself, if the fools, that know
*' not the error, applaud his preposterous^pro-

" duction."

" I have been in Spain (said Count Luciano)

" where they have abundance of these drama-

" tic performances, but very few worthy the

*' name. When I was at Madrid there was a

" young student of Salamanca much applauded

*' at that time for several witty copies of verses

" which he had wrote, but full of the vanity of

" college applause he comes to the metropolis,

" and would needs write a play. He chose for

" his subject Phcedra, but knew so little of the

" character of a queen and a woman of virtue,

" that he made her more impudent than a com-

" mon prostitute. Euripides makes her unfor-

*' tunate indeed, but this gentleman made her

" guilty. The Greek poet made her, by the

" necessity of the revenge of Venus^ under the

" course of an involuntary passion for her son-

" in-law, and gives her such difficulties of

" discovering it, that her very nurse, who had

" bred her from a child, and alone, could find

" it out only by a chance word ; but the Spanish

" poet gives her the assurance (to call it no
" other name) to make her own it to a minister

" of state, and a man, (to say nothing of her

*' guard) and before the very mistress of Hip-

" politus.
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*' It was full of these absurdities, yet he
" found some men of figure, who espoused it in

" a violent manner. For my part, I wonder
" that the dignity of the character of a queen,
*' and woman of virtue, prostituted in so igno-

" rant and scandalous a manner, did not give an

" abhorrence of the author, and confine him to

*' odes or epigrams, a province fitter for a

" young student, ignorant of the world, than

" Tragedy, the most illustrious of Parnassus.

" There was another author there, who
" brought on Tamerlane with applause, and
" made him a mere talking, sauntering hero,

" full of musty morals, but guilty of no action

" in the whole play contrary to his character, as

" either a general, conqueror, or king. In

*' another play the same author lays his scene in

*' Italy ^ and make his heroine debauched before

*' marriage, and not very chaste afterwards,

*' and yet all patiently borne by the husband,

" and she never repenting of all her wickedness

" when she had added self-murder to adultery

" and fornication.

*' These absurdities I urge, to show you, how
" necessary it is for a dramatic poet to know
" and follow the rules of liis art as well in the

" characters, and the decorum, and rights of

'* each character, as in the plot and design.

*' His Tamerlane ought to have been confined to

" a country school, and not have been preferred
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to the buskin, and his lady managed ui

another manner, and sent to the brothel, not

to the audience. But few poets among the

moderns know either how to chuse a subject,

or how to contrive, dispose, and write it when

chosen, because they are ignorant of their art,

and think its perfection to consist in words

and fine language, and not in the justness and

correctness of the design, the well marking

the manners, and true and artful draught of

the passions."

" That, in my opinion, (interrupted Ophelia)

is as if a painter should value himself more

on the drawing the drapery, than the figure
;

for language to a play does not seem to me so

much, as even the drapery to a picture. A
jingle, oral least a set of words and phrases,

supplies one, but the other cannot be had

without a knowledge of nature, of all the

movements of the soul, and all the qualities,

habits, and affections, and the several blend-

ings of those several qualities, from which

arises that difference, that distinguishes man-
kind one from another."

*' Your notion is admirable, (assumed jBe//on,)

charming Ophelia, in this point, and suffi-

ciently decisive." " The other absurdities I

observed (said Luciano) on the Spanish stage,

were in their plots or designs : they mingled

sometimes comedy and tragedy in the same
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poem ; and would not be satisfied to give us

any one action for their subject, but stretch

the time sometimes to ages ; and the place

all over a kingdom, na}-, sometimes to half

the universe ; and have marriages, children

born, and grown up, in one play of two hours

and a half. This, indeed, Cervantes, in his

admirable Q/«'.ro<^e, complained of long since,

and urged it to their authors, or rather players,

to consider the honor and reputation of

their country, whose sense and understanding

would be censured by strangers of better

judgment, as barbarous and ignorant."

*' Cervantes, indeed, (pursued Ophelia,) has a

good deal on that head, and 1 was in hopes

the authority of so great a man had reformed

that abuse before this time."

" By no means (replied Luciano). Errors

that have got footing in wit, as well as reli-

gion, are not removed but by a superior power

of state, or revolution of the people. The
Spanish players, that have the administration

of the stage, are ignorant, and yet believe

themselves judges ; and such absurdities have

passed so long, they believe them excellencies

;

and as long as the stage continues in such

hands it can never be otherwise."

" As for their mingling comedy and tragedj^

(said Ophelia,) it seems such an inconsistency,

thatlshould wonder any rational creature Qpuld
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" ever unite them, did I not find something of

" that nature in all our operas, which are a sort

" of musical tragedies, for we have two buffoon

" parts in every opera. But that I look on more
*' tolerable, since we pretend not to move the

" passions so strongly as a tragedy is supposed

*' to do ; for thus to pass from tears to laughter

" seems monstrous, and shocking to common
" sense : it is not in nature, for when a heart is

" possessed with grief, it is impossible to affect

" it in a moment with joy, without removing
*' the cause, and much less with laughter ; and

" in a play it must break and weaken the pity,

" and make such a confusion in the delight, as

" must render it not at all agreeable to the taste

" of any one that thinks without confusion.

*' As for the absurdities you mention, of the

" plot and conduct, they are so obvious to com-
" mon sense, that I wonder they could find

" place. The subject of a poem, like that of a

" picture, ought to be but one action, as the

" Victory of Constantine over Maxentius, done
" by Raphael's own hand, in which the painter

" has given us a wonderful variety of figures

—

" actions of particulars, all contributing to the

** common and public action of the battle. But
" for him to have added all the battles and
" actions, public and private, of that emperor to

" this piece, had been so monstrous, that that

" alone would have damned it. Such a differ-
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ence of subjects must have distracted the

attention, which, by being- divided, must be

lessened. Besides, though all or every one of

the actions of that hero may have a harmony,

each peculiar to itself, yet it is impossible to

preserve such a correspondence as would make

a harmony of the whole.

" Nature herself has excluded this absurdity

from painting' in a visible manner, for no

space is sufficient to make the performance in

its just proportion ; and if, in the same gal-

lery, there be several actions of the same hero

represented, they are every one a separate

picture, with beauty peculiar to itself, and in-

communicable with the rest, with which there

can be no universal correspondence.

" Though this may not to the Spaniards ap-

pear so visible, in a play, yet to any bystander,

that is skilled in the art, it is as plain as in the

picture. The unity of the action does not

exclude variety of characters, as is plain from

the historical pieces of most of our painters,

who are not immediately concerned in the

grand action of the piece.

" The passing from country to country falls

under the same rule, and is for the same rea-

son absurd, since it must include variety of

actions, which are not reducible to one view.

I am, however, more satisfied, on your rela-
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" tion of these absurdities of the foreign drama,

" that we have nothing here at all of that art

" for it is better to have none of it, than to have

" it so debased, as discovers a dullness and want

" ofjudgment in the audience.

" But if, my lord, (continued OpAe/k, address-

" ing herself to the prince,) your highness would

" exert that great interest and power you have,

*' with all those advantages of art and nature, to

" the settling of a perfect and regular stage, I

*' know not anything could be more distin-

" guishing and worthy your glory, it being the

" most rational diversion, and the noblest school

" of virtue, which conveys its useful instructions

" in the charming vehicle of pleasure, and will

*' strike those who have little regard to the

" church. Besides, it being the highest perfec-

" tion of the wit of man, it will be an argument
*' of the peculiar excellence of your highness's

" sense and good taste, by establishing this

*' science. It is true it will be some trouble for

" one to undertake it, yet any one man of in-

" terest might soon bring over those who have

** an opinion of your understanding, at least if

" they do your highness that justice, which 1

" shall ever endeavour to do.'*

Bellori and the dutchess joined in this par-

ticular, the dutchess assuring him, that the

French stage had been as ridiculous as the Spa-
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nish, till Richelieu took care to reform it in

spite of those who had kept it so long under

the libertinism of ignorance.

This discourse being over, Ophelia paying

her respects to all the company, according to

their several qualities, withdrew, and cast a

pleasing smile on Bellori, as he waited on her

to the coach. When Bellori returned he found

the whole company engaged in admiration,

and praise of Ophelia, which gave him an op-

portunity of speaking on so pleasing a sub-

ject with a satisfaction that was visible to the

company.

Bellori (said Donna Theresa, after Ophelia

and Bellori had left the room) could not con-

ceal the satisfaction he had in taking the hand of

Ophelia, nor she the pleasure of giving it to him.

" I know not (replied the prince) how far

" Ophelia has gone in the heart of Bellori, or

" what interest he has in her, but I think each

" of them have charms enough to engage any
** lady or cavalier in Rome. Bellori is a gen-

" tleman of a good estate, a great many per-

" sonal qualities, that will always have their

" value in the eye of the fair, and as many con-

" siderable endowments of mind, as are suffi-

" cient to gratify all the people of sense. He
" has learning, wit, and judgment, which are

*' seldom companions in one man. He has
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" besides goodhumor and generosity ; is al-

*' ways ready to do a service, where the object

" has any pretence to compassion, or his own
*' honor requires it. In short, I think him the

" fittest man in the world to be either a friend

" or a lover, which is a praise I should be ara-

" bitious of myself.

" But though so qualified for a man of plea-

" sure, yet gallantry does not engross him,

" business shares his time, and the public reve-

*' iiue is the better for his care."

As for Ophelia (said the dutchess) I will pre-

sume to be her advocate in her absence, as

your highness has been for Bellori. Ophelia

knows how to value, and make use of those

freedoms, that are justly allowed her by the

quality, which she has obtained by the force

of her merit.

As the dutchess was saying these words Bel-

lori returned to the company, and the dutchess

went on.

And as her eyes have always (pursued the

dutchess) inevitable charms for the men, so her

conversation has too many graces not to render

her extremely desirable to the ladies. Though

were her quality equal to her deserts, I am
afraid she would have fewer friends, and more

enemies among her sex. But we ladies, whom
birth and fortune have set so much above
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her, are satisfied to behold those charms in

Ophelia now, which we could not bear on a

level. For though personal merit be certainly

more valuable in reason than the advantages

of fortune, yet the pomp and adoration, that

quality is attended with, makes us apt to be

content with that, undisturbed by any gene-

rous emulation of virtues (that we want) in our

inferiors.

I must own, that though I may be as frail as

the rest of my station, yet I have that deference

to real worth, that I esteem the honors I pay

Ophelia^ as overballanced by her own unborrow-

ed excellence.

/ am perfectly (assumed Bellori) of your

grace's opinion, and I wish that your grace

couldpropagate so just a principle among the

quality, virtue would be more encouraged, and

wit and learning thrive infinitely more than

they have of late years. There are not maiiy

Ophelia'^ in an age, and therefore by a sin-

gularity of excellence she challenges more than

a common regard. Beauty sits in all the

sweetness of its majesty in her face ; ^and wit

flows from her tongue with all the divine en-

chantments of harmony with good sense and

good judgment. She is as generous as she is

fair, and as compassionate of the misforttincs

of the ujihappy, as she is witty. She raises
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the wretch hy her interest, for no other bribe

but the largeness of her own soul, and the ne-

cessities of her suppliant. The interest she has

is ever employed for the ease of the ajjiicted,

or to do good to some body or other. As

her beauty is without art, her wit without

trifling, her satire without malice, her gaiety

without lightness, her sense leithoui affectatio7i,

and her judgment without sourness ; so is her

friendship without interest, her generosity with-

out desigti, and all her good deeds without self-

prospect.

If you consider her in the performance of

her art, who is to compare with her ? Who so

formed for the stage, in person and genius.

She gives, by the grace and emphasis of her

action, a soul to the words, which the poet never

understood, and the music could not express.

Though she is very well read in the nature of

the mind and the passions, and knows how

to deliver every one in its proper gesture and

look, yet she has helped nature out by the stu-

dy of art. She has a collection of the finest

historical cuts in the world, which, with the pic-

tures she everywhere here meets with, she con-

sults in the passions, observing what gesture,

countenance, and look, the sculptor or pain-

ter has given each passion, and how every one

may be variously andjustly expressed. By these
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means she has arrived at this excellence^ and every

actor in operas or plays ought to follow her ex-

ample in this if they wish to approach her per-

fection.

The whole company agreed in the justice

that the dutchess and Bcllori had done the

charming Of)helia. And the assembly now

breaking up we retired home to the cardinal's.

CHAPTER II.

Fanlasio's revenge on Theresa, by discovering Uberto

under the hedy by which she lost both her lovers at

once. How he ran away to Cardinal Ottoboni's,

and set out from Rome with Donna Angela to

Venice.

The scandalous infidelity of Theresa gave me
mucli pain, and thoughts of revenge if ever I

could come at the means, with which her

lewdness and folly soon after furnished me:

for Uberto being again forced under the bed

by the unexpected coming of Count Luciano,

I took care to bark, snarl, and make a great

noise, that the count, drawing his sword, forced

the footman to appear from out of his covert,

and make such a discovery as Theresa was in

no manner pleased with.

Vol. II. R
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The count upbraiding her falsehood and de-

generacy went away in a passion ; and UbertOf

all trembling with fear, got out of the apart-

ment, and soon out of the house, and for fear of

some fatal revenge from the count he speedily

left Rome^ secure in the lowness of his condi-

tion from a pursuit or discovery. I found

myself in disgrace for the injury I had done

her pleasure by depriving her of two gallants

at one time. A bit and a knock was now all

my lot, but many a kick more than morsels.

Upon which I took the opportunity to give her

the slip, and made my way to Cardinal Otto-

bom s, who with his niece 1 understood were

going to Venice. There was no place I hated

more than Rome^ and the farther I went from

it, the nearer I hoped myself to my restoration

to humanity.

I got safe into the cardinal's palace, and ran

up to the apartments, remembering the house

ever since I used to wait on Theresa to Donna

Angela Ottohoni. My beauty was my creden-

tials, and I was no sooner seen but admired,

taken up and carried to Donna Afigela, who

very much pleased with my appearance, took

me immediately into her protection, little ima-

gining that I was a fugitive from her rival

Theresa : for Luciano's affair was not so se-

cretly carried but Angela by her spies had

made the discovery of enough to convince her
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that she had an affair with the man that was
designed for her liusband, Avhich had a long

time caused a breach between the two ladies,

and made them grow from the most intimate

of friends the most inveterate of foes. By this

means I thought myself most secure in her

hands from the odious TJiercsa.

1 was surprised and pleased to find so happy

a change of condition and ladies.

Theresa was young, gay, very beautiful, and

very lewd. Angela was something younger,

not so beautiful, but yet incorrupt in her

chastity. Theresa seldom thought of god, never

of religion, but always of pleasure. Angela

had heaven ever before her in the holy Virgin,

and saints, was always zealous in the duties of

religious worship, and seemed to have no notion

of the pleasures of the fair and the young.

Theresa hated to employ her hands in the

ingenious trifles of the needle, but when she

was not acting the joy, was preparing her

mind, and raising her appetite by such books

or discourse as were most luscious and pro-

voking. Angela divided the day between de-

votion and work, and never read anything but

the legends of the saints and martyrs. Theresa

never rose till noon, but Angela witli the lark.

Theresa was passionate, revengeful, talkative,

and had some wit, and thought she had more,

which always heightened her impertinence to

R 2
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the destruction of what she had. Angela was

mild, humble, and modest, and if she had not

wit, her silence kept the defect a secret, and

made her much more tolerable than a loqua-

cious wit of that sex.

I had entertained a mighty good opinion of

my new lady for a devotion without hypocrisy,

so uncommon to the sex, but I found at last,

that a woman's virtue is always full of the alloy

of the neighbouring vice ; and that while An-

gela devoted herself so entirely to religion she

fell into bigotry and superstition. There was

indeed the form of devotion, but the essence,

the soul of it, was lost and vanished ; and though

she sent forth abundance of prayers every day,

yet God never had the tithe of them, the blessed

Virgin and the saints intercepted all and out-

rivalled omnipotence with this foolish devotion.

She performed her devotions every evening

before she went to bed, but they consisted in

sprinkling the chamber and alcove all about

Avith holy water, prayers to her guardian angel,

the virgin, and her patroness. St. Bridgets

prayers, the rosary, and such whimsical med-

leys were ever in her mouth, such wonderful

indulgences and benefit being annexed to them.

Then she believed all the legendary miracles

of the saints, more firmly than the gospel, of

which she knew not one word. She perfectly

believed St. Denis the areapogite, took up his
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head in his hands, after the executioner had

cut it off, and carried it two miles ; that St.

Dunstan took the devil by the nose with the

tongs as he looked in at his window and made

him roar out like a bull ; that St. Barnacus,

by changing one letter turned leaves into

loaves, stones into fishes, and water into wine ;

that he sailed over the sea upon a stone, as

an hundred and fifty of the disciples of Joseph

of Arimathea did on his son*s shirt, and friar

Herveus on his mantle ; that St. Nicholas, when

he lay in his cradle, in respect to the fusts of

Wednesdays and Fridays, would onl}' suck once ;

that St. Christopher sticking his staff in the

ground, it immediately budded and brought

forth leaves, by w hich he converted eight thou-

sand pagans to the christian religion ; that

bishop Trian having killed his cow and his

calf to entertain St. Patrick and his followers,

both of them, the next morning, were seen

feeding in the meadow ; that a sheep being

stolen and not restored to the owner, as St.

Patrick had commanded, the saint made it

bleat in the belly of him that had stolen and

eat it ; that St. Briccius, being but a boy, saw

the devil behind the altar noting down the

faults of the people, and that when he^wanted

room to write on, he pulled and stretched the

parchment so hard with his teeth, that he

knocked his head against the wall ; and that
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St. Martin conjured him with that vehemence,

that he blotted out all that he had written ;

that when the king- of Seli?ia's daughter had

cast her girdle about the dragon's neck by St.

George's order, he followed her up and down

as fame and gentle as a lap-dog ; that St. Go-

dericus, ten years before his death, saw plainly

all that was done within ten miles of hisresidence,

and often all the world over ; that St. Domi-

nick's books being fallen into a river, a fisher-

man took them up three days after, as dry as

a feather ; that St. Romualdus discoursed of

the sublimest points of divinity, as soon as he

was born, and immediately after his baptism

preached a very learned sermon ; that St. Chris-

tina spoke when her tongue was cut out ; and

St. Margaret ^ being swallowed by a dragon,

had no sooner made the sign of the cross, but

the dragon burst in two and set her at liberty,

as sound as a roach.

These with a thousand more, as ridiculous,

were the daily subject of her discourse and

reading, and filled her head with such religious

chimeras, as made her perfectly superstitiously

mad. All her conversation was with friars,

monks, and Jesuits, with whom she had so

great a faith, that if they had told her it had

been a merit to prostitute herself to them, she

would have done it, though naturally of a cold

phlegmatic constitution.
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In the midst of all this medley, this fairy-

land of religion, she had found some regard

for Count Luciano approving him for a hus-

band above all men ; and having some small

grounds of jealousy, she employed her spies

so well as to make a discovery of Theresa*

s

intrigue with her destined husband, which was

a sufficient cause of an irreconcileable breach

between the fair.

CHAPTER III.

Fantasio's journey from Rome to Spoleto, Assisiuiu,

Mount Alvern, Valombrosa, and the holy desart

;

the cardinal's discourse to an hermit who had

not been out of his cell, nor spoke a wordforforty

years together. The cardinal's speech against soli-

tude.

Cardinal Ottohoni and his train set out of

Rome by the Porta del Popiiio, along the Via

Flaminia. We soon passed Ponte Molo, famous

for the victory of Constantine over Maxen-

tiiis, Nanii^ and Terni, till we came to Spoleto;

where it was resolved in compliance with Ange-

la's desires to turn from Foligni to Assisium, the

place of nativity of St. Francis, founder of all

the friars.

Here the young lady was told by the cardi-
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iial's chaplain, that tlie bodies of St. Francis

and St. Dominic stood hand in hand without

any support, and incorruptible. But it was

not possible to see them without suffering death,

as one of the popes had done for his presump-

tion. It was a great mortification to Donna An-

gela, that she was denied the happiness of see-

ing the body of a saint, whose spirit she had so

frequently invoked in her most serious devotion.

Never reflecting that it was a manifest mark of

a cheat to pretend it to be impious to behold

the dead carcase of that saint, who, when it

was a living body, exposed it to public view.

But these good fathers are not the only pre-

tenders to these holy saints bodies ; the »S'oc-

colanti declare they have the same at Portiun-

cule ; and the Dominicans of Bologna assert

themselves possessors of the body of their own

founder.

From hence we went to Portiuncule, a chapel

of the Virgin, and so to mount Alverno, where

we had a view of the broken rocks, cleft as

they told us by the earthquake at the crucifixion

of our Saviour, with the impression made by

the body of St. Francis to avoid the devil, who

was coming to throw him down the precipice.

Thence we took our religious journey to Fa-

lombrosa, chosen by St. John Gualbert for his

retirement among vast woods of pine, where

now is a very famous abbey, built in a most
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magnificent manner, and where the monks lead

a very pleasant and commodious life ; varying

the pleasure by exchanging now and then with

the monks of Florence.

From this place we went to the holy desart,

or to Camaldule, there is a monastery of monks
built on the middle of the hill, where as they

had a noble revenue, so they were much more

hospitable than in the other convents we met

with, nor were they so much fallen from their

first institution. Here we rested a day or two,

being sufficiently fatigued with the two or three

last day's journeys among the Appewihics^ and

being then refreshed, the cardinal, at the de-

sire of his niece informed the monks that he

designed the next day to go to the holi/ desart ;

upon which they called us up in the morning

by five o'clock, and made us sit down to eat at

six, assuring us, that without thus fortifying

our stomachs we should not be able to support

the sharpness of the air in the ascent ; since we
were to clamber upon foot through the snow

for six miles together.

The cardinal would fain have dissuaded his

niece from so great a fatigue, but she would

not hear anything of the matter, so he ordered

three of his retinue to attend, and carry his

niece by turns, who bore me in her arms, not

caring to venture to leave me behind her in

the monastery. Having eaten our repast, of
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which my mistress was sure to give me my
share, we left the monastery about seven, and

compassing always the mountain, we struggled

towards the top, through a perpetual forest^of

fir-trees. One inconvenience was, that these

rocks were full of springs, whose little streams

disperse themselves all over the paths we were

to pass ; and these several rivulets meeting

sometimes formed a torrent, which we went

over, on fir-trees for bridges. The cardinal,

who was pretty old, and soon tired with the diffi-

culty of the way, was fain to have one of my
mistresses attendants to hold him up and assist

him.

About noon we got to the top of the moun-

tain, where it is so cold, that when it rains be-

neath, it always snows there, which then was

so high, that at a distance we could only dis-

cover the spire of the church, and the tiles of

the cells. There were about sixty of them

twenty paces distant each from the other ; and

every one has several rooms, and a garden.

Among the rest there was one of a venerable

hermit, who they assured us had not stirred

from thence these forty years, and still lived

there in perpetual silence, they put his food

in to him by a little window, and which he took

with a great deal of moderation and temper-

ance, insomuch, that he was there looked on as

a saint.
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This reputation of the hermit was sufficient

to raise the curiosity or devotion of Donna An-

gela to such a degree, that nothing could sa-

tisfy her but a sight of him, and the hearing

him speak. The difficulty was urged, but the

authority of a cardinal was sufficient to break

through common obstacles, and so we were

admitted to his cell ; and the cardinal, urging

his power, prevailed with him to hear and

answerj his discourse. Ottohoni was a Ve-

netian by birth, a people not very famous for

all the nicest and severest sentiments of religion.

He was besides a man, who had been so conver-

sant in the court of Rome, that devotion had

no great root in his heart. He was a cardinal,

and that showed him to be a man of interest, in

which he was more skilled, than in the sour

precepts of tlie melancholy recluses. With all

these qualifications, after his niece had knelt

down, and received the hermit's blessing, he

thus addressed himself to him.

" Holy father, (said he) what I shall say is not

" to condemn the pious institutions of our an-

" cestors, and saints received into the canon of

" the church. But the great reputation you
" have got by secluding yourselfso many years

" from the world, makes me desirous to know
** not only your motives for so severe a retreat,

" but even your reasons, which ought to justify
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'• a thing, which perhaps has not the best foun-

" dation in nature.

*' Let us look into the origin and nature of

" mankind, and we shall easily find, that man
" was formed by the divine architect a sociable

*' creature ; nay, he has placed man in such a

" condition, that he can be neither safe nor

" happy without the benefits of civil society.

" Nor could you even in this terrible solitude

" live either securely, or at all, without the

" defence of the state where you live, and the

" assistance of the monastery of Camaldulc,

" which sends you provision for your very sub-

*' sistance, so weak and so inconsiderable is one
" single man quitting the advantages of hu-

" man society. God has given us tongues, and

" language to make use of, to the better com-
" fort and preservation of this civil society,

" for which he made us ; now you, by a sort of

" presumption, reject the happy gift, and con-

" demn yourself to the curse of dumbness, as

*' a thing more pleasing to the author of speech.

" Society being thus plainly the end of God
" in our creation, those virtues which contri-

" bute most to that end must be most valuable

" and beloved by his holy and sacred wisdom;
" but a recluse life, by a selfish sort of avarice,

" draws all considerations to yourself, and ba-

" nishes all thoughts of the benefits of civil life,
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" as less agreeable to God : for take your her-

*' mitical life in the best sense, it can only reach

" to your 'own advantage, in fencing you from

" those fatigues and terrible trials which men
" in the world are obliged to encounter, and
" the victory, over which, must be much more
" great and glorious, because undergone for

" the good of mankind, and in pursuit of that

" end, for which all men were born. While
" you, remote from care and danger, pass an

" idle, and supine life, wholly directed to your

" own benefit, and like a coward run out of

" the warfare of the world to secure a fastness

*' against the invasions and assaults of the ene-

" my. Should this distemper and pusillanimity

" spread, it must bring all mankind in con-

" fusion, to a period in one age ; and that,

" whose consequence must be destructive, and

" whose very being is so opposite to the public

" good and security, can never, in my opinion,

" be a virtue in itself.

" There seems a prevailing error in all things

" of this nature, that we are only born for our-

" selves, whereas there is no man in the world,

*' that considers his duty, but will find, that he

" is born a member of society, and therefore,

" that his duty reaches to others."

The cardinal had not long done, but the her-

mit, making a dutiful bow, with a grave and

modest aspect thus endeavoured to answer what

the cardinal had urged.
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CHAPTER IV.

The hermifs defence of solitude.

Though I have not spoken to anyone of hu-

man race these forty years, yet, since obedience

is better than sacrifice, I shall not dispute a

command which is imposed by one of the sa-

cred purple, whose authority has made me break

that silence, which has so long preserved my
tranquillity, to return to the use of speech, which

1 am afraid I shall scarce discharge without some

of those vanities and passions, that usually ac-

company the use of the tongue.

Your charge, my lord, if I take it right, is

contained under these following heads :

I. That all men being born for society, those

virtues which tend to the preservation and ser-

vice of that society, are preferable to those, which

we only imagine in solitude.

II. That God has given us language, for the

use and promotion of this society, but this vo-

luntary abdication of speech seems impious and

presumptuous, in rejecting a gift of God as evil,

or useless.

III. That as no man is born for himself, so

every man has an incumbent and indispen-

sible duty to common society ; but solitude

disclaims this duty, and prefers the private to
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tlie public, contrary to the received maxim
of morality, which prefers the public to the

private.

IV. That it is a sort of cowardice to fly out of

the field of battle, and remove from the warfare

of the world, to retrench ourselves in fortifica-

tions inaccessible to the enemy.

V. That if this zeal for solitude should pre-

vail, it would put an end to society and man-
kind Jn one age, and destroy the aim of God
in the creation ; and, therefore, that what has

a consequence so impious can never in itself be

good or justifiable.

I hope, my lord, I have put your arguments in

their full force, and not abated the least edge

of your reasoning. Now, therefore, permit me
to answer to the charge, and acquit my profes-

sion from those evils your excellence is pleased,

for the sake of argument, to load us withal.

(1.) I therefore allow that the virtues that

contribute to the service and good of mankind,

and are fairly directed to the happy and just

administration of human society, are as far

above those virtues that reach only particulars,

as the general exceeds the particular. In this

] absolutely allow, that he, who employs his

time and fatigue for the benefit of the public,

is infinitely preferable to him, who in the calms

of solitude seeks only his own welfare. You
have it therefore, my lord, granted you, that
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the virtues of society are preferable to those

of solitude ; but, my lord, this is no proof at

all of the preeminence of those busy men,

who for their own interest and advantage

thrust themselves into the administration of hu-

man affairs, and yet have nothing less, in their

eyes than the good of the people who are

under their care.

Government, my lord, was made for the

easy and happy living of each community un-

der such laws, as by mutual compact they

had agreed to, for their mutual security in their

liberty and property. Whence it is plain,

that the magistrates were made for the sake of

the governed: fort he rights ofthe people being

allowed to be the end of all human society, the

end must, certainly, be more excellent, than

the means, and consequently the governed, than

the governor. But to take a view of the world at

this present time we shall find all, or at least the

chief ends of society destroyed, and rapine and

oppression spread over the face of the earth.

Princes take their people for slaves and their

venal property, whom they may use as they

think fit, spoil and sacrifice for their honor,

that is, their ambition, as they please, and this

they pretend to establish on a divine right as

if the Eternal Cause, who is no respector of

persons, made millions for the humor and whim

of one man, whom yet he has not endowed
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with more senses, religion, wisdom, knowledge^

or virtue, than the rest.

Where yet the weak remains of liberty are

found, (liberty the native right of all the images

of God) you ^n^ faction,passion, self-interest, sor-

did gain triumph over right andjustice, public

good, and liberty itself, whose glorious principles

they profess, to get that popularity which may ena-

ble them to destroy the very pri nciples they pretend

to. I am myself, one of the family of the Passi,

great opposers of the greatness ofthe house oiMe-
dici, whose power at last suppressed the liberty of

Florence. The factions of this city, my lord, were

arrived to that height, that neither party, consi-

dered in their public transactions what was

really for the public good, but what was

so far plausible, as might promote their own
party and defeat their antagonists, and it was

sufficient to disappoint the most beneficial de-

signs for their country, to have them proposed

by the party that was weakest. Nay, to get pro-

selites, our Florentines, so jealous of their honor,

have not scrupled to prostitute their own wives.

But to go from the supreme directors of

states whether monarchick or republican, let us

take a view of the great, yet inferior, admi-

nister of nations. Instead of correcting the

oppressions of their masters, and advising

them for the good of their people, whose hap-

piness and rights are committed to their

Vol. II. S
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charge to preserve, not destroy; instead of in-

forming him of the true state of affairs, and the

grievances of the people, their only care is to

increase their own power and riches, without

any regard to the prince, or the subject, but

what is necessary to keep them from the ven-

geance of an enraged multitude, or the nearer

discovery and resentment of the prince. How
hard will it be, my lord, to find a minister of

state, at least in Italy^ that so much as thinks,

or has really any notion, of the public good, or

the service of his prince ? To see the fields un-

cultivated, and cities desolate, and the remain-

ing people ghosts not men, perpetually groan-

ing under oppression, touches them not, they

believe they deserve no better, while they arro-

gate to themselves a sort of superiority of kind,

and add to their luxury from the sweat of the

poor wretches they make so.

Sure, my lord, your excellence will not in-

sist, that any of these sort of friends have any

right to claim the best share of political virtue ;

while they are the destroyers of all the benefac-

tors to it, as they ought ; when they are the

executioners not preservers of the people ?

Thus your excellency will gain nothing by

my concession of the preference of political,

to economical virtues ; since none of these

are to be found in them, and we hope we are

not wholly destitute of these. It is better to
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enjoy a private honesly, than aim at a public

villauy. It is better in a public desolation to

fly to the nearest place of safety myself, than to

run into the common destruction without being

able to prevent or delay it.

Your exc€llenc2/*s second argument is, that

God has given us language for the promotion of

this society, hut the voluntary abdication ofspeech

seems impious and presumptuous, in rejecting

the gift of God as evil or unuscful.

I will not, my lord, mention the great es-

teem silence has been in among the wisest of

the ancients, the hieroglyphics of the Egyptians,

or the precepts of Pythagoras, because those

may be questionable authorities. I shall only,

therefore, answer for my practice by reason.

It is granted, my lord, that speech is a gift of

God, and useful to human society ; but so is the

sun, my lord, yet no man was ever thought

impious for seeking the shelter of the shade,

from its scorching beams. The tongue is given

by God for benefit of society, yet where there

is no society, it can be no crime to be silent

;

else we must be obliged, in a solitary walk

by ourselves in the fields to exercise it to no

purpose, now my lord, a solitary walk was

never yet thought a crime against human
society, and our*s is but such lengthened out

into years. Language I have allowed to be

the gift of God, but God has not so dispersed

s 2
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his gifts, as to secure them from an abuse :

and that of the tongue my lord, is not only a

thousand times inveighed against in the holy

scriptures and fathers, but is observable in

every company almost, that you come in. Take

away vanity, pride, calumny, railing, prophane-

ness, obscenity, and the other vices of conver-

sation, and how little real use will you find of

the tongue ; and even then how few make use

of it to the end designed. Though the tongue

be a gift of God, yet nobody was ever yet so

wild to imagine, that we ought always to speak,

for that would not only be against all maxims

of wisdom, but would really introduce a new,

and more troublesome Babel, and confusion,

where all would be speakers, and no hearers,

even worse than perpetual silence, since by mo-

tions and gestures we may be understood, but

by the other not at all. Hence it is plain, that

every man is to judge when he is to speak and

when to hold is tongue, that is, when silence is to

be observed, and when to be broken ; but when

a man acts according to the decision of his

judgment in this particular, he cannot be con-

demned of a crime. The scripture tells us,

that if our eye offends us we must pluck it out :

and yet the eye is as great a gift of God as the

tongue, yet submitted to be destroyed by us ac-

cording to our own judgment.

In this solitude we have no need of discourse

and by avoiding that, we avoid backbiting, slan-
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der, and idle works, which interrupt contem-

plation, and injure our souls. We have there-

fore, in this only followed the rule of the scrip-

ture, already quoted, which I hope will be justi-

fication enough of our silence, to your excellence,

since we despise not the gift of God, but only

use it not, for fear of the abuse into which our

frailties are apt to throw it.

Your excellency's third argument is, that as

no man is bornfor himself alone, so every man

has an incumbent, and indispensible duty to

common society : but solitude disclaims this du-

ty, and prefers the private to the public, contrary

to the'received maxims of morality, which pre-

fers the public to the private.

My lord, I grant that no man is born for

himself only ; but I deny, that solitude dis-

claims the indispensible duty of common so-

ciety, which being denied, the rest of your

excellency's argument falls to the ground.

If by our duty to common society, is meant,

that every man is obliged to have a hand in

the management of public affairs, it is most

evidently erroneous, for that is no where now

practised, nor is it almost possible in a state of

any bigness. Such an opinion must produce

only anarchy and confusion, which are cer-

tainly destructive to human society, but this

duty, in particular or private persons, must

be no more than a peacable subjection to the

laws, and the doing all the good we can to
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our neighbour without injury to ourselves.

Now, my lord, the solitude that we make

choice of, is within the compass of human so-

ciety; it is subordinate to the government that

allows and protects us, and we do what good to

our neighbour we can with our prayers, which

only are in our power. It is seldom minded

where beggars resort, whether in woods or high-

ways, in streets or in solitude. The state ex-

pects no more service of them than the protec-

tion it gives them. We are, my lord, beggars,

and live here on the charity of our founders ; we

are incapable of serving the public, and may
-well, therefore, be allowed to retreat to ourselves

alone and our God, the cause and end of our

being, and seek in him that peace and happi-

ness which we could no where find in the world,

as long as we are obedient to the laws, and in-

jurious to none, but wellwishers to all.

The third objection is, That it is a sort of cow-

ardice tojiy out of thefield of battle^ to intrench

ourselves infortifications inaccessible to the enemy.

My lord, I hope it will rather look like a pru-

dent conduct, than cowardice, to retreat from

an enemy that has too often been too hard for us

in the open field, and to seek our defence in

fastnesses that are not so easily approachable.

It would be the highest temerity imaginable in

me to venture into the field, and bid defiance to

an enemy that is so advantageously posted, and

has so very good a correspondence in my own
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camp : no ; it is more like a wise general of

overharassed, routed, and weakened troops, to

make a fair retreat to some eminence of difficult

access, where the victorious foe cannot bring up

all its train of artillery against us, nor take ad-

vantage of the treachery of the traitors within.

Here, my lord, ambition, hope, desire, and lust,

have no way to betray us, who are dead to our

passions, and every day waiting the death of our

bodies, to be dissolved and be with Christ.

Bubbles iu all our past stock, we are willing to

manage well the last stake, on which the success

of the whole game depends. Nor are we here

so secure, but that, alas ! we often find the un-

dermining of the subtle foe, and have many ter-

rible bickerings in our countermises to beat him

out of our trenches. Our retreat, tlierefore, is

prudence, and not cowardice ; and by conse-

quence a virtue, not a vice.

The hypothetical fear of this zeal prevailing,

my lord, to the destruction of society, I am
afraid is too pleasant to challenge an answer.

The world has too many charms, and our pas-

sions too great a prevalence, to suppose any pro-

bability of so total a defection from the world,

the flesh, and the devil ; to imagine that we

should have many proselytes ; the provision is

too small to furnish many, and impossible to

subsist all mankind. But this I assure your

excellency, whenever there is any danger of

this, if it happen in my time, I will be the first
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that shall quit my retreat for the world, to pre-

serve that society which was falling on so extra-

ordinary an occasion. I persuade myself, that

your excellency threw in this fifth argument as

sufficient, not to lay any stress on its force.

Having thus, I hope, fully answered your ob-

jections against our happy and singular solitude,

I hope you will give me leave to take a view of

both states, and see which is most worthy of a

rational man, and then submit to your excel-

lency's determination the justice of the cause.

CHAPTER V.

A continuation of the hermifs harangue against the

world, and in defence of solitude, being a general

satire on the several states and pleasures of life.

Ah ! my lord, the life of the world is but a

wretched stage, whose whole business is merely

to support itself. The men of the world pray,

cringe, lie, flatter, swear and forswear, murder,

cheat, and perpetrate all the villanies in nature,

merely and purely to prolong a wretched servile

life, without the use of reason or benefit of

living. The soldier wades through seas of blood

and death only to continue life in toils, devasta-

tions, hardships, hazard, and brutal want of

thought. The merchant ventures through rocks
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and quicksands in the pursuit of that gold uhich,

^vhen obtained, he wants soul to enjoy and judg-

ment to use. The lawyer deals in perjuries aud

forgeries to feed a noisy, bawling life. Man
turns a spaniel, fawns on fools and rascals, only

to fill his craving paunch, to drink and sleep.

And so through all degrees, each struggles to

maintain that life he knows not how to make
his advantage of, or to distinguish from a brute's.

My lord, I have run through most stations of

life, and cannot find any one worth the ambition

of a man of sense, not to say a man of religion.

Reason distinguishes man from beast, but when

a man relinquishes reason in his conduct, no-

thing but the form of man remains, and he is

only a brute erect. Why then should a man,

who knows that reason and justice has long

since forsaken the world, pursue either happi-

ness or peace, where those foundations of them

are no more ?

The prince's vices raise men, not his virtues
;

power is got drunk, and orders things so madly,

that men thrive now by their vices, not their

virtues ; nor is it now how innocent you are, or

how guilty, but how much, or how little money
you have. Small faults are villanies, but excess

makes them virtues : thus the little pad is

hanged for taking your purse, and the lawyer

grows a judge by robbing whole estates. The
courtier, on your counsel, looks not on your
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merit, or the goodness of your cause, but on

your gold. If your purse be weak, in vain is your

merit great or your cause right : for desert and

a good cause, without money, is the torpedo of

the tongue ; but let your merit be small, your

cause bad, and your purse strong, preferment

and victory are your own.

What path, what station of life would you

take, to give me a proof that man, rational man,

pursues reason ? There is an universal taint in

the kind, and there is no way of being free from

the infection but by quitting society.

The fundamental rights, the foundations of

that happiness for which society is valuable, are

dissolved—vanished—dead. Security, liberty,

and property are no more ; the people, for whose

sakes government was erected, have now no

benefit by it, and those are only the happiest

that are the least slaves. Let us go to Venice,

my lord, your excellency's country, and see

what their boasted liberty is, and we shall find

it confined to a few, who lord it over the many
in so exorbitant a manner, that must have de-

peopled their dominions long since, had not

fortune placed them in the midst of greater

tyrants.

Can a man of reason bear with patience to see

his fellow-creatures, the equal images of God,

trampled under foot, and put on an equal level

with brutes ? And yet it will be hard to find a

'
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state that does not this with the many, who
ought always to be the chief object and care of

government. What man of reason can bear to

see a dropsical, paralitic, drunken, murderer,

assume the title of a god, placing himself on a

level with Omnipotence, when he has neither the

honor, justice, understanding, nor sense of a

man ? Nay ; and to hear rational men pleading

for the preeminence of servitude, and that it is

our duties to be beasts of burden.

Go from the heads to ihe ministers, and find

me one in ten thousand that have honor, ho-

nesty, understanding, justice, or generosity.

They tell us indeed, that the old Noblemen were

wise, brave, generous, hospitable, just, and good,

but the truth of the assertion we must not bring

to the test of our times, when they are either

slaves to avarice, like cunning traders, or like

loose bullies, squandering their substance pro-

fusely on fools, knaves, and their own vices, or

penuriously and scandalously griping all they

can lay hold of. All thoughts of public good is

laughed at that comes athwart their private gain,

to which they blindly offer every thing that

ought to be valued by them—friends, children,

parents; all ties of honor, honesty, and religion.

They use men as their fools and property,

throwing false hopes and flattering smiles around

them, to cram their levees with the shoals of

gudgeons that crowd each day to nibble at the
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bait, which, like the fruit of Tantalus, they see,

still fly from pursuing- mouths. Merit they let

starve, while fools enjoy their smiles. Or if by

wonderous chance tliey grow familiar with needy

worth, even in their bosoms, they let it live on

hope and trifling toys, while their pert, saucy,

and senseless menials thrive, and get prefer-

ments more substantial from them. They ge-

nerally make use of privileges and titles to evade

the sacred ties of common honesty, swelling

upon the spoils of trusting bankrupts, robbing

the industrious toil of the poor trader. Or if

they pay their debts, it is because they think it

popular, not because it is just ; besides, they sell

the public, and may well aflbrd it, bartering the

prince's places and his trusts, with any fool or

knave, for guilty gold : or if without a bribe

they do a favor, they clog it so with fawning

and attendance, with such a long idolatry of

body, that men of sense cannot pay the vile ex-

tortion. Dull, slavish souls indeed, unthrifts of

time, that, kicked like spaniels, will fawn on

them still, and by importunity and impudence

of bearing, wrest from them what they would

have, and use the benefit like knaves, which they

got like fools.

Pass, my lord, from these great ones to the

bulk of mankind, and what a medley do we find,

a perfect farce, or like sick men's dreams, with-

out order or connexion. Formality and busi-
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ness in every man's face, bnt neither thought

nor reason in their conduct or conversation.

Here you see a pert sot reading news, letters,

and verses in the street to contradict iiis dis-

course, by an unseasonable proof of his reading.

There a gay fop, rattling along in his chariot,

prouder of the beauty of his livery and equipage

than of his own understanding. There a cracked

semptress, dressed like a lady's daughter. Here

an ostler's son, with his sword by his side, like a

gentleman ; and there a man of birth, in a tat-

tered coat and out at heels. Here rides an ig-

norant empiric in velvet, and there trudges a

learned man on foot, up to the knees in dirt.

All hats fly off to that fool in ofiice,while that man
of sense is jostled by the porters and footmen.

AVho can endure to hear that rascal called a man
of honor, because he dares fight in vindication

of a villany ? Or that usurer called a prudent,

industrious man, because, from a bare-footed

vagabond, he has got a vast estate, by squeezing

the needy and imposing on the ignorant.

Trust not to wit, it may introduce you indeed

to the fair and the great, but it is only for a

laugh—no more ; never thought of, but when
present, nor then for your sake, but their own ;

you are not regarded for the diversion you give.

But if you would pass successfully and effectu-

ally to the fair and great, you must game ; that

brings the lacquey to the board with kings and
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queens ; if you lose, you oblige whh your money,

but if you win you command with your fortune,

the lord is your humble servant, and the lady

what you please.

Is there anything so contrary to good sense,

and so thoroughly ridiculous, as to see a man of

fortune and quality raking and scraping together

immense sums of money, by the oppression of

the poor, and the betraying his prince and coun-

try, when he has not the soul to use what he has

already, and must lose the whole as soon as

ready death intercepts his lunatic hopes and

desires, or the destruction of that country he has

sold, has subjected it to the enemy ? They must

be looked on as a sort of madmen, and ought to

be confined in close rooms ; for they act without

aim, and fatigue themselves day and night for

heaps of wealth they know not who shall enjoy.

Is there anything more ridiculous, except the

former, than to see a man, who ought to follow

reason, running night and day after a drab, that

values him no more than she does sense and

understanding, and still pursuing the same game

after he has found out his folly ? He that places

his happiness in woman builds on quicksands,

and never can find rest or satisfaction : his days

are haunted with noise, and his nights with

fears, and diseases and poverty are the quarries

he must hope for.

What can I say of ambition, that avarice of
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glory or power, the former more excusable than

the latter, since the public may be benefited by

the former, but himself only by the latter. To

see men of gravity and years caballing, watch-

ing whole nights in countermining an opposite,

betraying all the laws of right and wrong

merely for a place depending on the prince or

the people, both whose favors are fickle, and

frail, and of a day, when they are gained by

cunning and trick, not by merit.

My lord, I should be tedious to take a full

view of the very ridiculous face of the world

in all their preposterous cares, by which they

banish the happiness they pretend to pursue,

and which are not worthy a man of honor or

sense. But if we look on these things with a

religious eye, they then present a terrible pros-

pect, and would tempt a man to think that

hell was broke loose, and that there could be

no greater devils, than are now in possession

of the world. Nay, they in some measure ex-

ceed the wickedness of the devils themselves ;

they know and tremble at the being of God,

these scoff and laugh the notion of a deity

quite out of the world. Nay, having quitted

reason in the whole conduct of their lives,

they will shake hands with a fool in their

opinions, lest they should destroy their aims

and foolish desires. Thus they will rather be

guilty of so monstrous an absurdity as the at-
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tributing the rise of order to chance, than allow

it the work of an omnipotent, all-wise, all-just,

and all-good Creator. While they insist that

nothing can come of nothing, they would allow

the formation of all things to nothing, for

chance is nothing, it has no being, and by

consequence must be nothing, and wholly de-

pending on causes and beings preexistent to

itself, and nothing akin to it. Thus they

would cover one absurdity with another, while

they hide and shelter their wicked and irra-

tional actions under wicked and irrational prin-

ciples, fond of fatigue and trouble, and averse

to happiness and ease.

Quitting now this lake of Sodom, the world,

let us lift up our thoughts to objects worthier

a man of reason and religion, for he who pre-

tends to reason and yet would disclaim reli-

gion, is a cheat, being equally destitute of both.

Like men escaped from a storm we behold from

the secure beach, the wrecks, the boisterous

waves, and the tost vessels, blessing heaven for

our deliverance from a tempest in which we see

so many perish, averse even to the shore that

should save them.

Here we have objects capable of employing

our thoughts and contemplation perpetually

without satiety ; when infinity is the conside-

ration we can never want motives of wonder

or desire, that which fills up the happiness of
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all eternity is sufficient to overfill the most

exalted and most capacious soul in this frail

flesh. Oh ! Infinite goodness whether we con-

template thee in all the myriads, thou and

omnipotence have produced, of living beings

capable of thy everlasting' blessings : or whe-

ther we go further and admire thee in the re-

establishing the lost race and setting open the

gates of Heaven, at the same time that the sins

of man shut those of Paradise. Whether we

view thee in the stupendous economy of the

world, in thy wonders through all the vast ex-

panse, numberless and endless in thy glory

and thy power ; or whether we contemplate

thee in thy wonderful dispensations to man-

kind ; the meditation perpetually fills the soul

with a pleasure proportioned to the vastness of

our wishes and desires, for proceeding from

omnipotence, nothing else can be able to give

us true, sincere, and perfect satisfaction, and di-

vine pleasure, but omnipotence itself; to which

I recommend your excellence, with my humble

desire that you permit me to return to that

holy silence, to which I owe joys so sublime

that no earthly consideration can compensate

the loss of.

The cardinal seemed a little uneasy and sha-

grined at the bold truths which the hermit

had uttered, but though his conscience was a

little wounded, yet returning from the holy

Vol. II. T
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desart and coming to the warm monastery, re-

stored liim to his former follies and cardinalish

principles and conduct. Donna Angela^ -who

hoped to have heard from him some legend of

St. Romualdus, was terribly disappointed when

none of the saints nor the Virgin herself had

any share of his discourse.

CHAPTER VI.

Of the cardinaVs return to Foligni, his passing the

Appennines and arrival at Loretto, andhis Journey

thence to Ferrara ; the miraculous conception of a

Venetian woman, told Donna Angela 6?/ a priest on

the road.

Being refreshed at the monastery Donna Angela

prevailed that we might return the same way

we came, that she might again hear the legends

of Valomhrosa and Alverne. The cardinal, in

compliance with her desire, went back the same

way, and visited the same places, and from

Mount Alverne went down the other side of

the Appennines and passing through Fossom-

ferowe and Urbano, we came to Fano, a pretty

city on the Adriatic. Being come thither and

refreshed ourselves, the cardinal's calashes and

ecjuipage that were left at Foligni met us.
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Going- out of town we had not travelled far

but we discovered a troop of people dressed

in a comical manner and mounted as pleasantly.

They proved to be pilgrims going- from Bologna

to Loretto, about fifty riding on asses, a way

of travelling much used in the Marca di An-

cona. They were all in their pilgrims' weeds,

an ash grey colored large linen vest, by their

girdles a large pair of beads, on their breasts

their scuola, and in their hands their staves,

blessed by the curate of their several parishes.

But proceeding a little farther we came up

with about twenty calashes of ladies or she-

pilgrims, all relations or mistresses of the for-

mer troop of male-pilgrims. They were all

richly dressed, gay and airy, with little pil-

grims* staves of gold, silver, or ivory, fiistened

to the body of their gowns and powdered over

with pearls and diamonds ; some were composed

of orange-flow ers, others of the artificial flowers

of Bologna ; others had crammed the curious

work of years into that little compass.

Being come to our first stage Donna Aiigela^

immediately struck with this devotion, desired

to dine with the he and she-pilgrims: but

finding their discourse run all on their mis-

tresses staves and gaieties, little suiting the

occasion, she expressed her dissatisfaction to a

pilgrim, that applied his discourse to her, which

was w holly on the miraculous house of LorettOy

T 2
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how it was borne from the Holy land by angels,

first into Dalmalia, then into anotlier place in

Itali/, and lastly fixed where it was by divine

hands ; and a thousand strange miracles per-

formed by the holy chapel. To Angela s com-

plaint he replied,

—

That they were most of the

men and ladies of quality of Bologna, that at

times of repast they were allowed to divert them-

selves^ hut that all was as innocent as free.

This pilgrim., who was a Bolognian earl^

took a mighty fancy to the simplicity of Donna

Angela^ which increased by the continual con-

verse he had with her to Loretto and in that

place. The more to ingratiate himself, he as-

sured her he was a priest, but that in honor

to the pilgrimage he had quitted his habit for

that of a pilgrim of Loretto, From whence, he

told her, he designed to go to Venice to see

some relations who lived in that city.

It was an odd undertaking for this priest, or

pretended priest, to attack the virtue and chas-

tity of a cardinal's niece then actually under

his protection
;
yet industry and a little religion

were great helps to his success, which he

accomplished in a little time after our arrival at

Venice.

Being come to Loretto Donna Angela per-

formed all her devotions and visited the holy

chapel in all the formalities of the most super-

stitious bigotry.
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Our stay at Loretto was not long enough

for me to make any fresh discoveries of the

folly of the people, or the knavery of the

priests, who are fond enongh of such pilgrims,

but sufficiently rude and cruel to those who are

poor and depend on their charity. They take

it to be a sort of interloping on them when any

one pretends to charity but themselves. But

these things are known to every one.

The cardinal having done his business at

Loretto^ and his niece her devotions, we set

out for VeJiice with this good father in our

retinue, who rode by the calash which carried

Donna Angela, and entertained her with stories

of saints and wonderful miracles. Among the

rest he said, a pious relation of his in Venice,

mIio had long borne great devotion to the Virgin,

and continued in honor of her, a maid, had a

desire, seeing the corruption of the world, that

she might have a child by some miraculous

means, without the help of a man, who by con-

sequence not being born of corrupt seed, might

be a medium of recalling the depravity of

mankind from their wicked ways, and restoring

the pure worship of the Virgin and all the

lioly saints, especially to recall Venice from

that supinity, in, and almost disbelief of, all re-

ligion, which now reigns in that city. This

pious good woman made use of the prayers of

good St. Bridget, which if you say thirty days
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together yon infallibly obtain whatsoever you

demand ; by which means and the peculiar

favor of the virgin, the angel Gabriel was sent

to her and got her with child, of which she

was no sooner brought to bed but the child

spoke to the people, and threatened great judg-

ments if they continued in their wickedness ;

but the good people that were at the labor,

considering the severity of the government of

Venice, advised a perpetual silence of this mi-

racle till the child came of age sufficient to exe-

cute the message he was sent on. So the boy

was immediately conveyed out to nurse, and

the mother arose from her bed as well and un-

concerned as if she had never had a child, and

yet continues a zealous worshipper of the Virgin

that had allowed her a favor so peculiar.

The cunning impostor preached not to the

deaf; for the innocent Angela not only believed

him, but struck with the singularity and

novelty of the miracle, began to hope for a like

celestial amour, since she had found so much
falsehood in her earthly gallant. The credulity

of superstition and bigotry is incredible, and

it is impossible to invent anything so monstrous,

and impossible, which will not seem extremely-

probable and likely when viewed with eyes de-

luded by those follies.

Angela asked whether this lady was alive

and whether it was possible to have a itw
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words with her about a miracle so extraordi-

nary, which had moved both her curiosity and

admiration.

Madam, said the priest, I am unwilhng to

tell you a lie, and yet I see a great inconve-

nience in answering truly. Should 1 tell you

she was dead I should act with more prudence,

though I told you a falsity, because she really is

alive, and happy in daily conversation with the

angels and saints. But then on the other hand

should I tell you, that you may see her and con-

verse with her, I betray my trust, since if it

should be known to the magistrates, who are

all wicked men, or even to my lord cardinal

your uncle, who out of want of faith or curiosity,

not devotion, should inquire into it, it would be

displeasing to the Virgin, to the last degree,

and sufficient to put both her and myself out of

her favor. I would. Madam, with all my heart,

comply with your desires, since 1 believe them

founded on faith and devotion, but I am not

willing to run too desperate a hazard of offend-

ing the glorious Virgin, who alone worketh

great miracles, and is the gate of heaven, by

exposing her handmaid to the insults of infidels,

before the time allotted for her appearance with

her son.

This cunning discourse raised Donna Ange-

la's desires to a yet greater pitch, and made her

assure him, that if he would comply with her
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in that particular she would keep it a secret

from all men, and particularly from her uncle,

and to this she invoked the Virgin to witness

and deal with her as she discharged her engage-

ment

But, Madam, (pursued he) not only not to

speak of this is sufficient in so weighty an affair,

but there must be caution used even in the in-

terview
; you will be watched, you are a lady

of too great a figure not to be observed, and

an eye kept on your motions wherever you

go, now the danger is near equal, whether

the discovery be made by our tongue, or our

conduct.

1 am willing, (replied Angela) to do anything

you can in reason desire, to obtain so singular

a happiness; and if you will instruct me how I

shall behave myself, under your holy conduct,

I hope I may merit the service.

Well, Madam, (returned the priest) I cannot

determine much on the matter at present, but

I will consult the blessed woman, and as she di-

rects I shall do. You shall see me in St .Mark's,

at high mass every Sunday, and if in any

disguise you will come thither the first Sunday

after your arrival, I will inform you of what

progress I have made in the satisfaction of your

wishes.

Donna Angela was infinitely satisfied at what

Mas passed, and nothing could now please her
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but an angel for her husband. Being- come to

Ferrara, the priest took his leave, but not with-

out her putting him in mind of his promise,

and his assurance of not forgetting- it. The

cardinal had some affairs to despatch of the pope

in this city, and so staid there some days ; but

the supposed priest went directly forFewice.

CHAPTER VII.

The cardinal's arrival at Venice; the adventure of
Donna Angela io?//t a priest y whom she tookfor the

angel Gabriel.

After more than a forniglit's delay, the car-

dinal set out for Veniceio the satisfaction of his

niece, who was sufficiently impatient to see and

experience the wonders she hoped to find real

in her own person. She thought and dreamed

of nothing else, for she in her sleep would often

caress me, and cry out, O / holy angel, thy

handmaidis not worthy of this honor.

Being come to Venice, and fixed in a palace

of the Oltoboni, Donna Angela was at a loss

how to contrive her meeting of the priest, but

woman's wit seldom fails them, at a dead lift,

though they be ever so silly in all things besides.
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She made an excuse for going to see a sick rela-

tion, muffled up in her veil, attended only by

one maid. As she passed by the church of St.

Mark she pretended that she would go in and

hear mass.

The priest had heard of the cardinal's arrival,

and therefore was ready just within the door

;

Angelas eyes were about her to see for her

guide, and both being diligent in the same

matter they soon came to meet ; but the priest,

observing her maid, said nothing to her, but

gave her a note with order to burn it as soon as

she had read it, and punctually to observe the

directions he had given her in it.

The priest passed away, and Donna Angela

burnt with desire of reading the billet, which

contained the sum of all her present desires.

Having made her visit, heard her mass, and

being returned home she retired to her closet

and read this note.

LETTER.

/ have^ my good daughter, been deligent in

accomplishing your wishes ; and the blessed wo-

man havingfound you a favorite of the holy

Virgin, has consented, that you shall see her,

if you nicely regard her directions ; you must

say the rosary five times a day till next Sunday,

and St, Bridget's prayers once a day, to ob-
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tain whatever you most desire^ then come alone

to St. Mark's to vespers, and I will conduct you

to her.

The rosary and St. Bridget's prayers now

took up all her time, and what she desired was

to be the mother of an angel's child, as this pe-

culiar servant of the Virgin had been. Her de-

votion for this was so much, that I had fasted

to her prayer, had I not found favor in the

eyes of her maid and the cardinal, for merit

is always dear to the great and the fair. The
Sunday comes, "she goes to the sacrament, and

afterwards locks herself up in her closet as if to

retire all day to prayers ; where in the midst of

her devotion she put on a disguise, which before

she had procured, and under a veil goes un-

discovered to vespers at St. Mark's. Her guide

was ready, and after many by-turnings, and

passing by two or three canals, we arrived at a

very handsome house ; and conducted by the

good priest up to an apartment, where we found

on her knees before a picture of the Virgin, a

venerable though not old lady praying aloud for

the completion of her promise, in adding to

her son a help and assistant in the great work

that he teas to undertake; and that since she

had revealed to her that this young virgin should

he the vessel consecrated to this office, she begged

the hour might not be long deferred. The picture
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by some art seemed to nod a consent. Doima

Angela was not a little pleased, and surprised at

M'hat she heard and saw, hitting- so strangely

her desires, which she had not communicated

by the least word to the priest. But she did not

consider, that he had sufficiently discovered by

her earnest request to see this miraculous woman,

that she not only believed the fiction, but was

desirous of the same fate.

The pious good woman, after her prayers,

greets Donna Angela with all the holy sentences,

that could serve to raise her opinion of her, and

confirm her hypocrisy. She magnified the

wonderful power of the Virgin, and lessened the

M'onder, 'when she was capable of doing all

things by the helpof her son, who never could

deny her any thing, she asked. That the age

was now so wicked, that nothing but a very

great miracle could recover it, and save their

city from being swallowed up by the sea. /
know, my good daughter (said she) that thou art

fully sensible of this necessity, and ofthe miracle,

and thepower of the Virgin to laork it; and, there-

fore, as a reward of thy faith in her, she has

chosen thee, as an instrument of this wonderful

work, and by me tells thee thy desires are granted,

and what thou hast beeen praying for shall be

accomplished in a week. For as I was made

pregnant by the Angel Gabriel, so shah thou be

by the arch-angel Michael. But thou must in
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the meaiitime purify thy body, and thy mind :

and as thou hast to-night, attend at [the same

place, and the same good holy man shall conduct

thee to the heavenly vision, and joy that no

tongue can express, nor any mind imagine.

Then joining bands, and saying the rosary

together, and after the lady of the house had

urged the Virgin to confirm her promise to

jyonua Angela, the picture bowed, and from its

eyes and mouth darted flashes of fire, which

expired in clouds of smoke, that perfumed the

room with all the sweets of Arabia. Donna

Angela was in such a rapture, that they might

have then put an end to that farce, had the good

priest thought one enjoyment enough for his

stomach. But he liked her too well to be satis-

fied with that ,• but having thus artfully brought

her credulity to an absolute certainty, he con-

veyed her back again to the place where he met

her, and with his benediction dismissed her.

This week was the most tedious, that ever

Donna Angela had known. She numbered the

hours, and followed her prayers to such a degree,

that the cardinal was afraid devotion would

make her mad, and therefore proposed to her

to go to the opera to divert her ; that the mind

was too frail in this body to be always intent on

devotion, and should therefore be sometimes

unbent to recruit its strength, and enable it to
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return to pious duty, with greater force and

efficacy.

But the cardinal might have preached his

heart out before he could have prevailed with

her to go to an opera of the flesh, when she was

waiting for so speedy a one of the spirit. She

put the cardinal offwith indisposition, and aver-

sion to noise, and company, and such like ex-

cuses ; and retired to her closet to enjoy her

prayers, and wishes.

At last the happy day approaches, and by the

same means she had before, she got to St,

Mark's, and finding there her guide, she com-

mits herself to him, and arrives at the matron's

house, conducted up stairs, and not now into

the apartment, where she had been before, but

into a lofty chapel all adorned with pictures, at

the upper end a magnificent altar, and on it the

picture of the Virgin, on each side of which

supported by pillars, stood two marble statues

of St. Gabriel and St. Michael, the latter with

flowing loose robes, with a spear in his hands,

with which he pierced the devil, whom in a hi-

deous form he trod under his feet.

Being come to the chapel door the priest took

his leave of her, and committed her to the ma-

tron, since the mysteries, that were to be per-

formed were not for such unhallowed eyes, as

his to behold, or for any man, howsoever pious,
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to be present. So recommending himself to

her prayers, he went about liis business, with a

promise to return by the dusk of the evening to

convey the lady home again.

The priest being gone the two ladies entered

the chapel, and immediately locked fast the

door after them. Approaching the altar thus,

both knelt down, and after many tedious

prayers, they rose up, and the matron led her

to a side of the chapel, where stood a rich

couch, and by it a little bath, which she assured

her was holy water, consecrated by St. Michael

himself, and in which she must bathe herself

before she could be capable of his embraces.

The simple girl began to undress her, and now
all naked discovered a body, that might tempt

any angel of flesh and blood. The bath was

most odoriferous, and warm enough to instill a

sort of looseness of wishes, and appetites for the

occasion. After she had bathed a little while, the

sheet on the couch was laid open to receive her,

and dry her body, which done, as she was or-

dered to lie there '\u that posture till the ap-

proach of the angel, whose presence none was

to see but the person he favored in that man-

ner.

Thus the matron withdrawing left none but

myself and Donna Angela ; she in expectation

of the happy moment, and I to see what the end

of this farce would prove. The matron had not
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been long gone, but there was a little rumble as

of distant thunder, and immediately the room

was all filled with light, and the statue of St.

Michael flew down from the pillar, to both our

great dread and astonishment, when another

clap of thunder turned all the marble into flesh,

with eyes and hands that began to move. I fled

under the couch now for fear, and Donna An-

gela was in a trance, when the flowing garments

fell off', and delivered a man stark naked to the

view, only round his head there was a wreath of

laurel, which shone like fire, and in his hand

he still held the spear he did, when he was

marble.

In this posture he approached the couch, and

took easy possession oi Angela s person, it being

some time before her fear would suffer her to

know what she was doing, and when she carne

to herself, the joy she experienced made her

give a loose to her pleasure in the embraces of

an angel.

Some hours they passed in this amorous en-

counter, and Donna Angela by art laid fast

asleep. Then I saw them remove the whole

machine, and place it again on the pedestal, and

the pious good priest remain in his mortal state,

while the pious matron helped him to his clothes,

and being dressed retired till Angela waked.

The hour being come the matron comes in

and receives her in her arms, having first paid
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lier the respect of a consecrated vessel, now

being clothed she was led into a room where

the priest waited for her, and where she was

refreshed with a little collation, and then re-

conducted to St. Mark's as was usual.

Donna Angela, who had no aversion to the

pleasure but what she derived from her supposing

it a sin, being now freed from that fear, was

unsatisfied, that this should be the only time of

a happiness which she still more desired. She

had recommended herself to the prayers of the

matron of tlie house, for the continuance of the

fiwor, till she found herself with child, and

now forgot not to desire the priest to put her in

mind of her promise.

Having made another appointment, and parted

with the priest, she returned home in good order,

and got in undiscovered.

I was not able to bear so impious a piece of

blasphemy and prophaneness, and therefore re-

solved to undeceive the poor lady from another

abuse. Accordingly being returned to the same

scene of impiety, and Michael uow disclosed to

the view, as formerly, wilh nothing but his spear

in his hand, he having at the feet of his couch

laid it down, I leaped at his naked leg and gave

him such a squeeze that his resolution was not

able to support his angelhood under the pain,

but crying out, in a pitiful manner, endeavour-

ed to gain his spear to run me through. But

Vol. II. U
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Donna Angela finding by his voice and this ac-

tion how she had been abused, flew in his face,

and gave him such bruizes in dangerous parts,

that he fell on the couch, and roared out so loud,

that the pious matron came in, in a fright, and

left the door open. Angela had by this time got

on some of her clothes, and ran out the moment,

that the bawd came in, and I with her dmvn

stairs, and thence into the street. Angela was

in too great a fright herself to look after me too,

so that as she was taking a gondola I was whipped

up by a rogue, who made it his business to steal

and sell dogs of any curious make, and having

got me, soon brought me to the French ambas-

sador's lady, who gave him two ducats for me,

intending to carry me into France^ whither she

was going with her husband who was recalled,

as soon as the carnival was over. I was pleased,

that fortune had thus thrown me into the only

hands 1 could desire, except those of an English

ambassador returning to London, where I could

only hope the herb Sana Mente. However,

France was not out of my way, and the discove-

ries I made during my abode in that nation were

a sufficient amends for the delay of my returning

to manhood.

The confusion of the approaching carnival

was, I suppose, no small advantage to the escape

of those concerned in the affair of Donna A-
gela : for I never could hear, during my small
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stay at Venice, that they were discovered, or

brought to any punishment for so impious a

villany.

I suppose the young lady was not so fond of

making a discovery so injurious to her reputa-

tion ; or if she did, it was with so little noise,

that it reached not my lord ambassador.

CHAPTER VIII.

ji trick put upon a Frenchman by a Venetian sharper.

The adventures of Feroce and those of Don Superbo,

of Sardinia.

Though I had thus changed my quarters from

Italian to French, yet the perfections of my
person were such powerful credentials that they

recommended me in a most particular manner

to my lady ambassadress, her cousin, a young

lady of about eighteen, and my lady's principal

woman, about twenty-two, who had remaining

beauty enough to engage more hearts than one

in Venice, as is plain from the addresses of

Don Feroce and Don Saherbo, the former of

Valedolid, the latter of Sardinia, both of the

train of the Spanish ambassador to the most

Serene Republic.

I had not been long in this family before

u 2
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dinner, and before that was over there came a

poor Frenchman to speak with his excellence,

and when the table was removed he was ad-

mitted to his audience, the substance of it was

to this purpose

:

That he had been basely cheated by a Vene-

tian of above three hundred croivns, and he^

therefore^ begged his excellency to stand hisfriend

to the magistrate that he might at least have

his money again.

My good friend, said the ambassador, you

must be a little plainer in your account, you

must let me know in what manner the cheat

was committed, what witnesses you have of the

fact, and what measures you desire me to take

in order to redress your grievance.

My lord, (replied the Fre7ichman) I have not

been long come to Venice, where I had letters

of recommendation to the sign of the Sturgeon,

to take up my quarters while I staid in this

city, as a place conveniently situated for my
affairs, which obliged me often to receive and

pay away money ^ and to look to my cash. In

the same inn lodged the Italian, ^oho has done

me this wrong. He observing me frequently

counting my money in public, with a falseface

of friendship, told me,—That it was by no

means safe in this city for any man to make

so public a show of his money :

—

And there^

fore advised mc^ as my friend, whenever 1 had
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occasion to weigh my gold or tell over my silver,

I should lock myself up in my chamber, since

hy doing it so openly I exposed myself to the

tricks of the rogues of the town, who were per-

petually on the watch for prizes of that nature,

especially of strangers, whose ignorance of the

place and people might best secure them in

their robbery.

Advice that seemed so disinterested, and

from almost a perfect stranger, gave me no

small opinion of his candor and honesty, which

produced at that time my thanksfor the infor-

matio7i and afterwards an intimacy and parti-

cular friendship. He, having thus laid the

foundation of his after roguery, one day applies

himself to mefor three hundred French crowns,

which he icould pay me for in pistolets and

give me a reasonable allowa?icefor the exchange.

I told him very sincerely, that this ivas the

smallest return I could make for the favors he

had done me during the short time of our ac-

quaintance, and that therefore I would comply

with his desires as soon as he pleased. He
thanked me for my readiness to serve him, but

desired me to remember what he had told me

not long before, about keeping my money close

from the eyes of all men. Wherefore, (continued

lie) I take the securest May for both of us is to

take a gondola, in which rowing" up and down
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in the great channel, we may weigh our gold

without any one seeing us, the gondohers being

with their backs always to us.

/, talcing this proposal to he the effect of his

great caution, imtnediatelt/ complied with his

desires : the next morning therefore taking a

gondola we rowed into the Rio Grande, where

we weighed all my French crow7is with the

utmost nicety, and then put them into his purse

and thence conveyed them into his pocket, as

if thence he was draiving out the pistolets which

he was to give me in exchange ; hut hy a secret

signal given the loatermen, the hoat ^oas run

ashore near the hy-alleys and lanes, where he

soon gave me the slip, who was ignorant of

the turnings and windings. So having pursued

him in vain, I took another gondola and di-

rected him to my quarters, and examined my
landlord, hut all he could, tell jne, teas, that

he came to his house hut two days hefore me,

hut as for his name, or nohere to find him, he

knew no more than I did. This is the lohole

case, my Lord, and what I have to heg of you

is What, (interrupted the ambassador) to

show myself as great a fool as thee ?—No, no,

go and learn better how to deal with these

Venetians, nor trust them aiiy more than they

will you ; be perpetually on your guard, and

suppose yourself surrounded with pick-pockets
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and cheats, tliis Jessoii may protect you from

future mishaps, but for the past I know of no

remedy but patience.

The poor man was fain to retire with this

lecture instead of any hopes of relief.

The ambassador had some business abroad

and took his lady with him, leaving at home,

Mademoiselle Charlotte, her cousin, and La
Niuelle, her chief woman, to attend her, and me,

to comply with her desire. The ambassador

and his lady had not been long gone but Don
Feroce and Don Superbo came to make a visit,

the former to Charlotte and the latter to La

Nivelkf but finding them both together, they

sat down and on inquiry made about the news

of the town, Don Feroce gave us an account

of a considerable sum of money lost by a mag-

nifico the night before to a gamester of no great

reputation.

Gamesters in my opinion (said Don Superbo)

are the pests of a state, they destroy families

tcithout any punishment, when a rogue that

steals but a pistolette shall be condemned to

the wheel. So safe are rogues that prey on our

follies, and so unsafe are those who only thieve

to supply their necessities. How many men of

family and fortune have I known in Spain re-

duced to beggary by them, while they get respect

and esteem by the very villany they commit,

I do not justify the ill practices of the game-
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sters (assumed Don Feroce) but yet I cannot

but oppose you, when you do what is too ge-

nerally done in the world, condemn a vice

you have no inclination to, and do yet practise

a greater without any remorse. How many
mens* wives and daughters have you corrupted

for your profit, more than pleasure, and yet

scarce ever thought it worth your repentance ?

The sharper, it is true, often gets the estate

of a fool, but then he is more on the square :

his profession is known, every man is sensible,

that gaming is his livelihood, and that his bu-

siness is to impose on you if he can, so that

if you are master of the least prudence in the

world you will not be drawn into his snare.

But you, under the mask of friendship, endea-

vour the ruin of families, by alienating the af-

fections of the wife from the husband, and
putting your own issue in a family that knows
not how to prevent the injury, because it is clan-

destine and performed by stealth. It is a cow-

ardly stab in the back, against which the person

attacked can have no defence.

Though you address your discourse to me (re-

plied Don Superbo) loith as little manners as

wit, yet I must in answer reply, first that 1

have nothing to do in the cause, and next that

you have stated it wrong. For all husbands

in Spain a7id Italy, take the state of matrimony

to be a state of war, and every day expecting
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some amorous stratagem on his wife, set a per-

petual guard upon her, so that he who gains

her, docs it bi/ the strength of his cunning and

courage, and is so far from surprisiiig ati un-

armed man, that his attacks are made on for-

tresses well manned. But I am the more sur-

prised at your discourse in this place, and of its

being directed to me, because you are sensible

that I am pretty tcell acquainted with your fre-

qucnt and extraordinary efforts in that way,

I freely confess, (interrupted Don Feroce) that

I have always an entire deference to the ladies
;

that it has been the aim and business of my
life to prove myself their vassal : but plea-

sure in this chase has been my only object, and

1 never make any other benefit of the tlivors I

receive, than what I find in the arms of my
benefactress.

Don Superbo*s color came and went on

these words of Feroce, so that the ladies fear-

ing- some event, separated them immediately

from each other. Charlotte, taking Don Feroce

by the hand, led him so speedily away, that

she left me behind her. La Nivelle in the

meanwhile endeavoured to pacify Don Su-

perbo, as much as she could : not disdaining-

to allay the heat of his choler, by raising

the heat of his love, so to extinguish one

fire with another. The Don, though full of

rage, at his comrade, yet could not be in-
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sensible of the favors of his fair country wo-

man, so giving a truce to his resentment,

he applied himself wholly to love. La Nivelle

was of an amorous constitution, and found

too little check on her mind to disturb its sa-

tisfaction, so that she easily admitted him to

freedoms, which were not wholly new to him ;

and being secure of Charlotte, and her para-

mour, they set no bounds to their wishes but

one another's arms.

This made me reflect of how little advantage

it was to a woman's virtue to have those liber-

ties allowed them, which the Italians deny

them. For indeed they do not seem proper

trustees for such a charge, as the honor of a

family, and ought only to be managed as in

Italy, Spain, or the more easterly and souther-

ly countries oi Asia, or Africa. It is true, it is

a hard matter (as I had found by what I had

seen) to secure a woman, with the utmost cau-

tion, but then the opportunities being so rare,

the crimes must be fewer.

The enjoyment of Superho and La Nivelle

being now pretty well over, she asked him

the reason of that ill humor, that Don Feroce

seemed to express^ I know not (replied Super'

bo) the cause, nor do I inuch trouble tny head

about it, but the effect I shall resent in ano-

ther manner, and in a more proper time and

place. But be you judge, my fair Nivelle, if
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he of all men ought to fall on vie on my affairs

iDith the ladies, when I will give you instances

of his efforts that way, that none hut a man of

the last assurance could ever have attemped.

There lived in Madrid one Don Hortario,

a physician, whose practice being not consider-

able enongh to answer his expences, lietook

himself to the coining false money ; which

course he had followed with some success.

But crimes, that must have confederates, are

not long concealed, so Hortario being be-

trayed by one of his confidents, was taken up,

tried, and condemed to death for what he

liad done. There is a space allowed between

the sentence, and execution, which his hand-

some wife endeavoured to improve by his par-

don. She was advised by a friend to apply

herself to the French ambassador, of great in-

terest then at court, to mediate with his ma-

jesty : and an old gentleman of Feroce*s ac-

quaintance, introduces her to him to draw her

petition in French, which he understood
;

which being done, the old gentleman stept

to the ambassador's to know how Jong it

would be before they could speak with him ;

in the meantime, Ferocc, not touched with

the forbidding circumstance of the young lady,

all in tears for her husband's danger, and her

own distress, which must follow his death,

ventures to make his address of love to her,
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with a strange impudence hoping success on so

unlovely an occasion.

The old man goes and returns three or four

times, before the time of the ambassador's

leisure, and Feroce improved every moment

of his absence, till now having her in his

arms, and pressing her close, she let her head

drop with consent into his bosom, he takes

the kind summons, and losing no time obtains

the last favor before the old man's last re-

turn ; when they all went together to the am-

bassador's quarters and delivered their petition
;

and this Ephesian matron with improvements,

after the visit to her husband in captivity,

retires to Feroce s arms.'and there passed a more

pleasant night, than the Doctor.

The ambassador could only prevail for his

body after the execution, which his virtuous

wife carried home in her lap ; and soon hav-

ing interred him, went to remove so disagreea-

ble a companion as sorrow, in the arms of her

new lover.

Her beauty soon got her a new husband,

though her necessity made her content with an

old Eriglish knight, who could maintain her

above contempt, and who doated on her with

a passion, that required more gratitude than

ever she showed him. For Feroce was still in

her heart, and she seldom pleased when she

was out of his arms. But this commerce could
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not be so privately carried on, but the old

knight had some secret inteihgence of the

matter, which he could not disguise from the

fair offender, who was sure to inform Don
Feroce of the suspicion in order to redouble

his caution. However, it so happened, that,

in the midst of their joys, they heard the hus-

band coming up stairs, and all the time he
had was to slip out of the room, and place

himself on the stairs that went up to another
story, which yet he could not ascend by rea-

son of a little hatch, that he could not in the

hurry unlock ; so that he was forced to stand

squeezed up in the little nook, that was left,

in hopes the knight might pass by and not

see him
; but it happened, that there was a

window on those stairs, that cast the shadow
of the upper part of his body on the contrary

wall, which made the husband look directly

on Don Feroce, who finding himself discover-

ed makes him a reverend bow, and told him
he teas come to wait on him to justify himself

against the calumnies, that had been raised on
him of having a criminal affair with his lady,

whom he verily believed to be a second Lucretia.

The knight had not imbibed any of the Spa-
msh humor, but received him very civilly, and
assured him, that though he had heard such
a report, yet he was better satisfied in his
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wifes honovj and his, than to give any ere-

dit to the story ; so after a short visit Don
Feroce took his leave ; and the knight vt'ait-

ed on him down stairs, as if the most con-

tented cuckold alive ; or rather, as if entirely

satisfied of his wife's innocence.

The next morning early who should come

to his bedside but the unfortunate lady, with

tears in her eyes, and melancholy complaints

that he had been her ruin ; for the knight

after his departure had declared dissatisfaction,

and separating beds that very night, had the

next morning turned her out of doors, with

protestations of never more having any thing

to say to her. Though this was a punishment

much milder than could be expected from

any one that lived in Madrid, yet Don Feroce

to comfort her persuaded her to return, and

throw herself at his feet, to own that he had

cause of suspicion, but avow her innocence, and

assure him, that she would never more see,

or admit Don Feroce any more into his house,

and not to leave him till her tears and pray-

ers had removed his indignation. For said

he, the English are of such a temper, that

cannot resist imploring beauty, and will sooner

believe a woman's protestations than their own

eyes. So drying her tears with kisses, banished

her concern with caresses, that were still too
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agreeable to her, though she had run such a risk

of her ruin already for the unlawful pleasure.

Don Feroces advice proved so successful

that the lady was again received into favor,

and so far kept her word, that she never admit-

ted her gallant any more within the house,

but found means, as often as opportunity of-

fered, to meet elsewhere, and carried on the

intrigue till the old knight was gathered to

his fathers; and left her a brisk widow to enjoy

her pleasure with freedom and beauty.

But this is a proof of the fickle inconstancy

oi Don Feroce, his mistress being now at liber-

ty, and he having free access to her was so in-

constant as to prove false to her w ith her maid.

For coming one day to visit her, she was

abroad, and therefore he retired into the par-

lour with the maid, who had desired him

to walk up to her lady's apartment in vain.

Having got her, as he supposed, alone, he

threw her on the bed, and notwithstanding

all her struggling had accomplished his desire,

but feeling something else move on the bed,

he removed the curtain, and discovered a com-

mon soldier fast asleep. Alarmed with this

disappointment he let the maid go ; and went

up to attend his mistress* return.

But 1 should tire your patience should I

give you a full account of the rambles of this
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faithless Don Feroce, who merely out of spite

has attempted to blast my reputation in your

hearing'. But I hope my dear Nivelle^ you

will not give any credit to so manifest a calumn}'.

La Nivelle assured him of her good opinion

of his sense, and his constancy, and was only

troubled, that my lord ambassador's sudden

departure would deprive her of a pleasure which

could else have no end but death. After some

compliments of this nature Don Superbo took his

leave, and La Nivelle went immediately to 31a-

demoiselle Charlotte, with me in her arms.

We found Don Feroce and his lady in serious

discourse, which La Nivelle interrupted in this

manner ; You had need, Don Feroce, to accuse

Don Superbo, when you knew how guilty you have

yourself been of the crimes you laid to his charge.

You have forgot Hortario, and the English

Anight at Madrid. She would have gone

on but that Charlotte interrupted her by asking

the meaning of what she had said, so setting me
down she repeated all the story, which she had

heard from Don Superbo.

To deny the affair, (said Don Feroce) is un-

worthy of my honor. I do confess, that most

of what he has told you is truth ; but where is

the treachery of this, or what man of honor could

resist the temptation of willing beauty ? But since

you have heard his account of my affair, pray do
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me the justice to hear what I have to say of his

life and conversation.

You must first know then, that notwith-

standing his professions of love for La Nivelle,

I have discovered his designs on Madam Char-

lotte^-whxch was the occasion of my treating him

in that manner before her. And if, hereafter, he

should endeavor to lessen me, I desire you to

reflect, that it comes from the mouth of a rival,

and a native o{ Sardinia, who should always be,

with justice, suspected in what he says of a man,

whom he looks on with a jealous eye in the chace

of his pleasure or profit. It is but too natural

for a rival to defame a man, who is his com-

petitor for beauty ; and generosity in few can

prevail over self-love, not regarding the base-

ness of the means, that brings them to the pos-

session of their wishes. It is true, it is always

a sure proof of a great barrenness of merit, and

a slavish fear of that of the person, whom he would

supplant. This sordid temper of rivals in ge-

neral receives yet a grosser alloy from the native

country of Don Superbo. The principles of the

gentlemen of Sardinia are sufficiently known in

Spain, to spring from dullness, self-interest,

and malice. For almost the only venomous

beasts of that nation walk upon two legs. They
have the serpent's cunning and sting, and instead

of toads and vipers, they have hypocrisy, deceit.

Vol. U. X

'
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calumny, pride, poverty, and malice. As the

fogginess of their climate clogs their wit, and

understanding, so the weakness of these make

the easier way for vile treacheries, which men of

generous souls and good sense can never be

guilty of. For a fool has not matter enough to

make an honest man of, as a countryman of

yours, Madam, has justly observed. Thus, doubly

corrupted by passion and principle, as a rival,

and Sardinian, he may endeavor to make way

for his own pretensions, by extinguishing those

favorable thoughts he imagines your ladyship

entertains for your humble servant.

But to do Don Superbo justice I must tell you,

that he is a gentleman of an ancient family in

Spain, but his ancestors, for their own ad-

vantage, removed into Sardinia, where they had

a considerable estate, which being encumbered

by his father, was entirely sold by Don Superbo,

Though his fortune was gone, his pride of birth

remained, to which he added by fancying him-

self a wit, though a wit of Sardinia is the oddest

monster in nature.

He was always extremely inclined to the fair

sex, and when yet very young was drawn in to

marry a cowr^e^an of the town. But coming to

himself, and detesting his folly, he left her, and

by his interest soon got a commission in the

army, by which he removed far enough from
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that domestick ignominy. Having* acquitted

himself very honorably in his post, on the peace

he returns to Spain, but the wife was dead, and

he in the bloom and vigor of his youth, yet he

had so great a dread of matrimony, that no ad-

vantage could engage him again in the noose,

but, resolving to revenge himself on the whole

sex, he established this maxim in his mind : that

no ties of conscience^ and morality^ extended to

the affairs of niati and woman.

His success was so considerable, that thouffh

he had not one penny left in the world of estate,

he always kept up the port of a gentleman, and
kept the best company, and was received well at

the court, and the houses of the Graiidees, which

gave him the better opportunity of pursuing his

designs of making all the sex pay for the trans-

gression of one.

I will not detain you with an hundred extraor-

dinary adventures of his (which I shall reserve

to a better opportunity) but only give you a suc-

cinct account of one, from whence you may
draw your notion of his principles in regard of

womankind.

Don Alotizo de Almeida is a very near relation

of Don Superbo, who, being sensible of his ne-

cessities, invites him to his house, and makes him
as free there as if he was his own son. But Don
Superbo could not live without an affair, though

X 2
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with his own relation, and the wife of his bene-

factor. For as I told you before, he looked on

all the rules of morality and honor void in

amours.

You see that he is a man of a very good

shape, (as most of the men of his country are),

a tolerable address and other accomplishments

that may please a woman, especially one that

is debarred all other conversation. Donna

Elvira, the wife of Don AlonzOy was a lady of

some remains of beauty, and had yet in her

bosom some embers of that fire which once

had burnt with a more outrageous heat. She

had besides the provocation of a peevish old

husband, that squandered away even that little

stock of love, which his years allowed him, on

her maids or his tenant's daughters, for a sickly

stomach always requires variety of meats, while

that which is robust and strong eats heartily

of one.

Don Alonzo had not love enough to be

jealous of his wife, and he was satisfied that

his obligations would be a sufl[icient curb to

the licentiousness of Don Superho, should he

have any temptations to do him any injury

of that nature; but finding no charms in his

Avife himself he was persuaded she was incapable

of stirring up desire in any one else.

In these circumstances, and free access, it is
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no great wonder that Elvira and Superho came
at last to a better understanding-, and in a little

time to those familiarities whose guilt was en-

hanced by ingratitude. But Superbo having

made what advantage he could of Elvira, and
weary of a country retreat, fell into an ac-

quaintance with Donna Catherina, wife to a rich

banker of Seville, and whose relationship to

Elvira had brought her to see her in her coun-
try retj-eat.

This new intrigue, though not yet brought
to perfection, could not be hid from the ob-
servation of Elvira, who was sensible of the
decay of the fire of Superbo's affection, but not
of the cause

; till their indiscretion made the

discovery. This bred a mortal quarrel between
the ladies, and soon made Catharina depart
for Seville. The anger of Elvira was not ap-
peased by the absence of her rival, or the re-

newed addresses of Superbo, and nothing but
revenge would satisfy the affront, she thought,
put on her charms, by his preferring the
beauty of Catharina to hers. She therefore
employs one of her maids to procure her some
poison, which she was resolved to administer

;

it happened luckily for Don Superbo, that
his very falsehood was now his deliverance,
for he had received lately some civilities from
this maid, which gave him that interest in
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her heart, that she told hirn of lier mistress's

order to procure her some poison, and that

she had reason to believe, she meant him no

kindness.

Don Superboy suspicious enough by nature,

soon took hold of the hint, and goes to Don
Alonzo, and desires him to give him leave to

return to Madrid, since he had some affairs

that required his immediate presence. Alonzo

laughed at his excuse, telling him. That h^

could not imagine what such pressing affairs

could be when he had neither place, inoney, or

estate. Superbo then told him, that he was

weary of the country, lohich did not agree with

his health. Then your countenance (replied

Alonzo, very much belies your constitution, for

I never saw you look more healthy in your life.

In short, Superbo made several other frivolous

pretences, that could not pass muster, till at

last he was fain to tell him, that the reason was

notJit for him to know ; and by artful degrees

worked up the old gentleman's curiosity the

more. Till having had his word to decree

nothing fatal on the discovery ; he told him,

that, in gratitude to him and care for himself,

he must be gone ; since his wife had made knoion

her inclinations to him in such terms, that he

must either irijure hisfriend, relation and patron,

or else run the risk by a refusal of poison, which
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she had already ordered to he bought, or

of losing hisfavor by her accusing him of some

attempts, since Phsedra, Faustina and, others

were examples, that a woman balked of her de-

sires sticks at no revenge on the cause of their dis^

appointment.

To coiifinn this he shewed her fond letter be-

fore enjoyment, and calls the girl, that was to

procure the poison. Both joined together, sa-

tisfied the old Alonzo of the guilt of his wife,

whom he heartily hated before, so that he was

glad of the opportunity of having a pretence to

use her worse. So never examining further into

the matter, he gives Don Superbo four thousand

crowns to buy him some place at court, and

also letters of recommendation to his friends

to add by their interest to the money he had

given him,

I shall not now tell you the treatment that

Donna Catherina met from him, to whom he

went as soon as he had settled his affairs at

Madrid. Let it suffice in short that she fared

worse than Eliza, while he getting off with the

prize, returned to Madrid. But fearing some

ill event, took the opportunity of coming hither

to Venice, with the Spanish ambassador, where

our acquaintance began, and where he has

given me a whole history of his life ; for he

glories in having the better of the sex, not
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only in gaining their hearts, but in revenge,

in using them ill. Were it not for this prin-

ciple, and that extreme opinion of himself,

his merit and quality, to which he thinks

he may sacrifice both love and friendship,

the man might pass among the fair and the

great.

The ladies were both struck with horror on

this account of Don Superbo, but love would not

let La Nivelle give entire credit to what Don
i^erocc had said, and that by his own rule, since

a rival is not to be believed in his account of

his rival.

Don Feroce took his leave, and when he was

gone Charlotte and La Nivelle agreed to try

Don Superho, and give him an opportunity of

shewing his falsehood. The first opportunity

they had, Superho was admitted, and soon left

alone with Charlotte^ who, on purpose, cast

many favorable eyes towards him ; his own
vanity assured him of the conquest, and made

him advance with such confidence, that he

plainly told her his love had long been for her ;

that indeed he had some little emotions for La
Nivelle ; but that the moon and stars might as

well contend for brightness with the sun, as

Nivelle with her ladyship. Besides there was

a charm in quality, which heightens all beauty,

and though he knew that La Nivelle was a gen-
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tlewoman, yet he never before descended to an

amour on her level, Charlotte having heard as

much as she cared for, and La Nivelle more,

than she could bear with patience and silence,

came out and interrupted his nearer approaches

which he was just then beginning. She said

all that a deserted lady could say : and he in

some confusion ran away and left her to vent

her passion by herself. Nor did I ever see

him there all the while we staid at Venice.

Our abode there, indeed was not long, after

this breach between the lovers ; and our cor-

respondance too little with the quality to give

me many observations worth committing to the

press. But being now quite tired of the vices

of Ilalij^ I longed till we removed to another

scene of affairs; that I might find whether the

difference of the vices of Tramontani and the

Jialians, was as great as that of their manners :

the result of my observations, gentle reader, I

shall give you in my second part* ; which will

contain my travels through some other parts

of Europe^ till my arrival in England, and my
restoration to my pristine state of humanity ;

* This continuation has never appeared, and, as it

would have been fictitious, would have excited no curiosity

in the minds of the admirers of Apuleius.
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which enabled me to commit to posterity the

discoveries I have made ; which, if of any use to

the pleasure, or benefit of any, I have my de-

sire. Farewell with a scrap of old latin, which

may make thee the more easily draw an advan-

tage from my book.

Felix quern faciunt aliena Pericula Canlum*

FINIS.
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